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ABSTRACT

Art and Power in the Reign of Catherine the Great:
The State Portraits
Erin McBurney

This dissertation examines the relationship between art and power in the
reign of Catherine II of Russia (1762-1796). It considers Catherine’s state
portraits as historical texts that revealed symbolic manifestations of
autocratic power, underscoring the close relationship between aesthetics
and politics during the reign of Russia’s longest serving female ruler. The
Russian empress actively exploited the portrait medium in order to
transcend the limitations of her gender, assert legitimacy and display herself
as an exemplar of absolute monarchy. The resulting symbolic representation
was protean and adaptive, and it provided Catherine with a means to
negotiate the anomaly of female rule and the ambiguity of her Petrine
inheritance. In the reign of Catherine the Great, the state portraits
functioned as an alternate form of political discourse.
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Introduction
In April 1796 Johann Baptist Lampi, an Austrian portrait painter on loan
to the Russian court, wrote to Catherine II, Empress of Russia, to request a
final sitting as he prepared to return to Vienna. In his short note, Lampi
averred that after service to such an august sovereign he was no longer jealous
of Apelles—the only artist permitted to paint Alexander the Great—such was
the honor and artistic fulfillment of his position.1 Lampi’s comparison with the
painter Apelles was a deliberate stratagem of praise that elevated both the artist
and his sixty-seven year old patroness into the same firmament as the
Macedonian ruler and his court painter. Moreover, Lampi was consciously
equating his role at Catherine’s court with his recent artistic service to several
Holy Roman Emperors, the brothers Joseph II and Leopold II, and their
nephew Francis II. Their Habsburg ancestor, Charles V, gained eternal renown
for hiring Titian as his exclusive court painter. In deliberate homage to
Alexander the Great, Charles V dubbed Titian “this century’s Apelles” (huuis

1

Unpublished letter from Lampi to Catherine II of 22 April 1796 in Alessandro Casagrande,
“Documenti inediti di Giambattista Lampi negli archivi russi,” Studi Trentini di Scienze
Storiche,A.LXXV-LXXVII, Sezione II-1, Trento 1996-1998, 204.
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seculi Apelles) and would permit no other artist to portray him.2 Titian’s portraits
of Charles V remain, in the words of Frances Yates, “one of the most striking
presentations of Charles in his imperial role…the World Ruler on whose
domains the sun never set.”3
More than two hundred years later, Russia’s longest ruling female
monarch similarly exploited the aesthetics of portraiture to project gloire and
articulate symbolic aspects of imperial power. Drawing on recent work in the
fields of visual culture, art history, court studies, cultural history, gender and
queenship, this study examines fifteen images of Catherine the Great painted
between 1762 and 1796.4 I seek to reintegrate Catherine’s portrait imagery into
the narrative of her reign and I interpret the state portraits as an important if

2

Hugh Trevor-Roper, Princes and Artists: Patronage and ideology at four Habsburg Courts, 15171633 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1976), 29. Charles V also made Titian a Count of Palatine
and a Knight of the Order of the Golden Spur, thereby ensuring hereditary nobility for his
descendants and establishing an early modern precedent for lavish remuneration for talented
court artists. Martin Gosman, “Princely Culture: Friendship or Patronage?” in Princes and
Princely Culture, 1450-1650 (Boston and Leiden: Brill, 2003), 11.

3

Frances Yates, Astraea: The Imperial Theme in the Sixteenth Century (London: Taylor and
Francis, 1975), 22.

4

The state portraits constitute but one part of an extensive visual archive that includes medals,
mosaics, miniatures, coins, tapestries and sculpture that are beyond the scope of the present
study.
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often overlooked aspect of her absolutist scenario. I argue that the evolution of
Catherine’s visual image was a direct reflection of contemporary political
culture both in Russia and abroad. Moreover, the inventive manner in which
the Russian empress manipulated iconographic norms and experimented in the
visual medium was on a scale without precedent and in a manner that was
largely unknown among her contemporary heads of state. The state portraits
constitute but one aspect of a symbolic “liturgy of state” constructed over the
course of her thirty-four year reign; this dynamic representational scenario
presented the image of the Empress as the embodiment of empire and as an
exemplar of Russian sovereignty.5
*

*

*

Figurative portraits of the tsars were not produced in Russia before the
reign of Peter I. His famous portrait of 1698 by Godfrey Kneller, Peter I (figure
1), is widely considered the first secular state portrait of a Russian ruler and it is
instructive that the picture was painted while the tsar was in London during his

5

“Liturgy of state” is a term coined by Roy Strong to describe the manner in which Queen
Elizabeth I’s elaborate representative scenario appropriated aspects of Roman Catholic
liturgical practice in order to create a cult of “Gloriana.”Roy Strong, The Cult of Elizabeth:
Elizabethan Portraiture and Pageantry (London: Pimlico, 1999), 115.
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Grand Embassy to Europe, in 1697-98.6 It contains a host of iconographic
details that were first introduced by Titian, such as the marshal’s baton, richly
decorated armor, and a helmet or crown (typically on a table nearby). These
images conveyed power through large scale, often life-size representation and
avoided excessive decorative features that would detract from the aloof
grandeur on display. Facial likeness was also considered important (which is
why it is possible to trace the Habsburgs’ unfortunate family resemblance
through the centuries).7 In keeping with what had become a standard artistic
template, Peter wears an expensively decorated suit of armor, clasps a marshal’s
baton in his right hand and rests his left hand upon the hilt of his sword. His
crown sits in a niche behind him on a velvet pillow and through an open
window a harbor and ship under sail are in plain view. The picture celebrates
Peter’s status as a youthful and vigorous crowned head of state; the background

6

Peter gave the original as a diplomatic gift to the English king, William III, and it remains in
the Royal Collection but multiple miniature versions of the portrait were reproduced. James
Cracraft, The Petrine Revolution in Russian Imagery (Chicago and London: The University of
Chicago Press, 1997), 132-136.

7

Marianna Jenkins, The State Portrait: its origin and evolution ([New York]: College Art Association
in conjunction with the Art Bulletin, 1947) 14-16 and Kurt Forster, “Metaphors of Rule: Political
Ideology and History in the Portraits of Cosimo I de’ Medici,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen
Institutes in Florenz XV Band, 1971, Heft 1, 69-70.
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reflects his naval fixation and represents the tsar’s turn toward the West, as
does his beardless visage.
The portrait was emblematic of Peter’s participation in a pan-European
process of cultural and diplomatic exchange whereby rulers presented other
courts with formal state portraits that were most often painted by a foreign
portrait painter. Kneller’s commission also highlighted the fact that there were
no artists in Russia at the turn of the eighteenth century who possessed the
skills, pictorial vocabulary or necessary equipment to produce an oil portrait of
this size or subject matter. Icon painting remained the predominant form of
pictorial art in Russia well into the eighteenth century. Yet these artistic
techniques did not translate directly into the construction of secular ruler
portraits for technical and aesthetic reasons. Icons were normally smaller in
size and consisted of tempera on wooden panels but this format was neither as
durable nor as well suited to portable, long-distance transport as oil on canvas.
Paintings could be rolled and unrolled repeatedly and framed or removed from

5
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Frames with little or no damage whereas wooden panel icons were surprisingly
fragile.8
In addition to these technical barriers, the historical study of secular and
especially state portraiture in Russia was for most of the twentieth century
distorted by inherent contradictions between doctrinal Marxist-Leninism and
the study of imperial Russia’s elite, court-based culture. As a result, Soviet art
historical studies tended to emphasize a cultural-artistic Sonderweg that neither
recognized the presence and influence of foreign artists and craftsmen working
in Russia nor the mechanisms by which the Muscovite and then Russian courts
actively sought foreign expertise. For example, in conjunction with Peter’s drive
to acquire knowledge and technology, he imported artists from Western
Europe even as he sent native Russian artists to Italy to study painting,
establishing an imperial precedent that continued for the remainder of the

8

Lindsey Hughes, “Images of Greatness: Portraits of Peter I” in Peter the Great and the West:
New Perspectives, ed. L. Hughes (London: Palgrave, in association with the School of Slavonic
and East European Studies, University College London and the National Maritime Museum,
2001), 254.
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century.9 Yet in a still frequently cited study on the development of the portrait
genre in Russian art, E.S. Ovchinnikova charts a nearly seamless progression
from medieval icons to secular portraits, describing an entirely native Russian
undertaking that evolved through the auspices of the Moscow Armory
workshops. The author makes no mention of the foreign painters Peter I hired
nor does she acknowledge the arrival of western European artists in Moscow in
the sixteenth century. In Ovchinnikova’s assessment (published in 1955),
Russian artists were able to adapt icon painting into a form of secular
portraiture that was wholly and distinctly Russian.10 V. G. Briusova’s more
recent study (published in 1984) elaborates on the same theme. She argues that
artists who glorified the monarchy and thus worked at court were automatically
debased and degenerate, whereas those from local or regional centers of art
such as Vladimir, Suzdal and Kostroma displayed a far more progressive (and

9

Jacob Stahlin, Zapiski Iakoba Shtelina ob iziashchnykh iskusstvakh v Rossii (Moscow: Iskusstvo,
1990), t. I, 43-45 and Cracraft, The Petrine Revolution in Russian Imagery, 208-217.

10

E.I. Ovchinnikova, Portret v Russkom Iskusstve XVII veka: materialy i issledovaniia (Moscow: Gos.
Izd. Iskusstvo, 1955), Chapter 8, passim. For a more recent and less “Soviet” interpretation, see
A. A. Karev, Modifikatsii portretnogo obraza v russkoi khudozhestvennoi kul’ture XVIII veka
(Moscow: “Prometei” MPGU, 2006) yet Karev also takes little notice of the connection between
court culture and the development of the secular portrait genre in Russia in the eighteenth
century.
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therefore inherently Russian) style of art.11 Historians such as James Cracraft
and Lindsey Hughes, however, posit that the role of the court and the presence
of foreign artists were essential factors in the development of secular artistic
expression in Russia in the eighteenth century. Hughes’s research in particular
identified a vibrant, native artistic tradition that was positively influenced by
foreign artists over the course of two centuries—to include the Italian craftsmen
who renovated the Kremlin in the sixteenth century, the various workshops of
the Moscow Armoury (the oruzheinaia palata, an early academy of arts) and the
Polish artists who brought the parsuna portrait style to Russia over the course
of the seventeenth century—before Western European artistic norms were
formally introduced in the Petrine era.12

11

V.G. Briusova, Russkaia zhivopis’ 17 veka (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1984).

12

Lindsey Hughes, Sophia, Regent of Russia 1657-1704 (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1990), 134-144, and Hughes, “Images of Greatness,” 167-169. See also her, “From Tsar to
Emperor: Portraits of Aleksei and Petr I,” in Picturing Russia: Explorations in Visual Culture,
Valerie A. Kivelson and Joan Neuberger, ed. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press,
2008): 51-56. On the role of cultural and artistic influences from both Italy and Byzantium in
the creation of a state-centered ideology in the sixteenth century, see David B. Miller, “Creating
Legitimacy: Ritual, Ideology and Power in Sixteenth-Century Russia,” Russian History 21(3),
1994: 289-315.
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Regardless of the historiographic debate, secular portrait painting seems
to have been adopted quite quickly in Russia and it is clear that religiouscultural practices associated with the icon and icon worship were important
factors in this process. Marcus Levitt in his recent survey of what he terms the
“visual dominant” in eighteenth-century Russian culture, suggests that the
“visual—with an emphasis on visibility, the need to be seen and appreciated—
played a crucial role in the formation of early Russian identity…eighteenthcentury Russia’s visual dominant was not merely a Western import or a passing
infatuation, but had deep indigenous roots in Orthodox culture and
theology….”13 Similarly, Oleg Tarasov posits that much of Russian visual
culture in the eighteenth-century was derived from the traditions of Russian
Orthodoxy and that the significant presence of icons at home and in church
indicated a cultural predisposition toward visuality and veneration of the
painted image.14 Icons carried deep, intrinsic meanings that were available to
the literate and non-literate alike; divinity, hierarchy, and status were all

13

Marcus C. Levitt, The Visual Dominant (DeKalb, IL: Northern Illinois University Press, 2011), 6.

14

Oleg Tarasov, Icon and Devotion: Sacred Spaces in Imperial Russia, English translation by Robin
Milner-Gulland (London: Reaktion Books, 2002), Introduction and 37-38.

9
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embodied within painted representations of saints and saints’ lives. Orthodox
worshippers were accustomed to “reading” an image as if it were a text and they
were familiar with the use of color, gesture and visual signifiers to convey
sacrality and inspire devotion. As Tarasov has also pointed out, by the late
seventeenth century, icon painters such as Simon Ushakov were deliberately
reproducing aspects of the Tsar’s visage in icons of Christ, “the mutually
reflecting, as if ‘interchangeable’, countenance of Christ and face of the Tsar
reminded people of the divinely established nature of autocratic power.”15
Indeed, seventeenth-century portraits of the Russian tsars Alexei and Feodor
and of the regent, Sophia, first began the practice of representing a living ruler
who was recognizable by his or her facial likeness even as the overall
composition remained icon-like; that is, stiff figures in canonical pose
expressing no emotion but exhibiting timelessness and piety.16
*

*

15

Ibid., 230.

16

Hughes, Sophia, Regent of Russia (1990), 138-139.

10
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By the time Peter I officially moved his court from Moscow to St.
Petersburg in the early 1700s, scores of foreign artists and craftsmen were at
work in his new capital, including the French portraitist Louis Caravaque.
Caravaque came to the Russian court after Louis XIV died in search of an
official position and imperial largesse. One of his first commissions was for the
tsar and his family in connection with Peter’s desire to introduce his young
daughters Anna and Elizabeth into the European marriage market.17 Other
artists such as the Dutch painter Karel (or Carel) de Moor and the Frenchman
Jean Marc Nattier produced series of portraits of the imperial family. As the
secular portrait genre expanded, new means to reproduce and distribute art
works such as etchings and engravings were also introduced into Russia. By the
end of Peter’s reign (1725), there were so many engravings of the tsar in
circulation that the government was forced to issue prohibitions against
unlicensed representations of the imperial family.18

17

Baron N. N. Wrangel, “Inostrannye khudozhniki XVIII stoletiia v Rossii,” Starye Gody 1911
(Iul-Sept), 10 and Lindsey Hughes, Russia in the Age of Peter the Great (New Haven and London:
Yale University Press, 1998), 236 and 414.
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Within one generation and by the time Princess Sophia of Anhalt Zerbst
arrived in Russia in 1744, foreign court painters had become fully integrated
into the administrative structure of the Russian court and the secular state
portrait had become a necessary attribute of imperial power.19 The Empress
Elizabeth, like her parents, tended to favor French painters such as Louis
Caravaque and Louis Tocque; many portraits of the Empress were
commissioned for official domestic display while others were sent abroad to
European courts—material indication of Russia’s new diplomatic standing in
Europe.20 The twenty-year reign of Elizabeth (1741-1761) served as an important
template for Catherine in almost every sphere—from politics and diplomacy to

18

On the introduction of engravings (and other graphic arts), see Cracraft, The Petrine Revolution,
169-190. See my discussion of attempts to restrict or censure unofficial imperial imagery in
Chapter 1.

19

Throughout the eighteenth century, artists who received imperial commissions were most
often referred to as gofmaler from the German “Hofmaler” although there were also Russian
terms for both court artist (prikhodnyi khudozhnik) and state portrait (paradnyi portret). L. M.
Markina, “Pridvornyi zhivopisets v Rossii: rab ili tvorets?” in E.R. Dashkova i Zolotoi vek
Ekateriny (Moskva: MGI im. E.R. Dashkovoi, 2006), 157-58.

20

L.M. Markina, Portreitist Georg Khristof Groot i nemetskie zhivopitsy v Rossii serediny XVIII veka
(Moscow: Izd. Pamiatniki istoricheskogo mysli, 1999), 207-209 (hereafter Markina (1999).

12
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the introduction of the latest European trends in art, opera, music and ballet.
Elizabeth’s court combined extravagant Baroque spectacle with significant
imperial financing of enlightened scientific and cultural undertakings. It was
during the reign of Elizabeth that Moscow University and the Imperial
Academy of Art were founded and the scope of the Academy of Sciences was
greatly expanded beyond its original Petrine mandate.21 Eventually Catherine
would inherit all of these institutions and build upon the lavish endowment left
to her by the Empress Elizabeth.
By the time she seized the throne in 1762, Catherine had spent eighteen
years observing the evolution of Elizabeth’s representational scenario. Over the
course of her own thirty-four year reign, Catherine commissioned at least
fifteen official state portraits; hundreds if not thousands of the originals were
disseminated throughout Russia and Europe. The nineteenth-century art
historian Dmitrii Rovinskii claimed that starting in 1740, “and then almost
every year until her death, we may follow step by step, all of the changes which

21

S. H. Kondrakov, Iubileinyi spravochnik Imperatorskoi Akademii Khudozhestv. 1764-1914 (St.
Petersburg, 1914), ch. 1, 3-6.
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occurred in her face and figure.”22 In concert with the scope of her ambition
and the geographic scale of her empire, Catherine created an extensive visual
record so that by the late nineteenth century, at least five hundred images of
the Empress remained in circulation at the Russian court and in many
government buildings. This was an extraordinary pictorial legacy that was
exceeded only by the number of images of Peter I also extant.23
It seems somewhat surprising that so many images of Catherine II
remained on display in the century after her death, especially given her heir’s
expressed desire to eradicate all traces of his mother’s influence and
Catherine’s own problematic posthumous reputation. Her descendants—Paul I,
Alexander I and Nicholas I—sought either to sanitize accounts of her personal
life or distance themselves outright from the perceived “depravity” of female

22

D.A. Rovinskii, Podrobnyi slovar’ russkikh gravirovannykh portretov (St. Petersburg: Imp.
Akademii Nauk, 1889) t. IV, 386. This dissertation is less concerned with the physical changes
recorded in Catherine’s portrait iconography and more focused on the evolution of her
symbolic representation.

23

The size of Catherine’s visual legacy was exceeded only by that of Peter the Great according
to Rovinskii. He collected more than seven hundred engraved images of the Tsar in connection
with publishing his dictionary of Russian engravings in the late nineteenth century. On the
number of extant engravings of Catherine II, Rovinskii, Ibid. (1887), t. I, 680.
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rule.24 Simon Dixon argues that it took almost a century—if not longer—to
rehabilitate the image of Catherine II, especially after the publication of her
memoirs in London by Alexander Herzen in 1859: “No nineteenth-century
Romanov could comfortably model himself on Catherine, who remained a
liability rather than an asset in the dynasty’s quest for a ‘usable’ post-Petrine
past.” 25 Yet hundreds of her portraits were to be found throughout the empire
and Catherine’s image formed the centerpiece of two major exhibitions in St.
Petersburg, the first in 1870, sponsored by the Imperial Academy of Art, and
the latter in 1905, for Diaghilev’s famous Tauride Palace exhibition.26 One
version of Catherine’s 1766 coronation portrait by Stefano Torelli remained in
the Senate until 1918 while the art historian E. Gollerbakh recorded that

24

For Paul I’s ukaz forbidding female succession three days after Catherine died, see PSZ vol.
24: 17537, dated 9 November 1796, 2.

25

Simon Dixon, “Catherine the Great and the Romanov Dynasty: The Case of the Grand
Duchess Maria Pavlovna (1854-1920), in Russian Society and Culture in the Long Eighteenth Century:
Essays in Honour of Anthony G. Cross, Roger Bartlett and Lindsey Hughes, eds. (Munster: LIT
VERLAG, 2004), 207 and “Epilogue: The Afterlife of an Empress,” in Dixon, Catherine the Great
(London: Profile Books, 2009), 316-335.

26

Katalog istoricheskoi vystavki portretov XVI-XVIII vv, ustroennoi Obshchestvom pooshchrenie
khudozhnikov (St. Petersburg, 1870) and Katalog istoriko-khudozhestvennoi vystavki russkikh
portretov, ustraivaemoi v Tavricheskom dvortse v pol’zu vdov i sirot pavshikh v boiu voinov (St.
Petersburg, 1905).
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another version was still hanging in the Synod in 1923.27 The Empress’s final
state portrait by Lampi (dating from 1794) continued to grace the main hall of
the St. Petersburg State Bank building well into the 1880s.28 In 1828, her
grandson, Nicholas I, ordered the Academy of Art to install a statue of
Catherine II in the newly renamed Catherine Gallery (formerly the Raphael
Gallery) in the Winter Palace.29 Perhaps the most striking example of the
historical permanence of Catherine’s visual record is Vigilius Eriksen’s
equestrian portrait of 1762 which was embedded in the throne room at
Peterhof in the mid-1770s and remains there to this day (except for its
temporary removal during the Nazi invasion of Leningrad). This evidence of the
visual primacy or Russia’s last female ruler seems to contradict the traditional
characterization of Catherine as a Romanov anathema. Instead, as this
dissertation suggests, Catherine the Great successfully portrayed herself as an

27

On the Torelli coronation pictures, see Gosudarstvennyi Russkii Muzei, Zhivopis’ XVIII vek:
katalog (St. Petersburg: Palace Editions, 1998), number 448, 163 and E. Gollerbakh, Portretnaia
zhivopis’ v Rossii XVIII vek (Petrograd: Gos. Izdatel’stvo, 1923), 39.

28

On the 1794 Lampi portrait, Rovinskii, Podrobnyi Slovar’ (1887), t. II, 812.

29

The statue was by Halberg and was coincident with Nicholas also ordering a monutemn to St.
Vladimir of Kherson Tauride. Kondrakov, Iubileinyi spravochnik (, t. I, 38-39.
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emblem of Russian monarchy that transcended both her gender and her era.
Although the turmoil and destruction of twentieth-century wars and revolution
obliterated much tsarist imagery, hundreds of imperial portraits were not
destroyed. Many ended up in museum stores across the Soviet Union where
they remained uncatalogued and unaccounted for until the post-Soviet era.
A few portraits of Catherine II remained in public (or printed) view in
the Soviet era because they shared several characteristics: all were painted by
native Russian artists such as Fedor Rokotov, Dmitrii Levitskii, and Vladimir
Borovikovskii; they were never intended or commissioned as official, state
portraits; and none of these artists was ever granted permission to paint
Catherine II from life. Most importantly, these images tended to reveal the
Empress in informal even intimate guise, thereby diminishing her official
grandeur and glory. For example, Fedor Rokotov’s famous seated profile was a
copy after Roslin’s vast, complex mirror portrait of 1762. Rokotov never had the
privilege of painting Catherine II from life but his portrait became a template
for miniature images for snuff boxes and portrait medallions which were
presented to favorites. Levitskii was regarded as a copyist and most of his

17
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portraits were direct copies of foreign artists and unsigned.30 Borovikovskii’s
extremely well known picture of Catherine II walking in her garden at Tsarskoe
Selo with her dog (1792) was commissioned by Alexander Vorontsov for his
private picture gallery and Catherine’s lady in waiting posed for the artist. It is
unlikely that the Empress ever saw this picture and it only came into public
view in the nineteenth century.31 These portraits of Catherine II are not
included within this study, however, as they were never commissioned as
official, state portraits (with the exception of Levitskii’s Legislatrix series
discussed in Chapter 5).
Within the past two decades Russian historians and Russian museums
have begun to “exhume” the reign and re-examine the image of Catherine the
Great. Despite a residual Soviet-era bias against the study of Catherine II as a
historical figure, some new research on specific aspects of her court and its

30

On Rokotov as an academy portraitist and copyist, A. V. Lebedev, F.S. Rokotov (etiudy dlia
monografii) (Moscow: Gos. Tretiakovskaia Galereia, 1941). For a detailed discussion of Levitskii
and his oeuvre, see Chapter 5.
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On Borovikovskii, see Tatiana V. Alekseeva, Vladimir Lukich Boroviksovskii i russkaia kul’tura na
rubezhe 18-19 vekov (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1975), especially 96-100 and Rovinskii, Podrobnyi Slovar’
(1889), t. II, 810-811.
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leading personalities is emerging.32 V.S. Lopatin’s publication of Catherine and
Potemkin’s entire correspondence, along with recent studies of the Prince of
Tauride by Olga Eliseeva and Natalia Bolotina, provide important archival
context regarding the development of “New Russia” and the extent of Catherine
and Potemkin’s personal and political collaboration. N.V. Bessarabova and G.V.
Ibneeva’s monographs on Catherine’s travels throughout Russia also add an
entirely new perspective on Catherine that breaks with the long tradition of
relying solely on memoirs and correspondence by courtiers—especially foreign
envoys—who accompanied the Empress on her travels around her empire.33 Art
historically, Russian museums have capitalized on perpetual public fascination

32

Alexander Kamenskii notes that during the Soviet era not a single book about Catherine II
specifically was published. She was demonized in accounts of the Pugavshchina and history
textbooks for children characterized the Empress as “cruel and hypocritical.” Alexander
Kamenskii, “Aktual’nye zadachi izucheniia istoriii XVIII veka,” in E.R. Dashkova i XVIII vek:
traditsii i novye podkhody (Moscow: MGI im. E.R. Dashkovoi, 2012), 12.
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Ekaterina II i G.A. Potemkin: Lichnaia perepiska 1769-1791, izd. podgot. V.S.
Lopatin (Moscow: Nauka, 1997); O. I. Eliseeva, Geopoliticheskie proekty G. A. Potemkina (Moscow:
Inst. Ross. Ist. RAN, 2000); N. Iu. Bolotina, Deiatel’nost’ G. A. Potemkina (1739-1791 gg.) v oblasti
vnytrennei politiki Rossii (Moscow: RAGS, 2010); N. V. Bessarabova, Puteshestviia Ekateriny II po
Rossii (Moscow: MGI im. E.R. Dashkovoi, izd.2e, 2008); and G. B. Ibneeva, Imperskaia politika
Ekateriny II v zerkale ventsenosnykh puteshestvii (Moscow: Pamiatniki istoricheskoi mysli, 2009).
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with Catherine and her reign by regularly sending exhibitions to European and
North American museums that contain the terms “Catherine the Great” and
“treasures” in their titles. Sometimes, they even include a state portrait of the
Empress among the exhibits on display. Yet greater visibility has not necessarily
resulted in a corresponding increase in our understanding of the complex
relationship between art and power in the reign of Catherine the Great.
*

*

*

Any discussion of eighteenth-century imperial imagery must concern
itself with the question of audience and reception or, as Gérard Sabatier asks:
“What was the use of state iconographical programs?”34 Sabatier was referring
specifically to the import and impact of the ceilings at Versailles but his
question is relevant to the study of monarchial iconography whether embedded
within architectural ensembles, imperial portraits or sculpture. A further
question with which the present work is concerned is that of agency; that is,
how directly was the Russian empress involved in the construction of her

34

Gérard Sabatier, “Beneath the Ceilings of Versailles: Towards an Archaeology and
Anthropology of the Use of the King’s ‘Signs’ during the Absolute Monarchy,” in Iconography,
Propaganda and Legitimation, Allan Ellenius, ed. (Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 1998), 218.
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representational scenarios generally and her portrait iconography specifically?
Most analyses of Catherine’s portraiture do not address issues of agency or
audience, nor do they analyze her portrait iconography as a form of political
discourse. This dissertation, therefore, seeks to address a lacuna in the
scholarship by analyzing the immediate political context surrounding each state
portrait’s commissioning. I argue that Catherine II exercised far more agency
over the form and content of her portrait representation than has been
previously acknowledged. I also highlight how closely the Empress coordinated
her textual and visual output; that is, I situate her portrait imagery within the
context of her authorship of official texts such as ukazy, manifestos and
correspondence yet avoid comparisons with contemporary literature and
panegyrics.35
This dissertation also focuses attention on the preeminent role of foreign
painters at the Russian court in this period. There are surprisingly few

35

Recent works that discuss the extensive imperial panegyrical tradition at the Russian court
and the relationship between literary output and official ideology include: Stephen L. Baehr,
The Paradise Myth in Eighteenth-Century Russia (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991);
Andrei Zorin, Kormia dvuglavogo orla… literatura i gosurdarstvennaia ideologiia v Rossii v poslednei
treti XVIII—pervoi treti XIX veka (Moscow: Novoe Literaturnoe Obozrenie, 2001); and Vera
Proskurina, Mify imperii (Moscow: Novoe Literaturnoe Obozrenie, 2006).
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contemporary sources on Catherine’s official court artists, particularly since
none ever achieved the status of a Titian or a Velasquez. Troels Andersen, a
Danish art historian, conducted considerable archival research on the Danish
artist Vigilius Eriksen and his monograph provides a thorough account of
Eriksen’s decade in Russia. Eriksen had the most access to the Empress in the
early years of her reign and also produced four of the most powerful portraits of
Catherine II.36 Liudmilla Markina of the State Tretiakov Gallery produced a
detailed study of the German artist George Grooth (alternately, Georg Groot).
Markina’s biographical and art historical analysis is prodigious and scholarly
but it does not address the political implications of Grooth’s state portrait
commissions (which constituted the majority of his oeuvre) or the role of the
then Empress, Elizabeth, in their production.37 More promisingly, two of
Catherine’s Italian court painters, Stefano Torelli and Johann Baptist Lampi,
have been the subject of recent exhibitions in Italy and correspondingly
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Troels Andersen, “Vigilius Eriksen in Russia,” Artes: Periodical of the Fine Arts, I (October
1965): 45-84.
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extensive archival research by Italian scholars, including the discovery of
unpublished letters from Lampi to the Russian empress.38 In Moscow, Liubov
Savinskaia has examined the development of aesthetics and art collecting
amongst the Russian nobility in this period; her research has generated new
inquiry into the nature and scale of cultural collaboration and competition
between the court and the nobility.39 Lastly, Christoph Frank has published a
range of groundbreaking articles—more cultural studies than art history—that
examine the mechanics of Catherine’s art collecting and commissioning from
the European angle. His current work focuses on the relationship between
Catherine II and her art advisers, Melchior Grimm and Johann Rieffenstein,
and is based largely on German and Roman archival material.40 With the
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On Stefano Torelli, Irene Graziani, La bottega dei Torelli: Da Bologna alla Russia di Caterina la
Grande (Bologna: Editrice Compositori, 2005). On Lampi, Un ritrattista nell’Europa delle corti
Giovanni Battista Lampi 1751-1830. Exhibition celebrating the 250th anniversary of the artist’s
birth; catalog. (Trento: Castello del Buonconsilio. Monumenti e collezioni provinciali, 2001).
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L.Iu. Savinskaia, “Kollektsionery-diplomaty Ekaterinskoi ephokhi: k istorii
kollektsionirovaniia zhivopisi v Rossii,” in Vek Prosveshcheniia: prostrantsvo evropeiskoi kul’tury v
ephokhu Ekateriny II, S. Ia. Karp, ed. (Moscow: Nauka, 2006), 379-398.
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exception of Frank’s work, all of these studies focus exclusively on artists and
artistic interlocutors at Catherine’s court rather than on the role of the Empress
herself in the commissioning and collecting of art.
*

*

*

Catherine II seized the throne of Russia in June 1762—a throne to which
she had no legal claim—and refused to rule as regent on behalf of her eightyear old son, Grand Duke Paul Petrovich. She was an unauthorized and
unconsecrated usurper but within a decade she was hailed at home as the
“Mother of the Fatherland” and in Europe as the “Northern Semiramis” whose
simultaneous military and cultural conquests seemed to recreate the legendary
accomplishments of the ancient Babylonian ruler. In the portraits under review,
Catherine constantly reinvented herself, using conventional portrait typologies
as well as myth and allegory to present herself as an enlightened European
monarch, a Russian Orthodox empress and a uniquely Russian Minerva.

Klassizisdmus, Steffi Roentgen, ed. (Munich: Hirmer, 2001), 87-95; and “Secret Deals and Public
Art: Catherine II’s Cultural Patronage in Bachaumont’s Mémoires secrets (1762-1786),” in Vek
Prosveshcheniia (2006), 50-79.
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Though her reign began under the literal and symbolic blight of female
usurpation and regicide, Catherine circumvented these negative and politically
destabilizing associations in part by employing visual representations that
simultaneously emphasized feminine, maternal qualities on the one hand while
constructing masculine images of military and political command on the other.
The resulting figurative discourse provided a means to symbolically confront
the paradox of female rule in Russia.
The first chapter begins with a reappraisal of the historical context
surrounding Catherine the Great’s upbringing and earliest years in Russia. My
re-reading of Catherine’s early life is consistent with Monika Greenleaf’s
interpretation of Catherine’s own memoirs as self-fashioning and artful
constructions. 41 I conclude that Sophia of Anhalt Zerbst was unusually attuned
to power and the power of performance from an early age. I suggest that her
understanding of the suasive power of visual imagery emerged during her
engagement negotiations and then was further developed in Russia where the
visual impact and theatrical spectacle of the court—most of all the charismatic

41

Monika Greenleaf, “Performing Autobiography: The Multiple Memoirs of Catherine the Great
(1756-1792),” Russian Review 63 (July 2004): 407-26.
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presence of the Empress Elizabeth and the rituals associated with Orthodox
worship—were especially significant. I examine the symbolic import of her
Orthodox conversion and the profound implications of Sophia becoming the
second Catherine Alekseevna (she was named after Peter the Great’s second
wife). As Grand Duchess she remained a silent observer, in keeping with her
gender and her role as the wife of the heir to the throne until after the birth of
Grand Duke Paul in 1754. Giving birth was a transformative experience and in
contrast to her own memoirs and most biographies, I posit that Catherine’s
intellectual, political and sexual awakening occurred after the heir was born and
coincident with the arrival of the British envoy Charles Hanbury Williams and
his attaché, Stanislaus Poniatowski. In her correspondence with Hanbury
Williams, Catherine first found her authorial voice, one that expressed in
masculine terms a thirst for power, autonomy and recognition.42 Poniatowski,
the future King of Poland who was fresh from a Grand Tour and Madame
Geoffrin’s salon in Paris, introduced Catherine to an enlightened intellectual
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M.A. Kriuchkova, Memuary Ekateriny II i ikh vremia (Moscow, 2009), 210.
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and artistic milieu whose cultural practices the future Russian empress would
adopt as her own.43
In the second chapter, I explore Catherine’s vulnerable position at court
after the death of the Empress Elizabeth. Neither she nor her son was
mentioned in the first accession manifestos and no coronation was planned by
the new tsar, Peter III. Lacking any formal role as the wife of the tsar,
Catherine stationed herself by the bier of the deceased empress and
commissioned a little-known Danish painter, Vigilius Eriksen, to portray her in
mourning. The resulting picture transformed the former German princess into
a Russian Orthodox tsarina. Deprived of the ability to act or express her now
stymied ambition, Catherine was able effectively to unite disparate factions at
court such as the clergy and the army in part through symbolic display of her
own religious and military credentials. Eriksen would go on to paint two of the
most powerful images of Catherine in the immediate aftermath of her coup. His

43

On Catherine’s masculine versus feminine pursuits, see Judith Vowles, “The ‘Feminization’
of Russian Literature: Women, Language and Literature in Eighteenth-Century Russia,” in
Women Writers in Russian Literature, Toby W. Clyman and Diana Green, ed. (Westport: Praeger,
1994), 40-43.
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first portrait of the new Empress (Catherine Astride Brilliante) codified
Catherine’s dramatic seizure of the throne as an act of heroic deliverance. As
Richard Wortman has argued, “The demonstration of force was a symbolic
requisite of enthronement, revealing the empress as the possessor of unbridled
authority—one who had the power to act in behalf of the general good, without
regard to the scruples of the previous ruler or cliques.”44 The picture celebrated
“unbridled” power in a literal sense but also transformed Catherine’s
transgression of the traditional bounds of gender and rank into a singular,
selfless action in defense of faith and fatherland. Religious and martial
discourses would remain intertwined and interdependent throughout the
remainder of her reign. It was incumbent upon Catherine to demonstrate
continually her “Russianness” by means of appropriate Russian Orthodox ritual
and this dissertation’s emphasis on the ongoing centrality of Orthodox religious
practice at the Russian court owes much to the work of Ernest Zitser and Gary
Marker.45
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Richard S. Wortman, Scenarios of Power: Myth and Ceremony in Russian Monarchy (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1995), 82.
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In the third chapter, I examine a series of conventional coronation portraits
that promulgated Catherine’s intention to rule Russia as an enlightened
European monarch. In this period, the Empress strove to create a coherent
narrative of accession and dynastic unity and to emphasize the legitimacy
conferred by coronation. I suggest that Catherine suffered from a major
representational “obstacle”—the continued presence of two legitimate heirs to
the Russian throne (Ivan VI and Grand Duke Paul) whose hereditary rights
Catherine had usurped, and I examine how she adapted her representational
scenario accordingly.
In this same period, Catherine conducted extensive campaigns of
exploration around her empire. Travel informed her understanding of the
physical projection of power and the charismatic impact of her presence across
time and space. These voyages also influenced subsequent representational
scenarios, especially with regard to the embodiment of empire. The chapter
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Ernest A. Zitser, The Transfigured Kingdom: Sacred Parody and Charismatic Authority at the
Court of Peter the Great (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004) and Gary Marker, Imperial Saint:
The Cult of St. Catherine and the Dawn of Female Rule in Russia (DeKalb: Northern Illinois
University Press, 2007).
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concludes with Catherine’s shift from conventional portrait iconography to
myth and allegory in the wake of war. A narrative of legitimation and expression
of kinship with Europe was replaced by the presentation of the Empress as a
divine heroine under whose aegis Russia achieved cultural and military
superiority over the rest of Europe.
Chapter 4 considers two extremely contrasting images of the Empress,
Stefano Torelli’s little known 1772 Allegory of Victory over the Turks and perhaps
the most famous and widely copied image of Catherine II, Alexander Roslin’s
1776 state portrait. Torelli’s allegory was the visual embodiment or culmination
of her hyperbolic correspondence with Voltaire, a paean to the Russian military
and the only portrait in which the Empress is pictured sharing the stage of
power with others. Roslin’s portrait, painted a mere four years later, reveals an
entirely different political discourse centered on Catherine’s relationship to the
reign and figure of Peter I. The Roslin portrait presaged a new era that would
focus on the domestic reordering of empire and presented Catherine as a
terrestrial rather than divine embodiment of Russia and as the rightful heir to
Peter I.
The penultimate chapter examines Levitskii’s well-known Legislatrix
(1783) portrait and argues that this image has been historically misinterpreted.
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Despite the title and emphasis on lawgiving, the portrait instead symbolized
Catherine’s recent success in negotiating the Peace of Teschen in 1779 and the
implementation of the League of Armed Neutrality in 1780. Although both
treaties are now often conceived of as footnotes to the history of the period,
they confirmed Catherine’s (and Russia’s) status as a guarantor of peace and
protectress of trade.46 Catherine’s diplomatic accomplishments were
emblematic of a newfound glory for Russia that also coincided domestically
with the implementation of the Greek Project. This complicated and contested
political scenario encompassed the peaceful annexation of the Crimea in 1783
followed by Catherine’s extended voyage there in 1787. I see the Greek Project
as the culmination of Catherine’s symbolic scenario wherein she achieves
apotheosis as the Empress of Tauride. These events contributed to a rich,
multifarious portrait iconography that has never been situated within the
political context of the 1780s before.
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On the diplomatic background and Catherine’s direct involvement in peace negotiations and
the creation of the League of Armed Neutrality, see Isabel de Madariaga, Britain, Russia and the
Armed Neutrality of 1780: Sir James Harris’s Mission to St. Petersburg during the American Revolution
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962).
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The final chapter considers a series of state portraits painted by Johann
Baptist Lampi between 1792 and 1795. In the last decade of her reign,
Catherine turned from making history to writing history and the subject of
history informs her final portrait iconography. Catherine entered the last
decade of her reign unable to present herself rhetorically as a semi-mythical
monarch or classical deity. Instead, she found herself at war on a number of
fronts, both foreign and domestic—with Sweden, with the Ottomans, with
Poland, with the Freemasons, and with authors such as Nikolai Novikov and
Alexander Radishchev. In response, Catherine turned to Russia’s distant past as
a means of understanding what was happening in Russia’s (and Europe’s)
present, using her plays, operas and rewriting of Russia’s medieval history to
situate her reign within a pantheon of historically significant figures and events.
Lampi’s subtle reworking of the imperial image between 1792 and 1795 reveals
how the Empress struggled to find a means to embody the myth of the state
even in an age of regicide and revolution. In the final years of her reign,
Catherine rededicated herself to the creation of a visual and textual legacy that
would assure her—and Russia’s—eternal glory.
Over the course of thirty-four years, Catherine constructed a
representational scenario that transcended gender, asserted legitimacy and
32
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displayed her achievements. After the Russian empress died, a London
obituary observed that, “No personage in our own times has attracted a greater
share of censure and eulogium; and no woman in any age ever exhibited more
of the masculine greatness of one sex, and the feminine weakness of
another…the frailties, however, of the woman will soon be forgotten, while the
glory that encircles the brows of the legislator and conqueror will long continue
to dazzle the eyes of the admiring world.”47
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Chapter I. Ennui and Solitude
This chapter examines the historical context surrounding Catherine the
Great’s upbringing. I suggest that her understanding of the intrinsic power of
portraiture began during her engagement negotiations and then was
nurtured and developed at the Russian court where the visual impact and
theatrical spectacle of the court—most of all the charismatic presence of the
Empress Elizabeth and rituals associated with Orthodox worship—were
especially formative factors.
_____________________________________________________________________

Biographers traditionally rely on Catherine the Great’s extensive corpus
of memoirs and correspondence to construct a base from which they read
backwards—from extraordinary Russian empress to ordinary, even backwoods
princess, a trope frequently invoked by the Empress herself in her
autobiographical writings. These texts emphasize her unique talents and
underscore her foreordained destiny to some day rule Russia. She used seven
different versions of her memoirs, for example, to construct (and reconstruct) a
portrait of her young self at the court of Elizabeth where, she claimed, she
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suffered “ennui and solitude” for eighteen years.48 Catherine framed herself as
an exceptional outsider and cultivated an image of what Philip Dwyer calls the
“individual hero.”49 But reliance on Catherine’s own writings leads to a rather
one-dimensional portrait of a young woman who arrived in Russia at the age of
fourteen with little or no expectation—at least initially—of seizing the throne
and eventually ruling a vast empire as Empress of All the Russias and “Mother
of the Fatherland.”50
Catherine II of Russia (1729-1796) was born Sophia Augusta Fredericka
von Anhalt Zerbst in Stettin—now the Polish city of Szczecin—which situated

48
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her geographically at the crossroads of Eastern and Western Europe and
chronologically on the cusp of the modern era. Stettin embodied the divide
between Latinized West and Slavic East by virtue of its location on the river
Oder, the natural border between Polish Pomerania and the German-speaking
regions later known as West Prussia. Chronologically, the year of her birth
(1729) was also interstitial for it represented a lacuna between an era of
remarkable early modern rulers such as Peter I of Russia, Louis XIV of France
and Charles XII of Sweden, and the enlightened absolutists who followed later
in the century—Frederick II of Prussia, Catherine II of Russia and Joseph II of
Austro-Hungary. Language, religion and even ethnic identity were flexible
constructs in this place and period, and the bloodlines of most of the ruling
houses were intermingled. Between 1744 and 1745 Sophia, a German-born,
French-speaking, Lutheran princess, converted to Russian Orthodoxy and
married her cousin, Duke Karl Peter Ulrich of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp.
Karl Peter was the Swedish-born, German-speaking grandson of Peter the
Great of Russia—and heir to both the Swedish and Russian thrones.
Sophia spent most of her childhood in Stettin, a Baltic port that Prussia
acquired from Sweden through the Treaty of Stockholm in 1720. Like many of
the trading towns that lined the Baltic littoral, Stettin lacked a specific ethnic or
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provincial identification and instead derived economic status as a fortified
garrison town and political influence by virtue of whichever hereditary duke or
prince was rewarded with the its governorship. Sophia’s father, Prince
Christian August of Anhalt Zerbst, was a descendant of the princely line of
Zerbst, a member of the German upper nobility who were outranked only by
the kings and electors of the Holy Roman Empire. Christian’s biography is
revealing (it is most often glossed over in accounts of Catherine’s life) because
he was a seminal influence on his oldest and only surviving daughter. He spent
many years in the Prussian Army and served under Frederick I’s favorite
general, Prince Leopold von Anhalt Dessau (an infantry officer often credited
with creating modern Prussian drill tactics).51 He became garrison commander
in Stettin and was eventually promoted to become its administrator.52 Catherine
grew up in a garrison town, amongst soldiers and prisoners of war, surrounded
by her father and uncles, battle-hardened veterans who served successive
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Prussian monarchs with distinction.53 She was conditioned to war and its
constituent elements from an early age, an important if often unremarked
aspect of her childhood. Many later critics of her reign, especially those who
conflated her apparent relish for going to war with sexual rapaciousness,
ignored these formative childhood experiences of growing up in a military
environment.54
Yet Sophia also regularly visited the courts at Brunswick, Hamburg and
Berlin where her mother’s extended family resided. Catherine’s mother,
Princess Johanna Elizabeth, was from a German ducal family that claimed
descent from Christian I, King of Sweden, Denmark and Norway. Her family
suffered from too many princes and not enough land so the bloodline separated
into royal (Danish) and ducal (Holstein, Gottorp and Schleswig) appanages; the
ducal line was administered from the wealthy port city of Lübech where
Johanna Elisabeth’s father was Bishop. Her great grandmother was the
daughter of the King of Denmark, Frederick III, and her uncle married the
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daughter of the King of Sweden, Charles XI.55 Catherine’s mother grew up in
Hamburg and frequently visited other family at the courts of Berlin and
Holstein. She also resided at Brunswick (Braunschweig) with her godmother,
Duchess Elizabeth-Sophie-Marie Wolfenbüttel, who oversaw her dowry and
marriage.56 Johanna Elizabeth’s many siblings achieved varying degrees of
distinction: her oldest brother Karl Frederick inherited the title as Duke of
Holstein Gottorp and married the oldest daughter of Peter the Great, Anna
Petrovna; another brother, Karl Augustus, succeeded to the Bishopric of
Lübech and was engaged to marry Elizabeth Petrovna of Russia when he died
in 1727; he was succeeded by his younger brother, Adolf Frederick, who
married Frederick the Great’s sister, Louisa Ulricka, and eventually became
King of Sweden and father of Gustav III, Catherine’s first cousin. Catherine’s
later memoirs emphasized her relatively “humble” early years and downplayed
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her dynastic credentials thereby allowing for the dramatic narrative of her life
to unfold as she—the primary actor and director of her own destiny—desired
her life to be read retrospectively. As Monika Greenleaf has argued, Catherine
the writer was responding to (and rejecting) Rousseau’s Emile, or on Education in
which a young girl named Sophie obediently fulfills Rousseau’s “segregated
pedagogy” because “Woman is created to please and to be subjugated.”
Catherine constructed a vivid picture of herself as “a tomboyish creature in
perpetual motion, daring and physically resilient….”57
By the time Sophia was ten years old, international events began to
intrude directly on her life. In 1739, Karl Frederick, Duke of Holstein Gottorp
died.58 His son, Karl Peter Ulrich (the future Peter III), became heir to the
crowns of Sweden and Russia and the Bishop of Lübech (Sophia’s uncle), was
appointed as his guardian. This prompted Sophia’s mother to meet with family
in Berlin in the spring of 1740, where they had gathered to mourn the death of
the Prussian king, Frederick William I. Princess Johanna Elizabeth took her
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daughter with her on what was essentially a fact-finding mission to ascertain
the strength of Holstein claims to the Russian and Swedish thrones. It may
have been the first time that the young princess of Anhalt Zerbst began to
understand her inherited dynastic imperative and to conceive a role for herself
that was separate from her immediate family. Although her later memoirs
suggest feelings of inadequacy that she was merely a daughter and not a first
born son, suddenly at the age of ten her world shifted dramatically: “The hints
that my uncles and aunts, also our closest intimates, dropped here and there
led me to think however, that my name and that of the Grand Duke were being
coupled. I felt no repugnance at this idea; I knew that he was one day to
become king of Sweden, and the title of Queen rang sweet to my ears, child
though I was.”59 Bil’basov rightly points out that it would have been almost
impossible for this clever child to have ignored the sudden attentions and
interest of all her Holstein relatives.60
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Events moved quickly following the death of the Russian empress, Anna
Ioannovna in 1740; in little more than a year, Elizabeth, the daughter of Peter I,
seized the throne and declared her nephew from Holstein her heir. It seems no
coincidence that at almost the same time, Sophia was dispatched to Brunswick
to sit for her first official portrait, painted between 1740 and 1742 by the court
painter, Anna Rosina Liciewska (also known as Rosine Liszewska).61 In this
instance, Liciewska’s portrait would have served as a preliminary study for a
potential engagement portrait. Unlike private portrait commissions,
engagement portraits had to convey fairly accurate representations of the
potential bride and negotiate a careful path between idealization and likeness.
Hans Holbein famously encountered a painterly dilemma when he undertook
an engagement portrait commission on behalf of Henry VIII; it was widely
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Many years later the Empress Catherine mentioned in her memoirs that her maternal
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acknowledged that Holbein’s 1538 portrait, Anne of Cleves (National Gallery,
London), was far more flattering than Anne was in reality, and Holbein was
suspected of accepting bribes from the sitter’s family.62 Two hundred years
later, courtiers were still being warned about the perils of passing off
engagement portraits that were too flattering: “Since great lords cannot travel
together as easily as private persons, they commonly have portraits of the
prince or princess with whom they intend to form an alliance sent to them
beforehand, strictly enjoining the painters not to flatter the subject or make the
copy more beautiful than the original.”63 Effective engagement portraits were
also expected to reveal prized feminine virtues such as tenderness, virginity and
innocence.64 Moreover, artists were tasked with striking a balance between
portraying the potential fiancée as a blank canvas to be enlarged upon and
simultaneously embodying potential majesty (and by implication, fertility). Yet
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potential fiancées could not be presented in visual terms that were threatening
to an existing queen—the future mother-in-law—in terms of levels of luxury,
prestige or latent sexuality.
Liciewska’s picture of the young Sophia, Princess Sophia von Anhalt
Zerbst, c. 1740-42 (figure 2) revealed its political significance as it displayed
many of the hallmarks of a state portrait: it was full size and embellished with
luxurious detail. The figure of the princess is the only object in the frame and
thus not diminished by the presence of a servant, pet or any architectural
ornamentation. Sophia wears a richly ornamented dress and she is swathed in
an ermine cloak, a direct reference to her maternal royal lineage.65 Despite her
young age, her hair is powdered and she wears heavy, jewelled earrings and a
matching hairpiece. Sophia’s expression is quite serious and without any trace
of coquetry—it is a remarkably composed, even forceful image of a twelve-year
old child who was aware that her picture would become an important tool in a
complicated diplomatic game of political alliance by marriage.
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According to the Russian Museum catalogue, Liciewska made three
copies of this painting between 1740 and 1742, at least one of which quickly
made its way to Russia.66 This delicately coded picture constituted a preliminary
engagement “document” for review by members of the court at Berlin and for
Prussian officials at the Russian court; they analyzed the portrait to determine
Sophia’s eligibility and whether her physical appearance corroborated her
bloodlines. The artist seems to have successfully addressed these aesthetic and
political mandates because within a year of Elizabeth’s accession, Sophia’s
name was publicly linked with that of the heir to the Russian throne. Princess
Johanna Elizabeth had written to the new Russian empress to remind her of
the close bond they shared because of the empress’s dead fiancé (who was
Johanna’s brother, Karl Augustus) and she was swiftly rewarded with a letter
requesting a portrait of the deceased Anna Petrovna.67 The portrait was
dispatched to St. Petersburg at the same time as the newly designated heir to
the Russian throne, Karl Peter Ulrich of Holstein Gottorp, was summoned to
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the Russian court. With impeccable timing the portrait of the boy’s deceased
mother brought solace to a bereaved sister (the Empress Elizabeth of Russia)
and provided her with a visual aide-memoire of the dynastic link between
Holstein Gottorp and the daughters of Peter the Great. It was also no
coincidence that six months later the new Prussian king, Frederick II,
promoted Sophia’s father to full field marshal to elevate the status of the Anhalt
Zerbst line.68 Thereafter the secretary to the Russian embassy in Berlin
presented Sophia’s mother with a diamond-encrusted portrait of the Empress
Elizabeth rumoured to be worth 18,000 rubles.69 This extraordinarily generous
mark of imperial favor seemed to confirm rumors of an engagement, or at least
to indicate that dialogue had been established between the Holstein and
Russian courts regarding a possible marital alliance. Dynastic and political
ambitions were thus subtly negotiated in part by means of the transfer of three
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royal portraits: those of Princess Sophia of Anhalt Zerbst, the deceased
Duchess of Schleswig Holstein Gottorp and the Empress Elizabeth of Russia.
Despite the fairly recent introduction of the state portrait genre in
Russia, the court displayed consistent concern about the misuse or squandering
of royal imagery by unlicensed artists. In an ukaz of 21 January 1723, the Synod
issued instructions for the removal from public spaces and private homes any
portraits that were deemed to be poor or tasteless images of the tsar and his
spouse in Moscow, suggesting that the majority of the artist population still
resided in Moscow at this time. Yet the directive did not provide any guidance
regarding who could determine the quality of an imperial image or a list of
licensed artists. The ukaz also stipulated that severe but unnamed punishments
would be imposed on those found to be in violation.70 The issue of state control
over imperial aesthetics was not satisfactorily addressed until Elizabeth’s reign.
An imperial decree of 4 April 1744 once again ordered the removal of all
pictures that contained poor likenesses of the Empress and the newly
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rechristened heir, Peter Fedorovich. The 1744 ukaz indicates that tsarist
imagery had now penetrated into a variety of mediums since prohibitions were
stipulated against the creation, printing, reprinting, sale or display of
unlicensed royal images and the directive was publicly promulgated by the
police. But it was not until a year later, in 1745, that the Empress Elizabeth
granted the Academician Ivan Sokolov specific permission to create an
authorized likeness of herself via a copper engraving that was to be used by
other artists as an exemplar.71 Finally in 1747, the Senate resolved to publish a
list of artists who were authorized to create and distribute royal imagery (and
for the first time, Grand Duchess Catherine was also mentioned in the statute)
in both St. Petersburg and Moscow. This decree no longer used the term
“prohibition” and instead threatened “the most severe torture without mercy”
for anyone found to be in violation. In Moscow the obligation to enforce the
law was assigned to magistrates whereas in St. Petersburg it was the
responsibility of a member of the Academy of Art, Ivan Vishniakov. For reasons
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that remain unclear, in Moscow the display of inappropriate royal imagery was a
criminal matter whereas in St. Petersburg it seemed to be more of an issue
involving artists who simply needed to be made aware of the appropriate
model—magistrates could and did conduct torture but academicians were not
expected to.72 Based on these ukazy, the unauthorized reproduction of imperial
imagery became a significant issue at Elizabeth’s court at the very moment that
Princess Sophia arrived in Russia.
Prior to her formal invitation to join the Russian court in Moscow,
Sophia had become aware of the symbolic import of her own portrait imagery
during the engagement negotiations. Official portraits served as conduits of
intention and political goodwill throughout Europe and their distribution
revealed subtle indications as to the vagaries of royal favor. Portraits and
portrait miniatures were often employed by factions seeking to ingratiate
themselves at court and this resulted in a type of diplomatic rhetoric based on
the exchange of images. The political import of the portraits mentioned above
in the as yet unofficial marriage negotiations between Russia and Prussia (and
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thus also via their proxies, Anhalt Zerbst and Holstein Gottorp) was not lost on
Sophia. When she turned thirteen in 1742, she was taken to Berlin for another
portrait sitting, this time with the Hofmaler to the Prussian court, Antoine
Pesne. Pesne was a French painter who studied in Paris and Rome; he became
the director of the Berlin Academy of Art where he gained renown for his
portraits of the Prussian royal family.73 Pesne’s portrait, Princess Sophia of Anhalt
Zerbst (figure 3) lacks the delicacy and tenderness of Liciewska’s earlier work
but the painter was unable to devote the time required to fully exploit the
hallmarks of the genre.74 The young princess pictured seems more hesitant and
less engaged than in the Liciewska portrait but the likeness is clear. Sophia
again wears an ornate blue dress that is richly decorated but her pose is less
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formal. In many ways, Pesne may have accurately captured an unusual moment:
Sophia seems young and uncertain, with an underlying sense of vulnerability.
There were multiple versions of this engagement portrait produced
either by Pesne or his studio. According to a twentieth-century catalogue
raisonné of the artist’s works, there are at least five pictures extant across
Europe, suggesting that many more copies once existed.75 The Pesne
commission was part of a deliberate diplomatic strategy to distribute Sophia’s
image far beyond the Russian court—and the selection of the Director of the
Berlin Imperial Academy of Art (who had already painted the Queen of Prussia
and the Queen of Sweden) was an indication of the scale and import of the
political negotiations involved in visually representing a potential fiancée for
the heir to the Russian throne. The earlier Liciewska portrait sufficed purely in
terms of presenting a passable likeness of Sophia but it lacked status because
Liciewska was Hofmaler at the lesser court of Brunswick whereas Pesne was
portrait painter to the King of Prussia. Despite Pesne’s reputation, Jacob
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Stählin, art critic and recently appointed tutor to Grand Duke Peter, was not
impressed with Pesne’s portrait of Sophia, claiming “One can hardly recognize
the strokes of this artist in the picture because in his later years he lost his
power and his talent….”76 Stählin was correct in his assessment that the picture
was not Pesne’s finest work but its aesthetic failings were the result of extreme
time constraints placed on the artist.77
In her memoirs, Catherine casts herself as the most dynastically neutral
choice but in reality a ferocious political battle was underway at the Russian
court during most of 1742-43, with ambassadors vying to place both potential
candidates and their pictures before the Russian monarch and her nephew.
The French envoy Chetardie proposed alternately an (unspecified) member of
the French royal family or the daughter of Augustus the Strong, King of
Poland, Princess Marianna. She was also the first choice of the Russian
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chancellor, Bestuzhev-Riumin who saw in that union the perfect political
alliance that would enable Russia, Austria and Saxony to unite against France
and Prussia. The Prussian envoy Mardefeld advanced the candidacy of the
younger sister of Frederick II, Princess Anna-Amalia. The British envoy, Wich,
proposed one of King George II’s daughters whose portrait had apparently
“extraordinarily pleased” the young Grand Duke.78 Diplomats speculated that it
was more appropriate to select a Protestant princess to convert to Orthodoxy
than a Catholic, and most were determined to promote candidates from less
powerful families—so Sophia of Anhalt Zerbst was eligible for at least two
reasons.79 Princess Johanna took an active role and bombarded von Brummer,
the Holstein envoy, with imprecations to push the candidacy of her daughter
above all others.80
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Given this amount of international diplomatic attention, it was
imperative to deliver the portrait of Sophia to the Russian court as soon as
possible, especially as the image would have to compete against a host of other
contenders—and gain the attentions of the Empress and her nephew. By early
1743 one of Sophia’s uncles had delivered the Pesne portrait to St. Petersburg
and months later a formal invitation to Russia was extended (it was an open
secret in Hamburg before the invitation was issued that the Duke of Anhalt
Zerbst would become father-in-law to the heir to the Russian throne). 81 The
speed with which mother and daughter departed Stettin in midwinter also
suggests that they were ready and only awaiting formal dispensation. All
sources confirm the haste with which the trip was undertaken, underscoring
the import of the political alliance in the making, and the imminent
transformation of a fourteen-year old German princess into a Russian grand
duchess. Accustomed as she was to the relative splendor of courts such as
Hamburg and Berlin, there could have been no experience or impression
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during her childhood that would have prepared Sophia for her arrival in
Russia.
Mother and daughter travelled by sleigh from Berlin to Petersburg,
stopping only to change horses and occasionally to sleep in minor towns such
as Mitau, Riga and Dorpat. Princess Johanna’s letters home to relatives
attempted to describe the indescribable whereas her daughter, in her later
memoirs, was remarkably prosaic.82 Yet Sophia seemed suddenly to wake up at
the Russian border where they were greeted by a large retinue of Russian
officials, a canon salute and piles of Russian sable. They stopped briefly in St.
Petersburg for a few days and were installed in the Winter Palace even though
most of the court had already decamped to Moscow to prepare for celebrations
to mark the Grand Duke’s sixteenth birthday.
Sanktpeterburgskiia Viedomosti recorded their arrival in the capital on
February 3rd, 1744 and noted that the reception rooms of the Winter Palace
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were full of people waiting to receive the prospective bride, including courtiers
and many leading clergymen.83 The Anhalt princesses were only in Petersburg
for two days before their departure for Moscow but in that short time they were
given a tour of the Winter Palace that included a full description of the
Empress Elizabeth’s coup in December 1741. They were shown the Empress’
cuirass and saw the Life Guards regiment whose members carried the Empress
to the throne—providing a template for Catherine’s own coup and seizure of
the throne twenty years later.84 Her memoirs singularly avoid all mention of her
earliest impressions of St. Petersburg other than to describe a state dinner
where they were entertained by elephants, gifts to the Empress Elizabeth from
Shah Nadir, Tamas Kulikhan—an unusual sight for even the most jaded
courtier.85 From her very first days in Russia, the young princess was
bombarded with a range of fantastic and unusual experiences that far exceeded
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in scale and content the more subdued representational culture of her German
homeland.
Then they departed for Moscow where they would reside for most of the
next year. Once they reached the city gates, their party was halted on the orders
of the Empress and ordered to wait until nightfall to enter—an unusual
stipulation given the time of year and the distances travelled.86 Craig Koslofsky
argues that throughout Europe in this period, a “nocturnalization” of the court
was completely in keeping with Baroque courtly spectacle; early modern rulers
resorted to darkness to create more effective backdrops for the display of
majesty and splendor.87 In this instance, their first sight of Moscow would have
been even more dramatic and other-worldly at night since the city itself would
have been largely in darkness but the route was lit by torches as was the
Kremlin itself. It seems likely that the Empress sought to impress upon mother
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and daughter that their arrival in Moscow—a city that Olearius characterized as
“shining like Jerusalem without and Bethlehem within”— would be
transformative. Even several decades later, the Englishman James Coxe said of
his first sight of Moscow, “I was all astonishment at the immensity, and variety
of Moscow; a city so irregular, so uncommon, so extraordinary and so
contrasted.”88 Bil’basov noted that the difference between her provincial life in
Stettin or Zerbst and her arrival at court in Moscow would have been a
tremendous shock, suggesting that “…even the fantastic trip of Jules Verne
would have not produced as significant an impression on us as Russian society
would have made on this 14 year-old, even one whom Frederick II pronounced
‘tout faite.’”89 Mere hours after their arrival, Sophia and her mother were
presented at court and made ladies in waiting to the Empress who was
reportedly moved to tears at the sight of her dead fiancé’s sister.90
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As part of the celebration of the Grand Duke’s birthday, they were also
awarded the Order of St. Catherine, the red ribbon and diamond star of which
would appear in every portrait of Catherine from 1744 until 1762. The award of
the order was hardly a routine event; even after it was drafted in 1713-14 to
commemorate Catherine I’s stalwart conduct during the Battle of Pruth. The
award was given to very few female “knights” over the course of the entire
eighteenth century and was originally intended only for the tsarina, princesses
of the blood and twelve noble ladies.91 Its charter celebrated Catherine I’s
fortitude in the midst of battle and the medal was, unusually, engraved with
Latin rather than Cyrillic characters, reflecting its derivation from a number of
European sources: on the reverse, Aequant munia comparis (“By her works she
equals her spouse”) and there were four letters between the diamond cross,
DSFR, an abbreviation of Domine salvum fac regem (“God Save the King”), from
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the psalm normally associated with the coronations and funerals of French
kings.92 The order’s motto, “For Love and Fatherland” further conflated service
to the Russian state with marital obligation and military bravery. For a young
girl who was eager to please, the instructional nature of the statutes, its unique
imperial status and the symbolism associated with the order provided her with
a perfect blueprint from which to fashion an entirely new persona as the
fiancée to the heir to the Russian throne. In her later writings, Catherine
claimed that from the age of fourteen, she had conceived a triple project: “I
vowed to please the Grand Duke, to please the Empress and to please the
nation.”93 This formulation closely replicated the guidance laid out in the
original tenets of the Order of St. Catherine (minus the liberation of
Christians).
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The Russian court in 1744 was an unusual blend of medieval and (early)
modern ritual and splendour, very different from the Prussian capital of Berlin
or the smaller, satellite German courts of Hamburg or Braunschweig. As
Sophia’s mother wrote home to family, “It is the fashion here to render
everything brilliant” and Bil’basov argues that the Zerbst princesses were
“blinded by the splendour and luxury of the Russian court.”94 The principal
occupant of this glittering Russian stage was the Empress Elizabeth, sole
surviving daughter of Peter I. Elizabeth, unlike Catherine, had no need to
either refashion her identity or rewrite her life history; she was born in the
Kolomenskoe Palace in the Moscow suburbs just as her father returned to
celebrate his important victory over Sweden at Poltava in December, 1709.
Peter proclaimed that God had given him the great joy of celebrating both a
glorious victory and the birth of a daughter and these events resulted in a
period of extended celebration.95 Not only was the timing of her birth
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apocryphal, so too was her name for as Ernest Zitser has demonstrated, Peter
I’s knowledge of the Bible was both encyclopaedic and unusually adaptive—the
name Elizabeth was neither random nor accidental.96 On the Empress
Elizabeth’s name day in 1742 she was celebrated by Archbishop Arsenii
Matveevich as a “monarch [born] of monarchs, an empress from emperors.”97 It
seems likely that Peter also named his daughter in honor of the English
monarch, Elizabeth I, daughter of Henry VIII. Peter was the first Russian
monarch to determinedly marry his daughters off into European dynasties so
the choice of a Christian name associated with an historic queen of England
(and sainthood in both the Catholic and Protestant traditions) was neither
random nor coincidental. Elizabeth inherited drama and celebration as her
birthright.
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Within days of her arrival in Moscow, Sophia was absorbed into the
Empress’ suite where the movements of the court were defined by Elizabeth’s
pattern of worship. The empress was, according to Lindsey Hughes,
“conspicuously more devout than her immediate predecessors and, presumably
more sympathetic to the Kremlin’s associations with ancient piety.”98
Elizabeth’s religious devotion and deep emotional attachment to the Kremlin
may in part explain why the court resided in Moscow for years at a time: for
most of 1744, and then again for most of 1749, and for almost two years
between 1752 and 1754.99 Thus Sophia’s initial and arguably most formative
experiences in Russia—four out of her first ten years—revolved around patterns
of Orthodox worship in the Kremlin. The Empress’s personal devotion to the
Orthodox Church was always publicly demonstrated through her frequent,
generous bequests to monasteries and convents, including the reconstruction
of the New Jerusalem monastery and the conversion of Trinity-St. Sergius
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monastery to lavra status in recognition of its role in sheltering her father
during the revolt of the strel’tsy in 1682. She began the tradition of conducting a
pilgrimage there on foot whenever she was in Moscow, and Catherine would do
the same after her accession.100
The planned 1744 pilgrimage to Trinity-St. Sergius would have been
Sophia’s first public appearance with the royal family but for a serious illness
(probably pleurisy). In her memoirs she recast her month-long sickness in
almost Biblical terms that emphasized her elevation in medical and spiritual
terms thereby raising her status at court. Sophia’s “performance” while near
death immediately endeared her to the empress who rushed to her side,
abandoning her own pilgrimage. Elizabeth ordered the child bled and in
Catherine’s later retelling, “as soon as the blood gushed out I came to and
opening my eyes found myself in the arms of the Empress who had lifted me
up.” Sophia hovered between life and death for the next month but had the
extraordinary presence of mind to call for her Orthodox confessor rather than
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the Lutheran pastor who attended her mother. “This raised me in the eyes of
the Empress and the Court.”101 She was not yet fifteen but was already
cognizant of the connection between performance, piety and symbolic elevation
at court.
According to diplomatic dispatches, the young princess from AnhaltZerbst was expected to die from her illness and this once again plunged foreign
envoys into a month-long battle to promote their respective candidates for
marriage to the Grand Duke. The Empress Elizabeth was said to be indignant
at the visible pleasure the Saxon minsters took at Sophia’s illness; the Prussian
monarch, on the other hand, wrote to Sophia’s mother of his “inexpressible
joy” upon hearing that Sophia was out of danger.102 Sophia recovered and made
her first public appearance at court on her fifteenth birthday, on April 21st,
1744. A ball was held and the entire foreign diplomatic contingent were invited
to this “viewing” in order to banish any rumors of her demise. Sophia’s
physical presence reasserted her fitness for marriage despite her markedly
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changed appearance: “I had become as thin as a skeleton, I had grown taller but
my face and features were drawn, my hair was falling out, and I was mortally
pale. I appeared to myself ugly as a scarecrow and did not feel at my ease. The
Empress sent me a pot of rouge that day and ordered me to put some on.”103
Sophia was also rewarded by the Empress with an elaborate jewelled hair
ornament and earrings, a munificent gesture that made manifest the
relationship between appropriate performance and imperial largesse.104
These jewels, like the diamond star of the Order of St. Catherine,
became important markers of her newfound rank and prestige, and they figure
prominently in the first state portrait of Sophia painted in Russia by a young
German court painter, George Grooth, Princess Sophia of Anhalt Zerbst, c. 1745
(figure 4).105 This painting is primarily a record of her survival; it marked her
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triumph over what would become a series of challenges and crises that in her
later retelling served as the vita of a secular saint. In Grooth’s well-known
picture, Sophia is wearing a beautiful yellow silk dress, which she pinches
delicately with her left hand while her right hand clasps a small fan. The sash
and diamond-encrusted Order of St. Catherine is prominently displayed on her
tiny bosom; there is an overall air of extreme luxury that distinguishes this
image from her previous engagement portraits despite her stick thin figure and
sallow countenance. Sophia then sat for no less than five different portraits by
Groot between her arrival in 1744 and Groot’s unexpected death in 1749.106
In Catherine’s memoirs, she refers to only one painting of herself from
this period—an unfinished work by Louis Caravaque that was so admired by
the Empress Elizabeth that she kept it hanging in her boudoir, according to
Catherine.107 It was a curious painting to mention in passing, as it seemed to be
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a preliminary study for a larger work that was both informal and small in scale.
Caravaque painted portraits of Peter I and his family and was eventually
designated Hofmaler to the Empress Anna Ioannovna and then Elizabeth whom
he served until his death in 1754.108 Immediately upon her accession, the
Empress Elizabeth commissioned fourteen full-sized coronation portraits to be
sent to every foreign court that received Russian envoys and she stipulated that
only Caravaque could carry out the commission. The artist managed to
complete approximately eight portraits within the first year of her reign but the
remaining state portraits were not finished for another ten years.109 Thus at the
time of Sophia’s arrival in Russia, Caravaque was in effect the principal court
painter to the Empress.
Caravaque began but did not finish the Grand Duchess’ portrait in 1744
or 1745 and it displays his artistic hallmarks—a luminous beauty and Rococo
idealization of his sitters (figure 5). Caravaque had earlier managed to portray
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the pugnacious, heavy set Empress Anna with a certain grace in his coronation
portrait, Empress Anna Ioannovna, 1730 (figure 6) which he then followed with a
flattering coronation portrait of Elizabeth wearing almost an identical gown and
in virtually the same pose, Empress Elizabeth Petrovna, 1742 (figure 7). Catherine
chose to mention this unfinished picture of herself because of the significance
of the artist: Caravaque began his career in Russia under Peter I, painted his
daughters Anna and Elizabeth as early as 1724 and then served as court painter
to two empresses—Anna and Elizabeth.110 Retrospectively, Catherine employed
the unfinished portrait to create a visual, dynastic link with her immediate
predecessors on the Russian throne; it thereby followed that the Empress
Elizabeth commissioned Caravaque to paint the then Princess Sophia as a sign
of the inevitability of her accession to the Russian throne, and of her inherent
fitness to rule. Subsequently, Catherine (as Empress) would later hang
Caravaque’s coronation portraits of the Empresses Anna and Elizabeth on
either side of her throne in the throne room at Peterhof, flanking Vigilius
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Eriksen’s enormous Catherine II Astride Brilliante of 1762 (discussed in the next
chapter).
Though Caravaque’s portrait of the young princess remained unfinished
and largely unknown except by those with access to the Empress Elizabeth’s
boudoir, Grooth’s portrait of Sophia/Catherine in yellow dress was much
copied and widely distributed. In 1748, Count Razumovskii, director of the
Imperial Academy of Science, ordered an initial twelve engravings to be made;
once these were approved, a print run of twelve hundred copies followed.111
Grooth had produced an exemplar, a pictorial representation of the Grand
Duchess that had the imprimatur of those at court responsible for control of
imperial imagery such as Razumovskii. The court extensively promoted the
betrothal of Grand Duke Peter to the Princess of Anhalt Zerbst, in part to
forestall the problems it had encountered during the interregnum between the
death of the Empress Anna in October 1740 and the coup by Elizabeth in
December 1741. Thus Grooth’s portrait not only proclaimed her recovery from
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a near-death illness but also celebrated her official status as the fiancée of the
heir to the Russian throne.
A major precondition to the formal engagement however, was Sophia’s
conversion to Russian Orthodoxy wherein she would be reborn as Catherine
Alekseevna, in honor of the Empress Elizabeth’s mother, née Catherine
Skavronskaia, who was crowned as Catherine Alexeevna.112 This renaming was
integral to baptism into her new faith and the psychological import and
dramatic impact of the entire ceremony on the precocious fifteen-year old
should not be underestimated. The act of becoming a Russian Grand Duchess
and assuming the name of Catherine Alexeevna, Peter the Great’s consort,
constituted a profound experience of transformation wherein she subsumed, or
even extinguished, all aspects of her previous identity: birthright, language,
religion, even her name. Time shifted backwards, towards the more ancient
rhythm of the Julian calendar, placing her in a truly liminal position—
suspended between two very different worlds and belief systems.113 There had
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been no occasion in her life to date that would have prepared her for the
totality of the experience, especially as letters were being exchanged regularly
between Moscow and Zerbst until the very day of her conversion because
Sophia’s father had admonished her to remain true to her Lutheran faith.114
Biographers traditionally gloss over this event yet it constituted the first major
ritual experience of Sophia’s life; that is, it served as a formative rite of passage,
an event identified by sociologists and anthropologists from Durkheim to
Geertz as profound—profoundly isolating and profoundly transformative.115
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It was significant that Sophia’s first exposure to the Orthodox Church
was in the ancient and mysterious chapels of the Kremlin, with their vast,
gilded iconostases, individual icons and haze of smoke and incense—centuries
and worlds away from the plain, stolid Lutheran churches of her youth.116 Many
years later, she recalled her impression upon entering the Pechersk Cathedral
of the Miraculous Virgin in Kiev, during her first pilgrimage there in August,
1744: “I have never been so struck by anything as I was by the magnificence of
that church, where all the images are covered with gold, silver, jewels. It is large
and built in the Gothic style of architecture which gives churches a much more
grandiose appearance than the more modern ones, where too much light
through the windows makes them indistinguishable from ballrooms.”117 Pavel
Florensky, more than a century later, further elaborated on the totality of the
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Orthodox experience, seeing in its unique spatial and ritual arrangements a
performance space and an ancient yet tangible link to Russia’s past:
…the art of fire, the art of smell, the art of smoke, the art of
dress…the distinctive choreography that emerges in the measured
movements of the priests as they come in and out, in the converging
and diverging of their countenances, in their circling around the
throne and the church, and in the church processions...Even such
details as the specific, light touching of various surfaces, of holy
objects made of various materials, of the icons anointed and saturated
with oil, fragrances and incense—touching besides with the most
sensitive parts of our body, the lips—become part of this total
ritual….118

Orthodox worship demanded an experience of all the senses that differed
dramatically from the Lutheran church’s asceticism, spatial formality and
emotional restraint. In Russian churches (then as now) the absence of pews and
the open floor plan encouraged the intermingling of all worshippers engaged in
individual acts of physical devotion and the resulting intimate contact with
icons (and, on occasion, the remains of saints) led many foreign observers to
comment on Russians’ “excessive zeal.”119 For Catherine, the theatricality of the
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church and the Empress’ central role in the court’s regular pattern of worship
was impressed upon her from her earliest days in Russia. Her personal
conversion and baptism also became fundamental experiences that informed
her understanding of the connection between the Orthodox Church and the
Russian throne; the ritual and liturgical traditions of one were deeply
interconnected with the ceremonial parameters of the other. In an era of
modern lighting, heating and advanced audio-visual technology, it is perhaps
difficult to appreciate the sheer dramatic impact of the Orthodox liturgy
conducted in the Kremlin’s medieval cathedrals. Catherine’s nascent,
adolescent notions of power, hierarchy and veneration were indelibly
influenced by her seminal experience of conversion to Russian Orthodoxy.
Yet writing many years later, Catherine was fairly nonchalant in her
memoirs, bragging about the great ease with which she studied and then
performed her role, “I found the Bishop of Pskov (Semen Todorskii) was right
in everything he said and my conversion took place without any effort.”120 Her
blithe tone masked the seriousness of the occasion and the extensive level of
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preparation involved, especially as she recited in perfect Russian “50 quarto
pages” plus the Creed. Catherine’s mother noted that in the days before the
baptism, her daughter’s religious instruction “was redoubled and for the past
two days she has not appeared in public. Yesterday she fasted…today she is so
continually occupied by religious ideas and involved with meditation and
prayer, that she seemed a bit touched to me.”121
The dramatic nature of this event was heightened by the fact that the
Empress Elizabeth reserved the role of stage director for herself, both prior to
and during the actual ceremony. She did not reveal the name of Catherine’s
godmother (a functional rather than purely ceremonial role in Orthodox
baptism ceremonies) until moments before entering the cathedral. Elizabeth
dramatically halted the procession and made Sophia kneel on a cushion at the
very threshold; the Empress personally returned with the 80-year old Abbess of
Novodevichii Convent who became Catherine’s godmother, leaving a large
coterie of ladies at court disappointed as many had hoped to be accorded the
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honor of serving as the grand duchess’s godmother.122 Sophia then underwent
conversion; during the ceremony she was led to the altar personally by the
Empress where a priest administered the Eucharist; once Catherine accepted
the sacrament, she became the only other woman in the realm to take
communion at the altar—an event of enormous symbolic significance because
she had become—spiritually at least—the equal of the Empress.123 This moment
of extreme elevation and separation was combined with divine unction; it
reinforced for the young grand duchess the connection between performance,
majesty and spiritual intercession. Many years later in preliminary notes to a
version of her memoirs, Catherine wrote simply that she converted to the
Orthodox religion on 28 June 1744 and then acceded to the Russian throne on
28 June 1762, thereby implying that the two most important events in her life
were her Orthodox baptism and her seizure of the Russian throne (as well as
the significance of 28 June).124
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Courtiers and clerics alike were impressed both by the new Grand
Duchess’s fluency in the Russian language and her recitation of the Orthodox
catechism. As the Prussian envoy Baron von Mardefeld noted, “All of the
assistants were in floods of tears. But the young Princess did not shed a single
one during this solemn act and she comported herself like a true heroine. She
also spoke in perfect Russian. At last she has earned the admiration of the
Sovereign, her future [spouse] and the entire nation.”125 This established a
regular pattern whereby Catherine actively embraced and publicly celebrated
her Russian Orthodox identity in contrast to her fiancé (whose preference for
Lutheran worship, German language and Holstein uniform would later be
exploited by Catherine to emphasize his foreign status). She was beginning the
process of “becoming” Russian and at her betrothal to Grand Duke Peter
Feodorovich the following day “the entire nation” (or at least the most
privileged members of the diplomatic corps and Elizabeth’s courtiers)
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witnessed the symbolic re-enactment of the betrothal of the first Peter and
Catherine. During this ceremony, in contrast to her conversion and baptism,
Catherine was relegated to a non-speaking, non-acting part: she had to sit or
stand when told, and exchange rings with her future husband. After the
ceremony, she shared the dais with the Empress and the Grand Duke in the
Palace of the Facets—yet another physical and symbolic elevation—and she
received money and jewels from the Empress. Even many years later in almost
every version of her memoirs, Catherine remained clearly impressed by these
rewards and provided a description of the jewels and an expression of her
newfound devotion for the woman who had thus elevated and rewarded her:
“My respect and gratitude to the Empress were extreme. I looked upon her as
upon a goddess, without flaw….”126
For reasons that remain unclear, the “new” Peter and Catherine were not
married for more than a year. There was speculation that the delay was in order
to allow the grand duke to mature both physically and emotionally but in the
interim he contracted smallpox and became, in the words of his fiancée,
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“horrible to look at.”127 The Empress nonetheless commissioned a series of
portraits to celebrate the young couple’s betrothal, probably in part to once
again dispel rumors at court and abroad regarding the grand duke’s illness and
fitness to eventually rule, an issue of concern since his arrival in Russia. If the
Empress Elizabeth had hoped or expected that her sister’s child in any way
resembled her late father, she would have been rather disappointed. One of
the earliest state portraits of Peter, Grand Duke Peter Feodorovich, 1743 by
Grooth (figure 8) revealed the vast physical and symbolic gulf between
grandfather—the larger than life, manic Russian emperor, Peter I—and his
grandson, the timid and immature boy from Holstein. In this life size portrait,
Peter Feodorovich stands in the manner of Hyacinthe Rigaud’s Louis XIV, in
glittering uniform amid deliberately grandiose surroundings, all of which seem
to overwhelm the pallid, fifteen-year old at the center of the composition.
Though he is pictured wearing a wig and armored breastplate, the Grand Duke
seems lacking in maturity and masculinity despite the artist’s best efforts.
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Grooth’s next portrait of Catherine, Grand Duchess Catherine Alexeevna of
1745 (figure 9) highlights the visual dichotomy between the couple. She too is
pictured amidst great architectural splendor; although her hair is un-powdered,
her gown and jewels are sumptuous, she is visibly plump and swathed in a
golden ermine mantle. Her right hand clasps a fan delicately but her left hand
firmly grips an ermine cloak, a subtle form of engagement with this symbol of
her new imperial status. The position of hands, whether male or female, in
compositions such as state portraits were far from random, and in Grooth’s
rendering, Catherine displays an active grasp. Men’s hands were most often
engaged directly with swords, batons, sceptres and other unambiguous symbols
of their potency and power. In contrast, queens merely gestured at regalia such
as crowns and orbs that were usually situated just out of reach on velvet
cushions. Elise Goodman has observed that in portraiture of this period
women’s hands were often painted as if boneless to suggest delicacy and
grace.128 Yet this formulation seems to miss an essential issue within the context
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of symbolic ruler representations; that is, the inability to grasp anything firmly
underscored female powerlessness and lack of agency.
In Grooth’s picture of the grand duchess there is nothing suggestive of
physical weakness and she seems to dominate the composition. This is in
contrast to the portrait of her fiancé (also by Groot) wherein he is overwhelmed
by his surroundings. A nineteenth-century Russian historian, K.V. Sivkov,
would later observe that the great inequality in their talents was almost
physically tangible: “As fate would have it, like a skilful artist who constructs
his characteristics in the contrast between the figures represented…both the
deficiencies and the virtues of Peter III and Catherine II always appeared very
clearly when one was acquainted with these people and had studied them at the
same time. The brighter the light, the deeper the shadows.”129 Grooth’s
corresponding portraits of Peter and Catherine seem to already hint at the
disparity in their natures, and to reveal subtle indications of a power imbalance;
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this early portrait record corroborated concern and rumors about the heir’s
general maturity and readiness to assume the throne.
Nevertheless, the Empress Elizabeth persisted in her attempt to recast
her pockmarked, childish nephew into the virile heir apparent, a feat more
easily accomplished in the visual mode than in reality. Grooth was next
commissioned to complete an equestrian series of pictures. Although small in
scale and designated as chamber rather than state portraits, the resulting
images formed a triptych, with the Empress’ portrait, Empress Elizabeth with
Moor, c. 1745 (figure 10) seeming to dominate those of Peter and Catherine. The
empress was pictured in the green uniform of the Preobrazhenskii Regiment,
sitting astride a rearing black charger with a sword prominently displayed on
her left hip and a marshal’s baton in her right hand—a sexually-charged image
of a woman in power.130
Although male saints and martyrs were often pictured astride in the
Russian icon tradition (such as Dmitrii Donskoi or Alexander Nevsky) the
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secular equestrian genre was also a new form of artistic expression in Russia.131
Peter I was the first Russian ruler to be portrayed on horseback—he was
painted in battle, probably to commemorate his victories at Azov and Poltava—
although engraved coins displaying his father, Tsar Alexei, on horseback date
from 1663.132 Elizabeth was the first female Russian ruler to be so portrayed and
the equestrian representation underlines her direct dynastic and symbolic links
to Alexei and Peter as military commanders. Although some art historians have
described this picture as a charming conversation piece in part because of its
small scale, this represents a fundamental misreading of the image—and the
other two equestrian images that accompany it.133 Despite the presence of an
exotic, liveried Moor—standing ready to grab hold of the rearing horse—and
the absence of any identifiable architectural element that might suggest a
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specific location, the setting is more political than pastoral. Elizabeth in military
uniform, brandishing a marshal’s baton, is pictured at the water’s edge with a
cluster of ships visible in the background; the composition thus constructs a
visual narrative linking the military and naval exploits of the father with those
of the daughter.
In this same series, Grooth painted the Grand Duke mounted on a young
grey charger, Grand Duke Peter Astride, c. 1742-44 (figure 11). Horse and rider
are elevated above an imaginary battle scene (Peter never participated in actual
conflict or commanded troops beyond the parade deck during his short life).
He is attired in the uniform of the Life Guards Regiment and he prominently
displays symbols of his dual patrimonies—the blue sash and diamond star of
the Order of St. Andrew and a leather breastplate with distinctive Holstein
emblem. The Grand Duke appears as a potent embodiment of command and
control. The artist was invoking well-known models of equestrian masculinity
such as Titian’s Charles V at Mühlberg of 1548 (Prado) or Mignard’s Louis XIV
Crowned by Victory, c. 1692 (Musée National du Château de Versailles et du
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Trianon), works that would have had wide circulation as engravings.134 Grand
Duke Peter was reportedly pleased by this invented, martial image of himself
(despite its small scale) and ordered multiple copies made.135
The last painting in this series, Grand Duchess Catherine Astride, c. 1745
(figure 12) portrays Catherine perched side-saddle on an immobile horse amidst
a garden setting (there are no ships or battles or any markers of imperial status
but for the red sash of the Order of St. Catherine). She is wearing a beautiful
gown, tiny slippers and delicately caressing a whip as though it were a fan; she
is portrayed as an accidental passenger in a pastoral setting that is devoid of
symbolic power or imagery. She is neither astride nor in charge of her horse;
although no attendant is visible in the painting, an entire entourage is pictured
in the later engravings.136 This picture was destined to hang immediately next to
that of her fiancé; whereas the Grand Duke appears to be galloping, the Grand
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Duchess is stationary, an object to be admired rather than a figure in action.
The artist Grooth constructed these equestrian images to represent the
male/female dichotomy wherein men embodied power and women did not.
Grand Duchess Catherine was pictured as the subordinate subject whereas her
future spouse was meant to occupy both a symbolic and literal position of
command.
Catherine was confirmed in her subordinate role at her wedding in
August 1745. In contrast to the psychological and emotional enormity of her
conversion ceremony, the wedding seemed an anti-climax. She was married in
St. Petersburg rather than Moscow and the event was followed by a mere ten
days of celebrations. Grooth was again commissioned to commemorate their
union in and this resulted in a double portrait, Grand Duke Peter and Grand
Duchess Catherine, c. 1745 (figure 13), which presented a tender scene: the
bride’s right hand is delicately cradled by her spouse while his left hand—
which would normally rest on the hilt of his sword—gently encircles her waist.
The composition suggests a tenderness and uxoriousness that would be absent
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in later years.137 There is an air of hopefulness and even some facial similarity
that reflects their endogamous relationship. Yet the picture lacks a clear divide
between the masculine and the feminine and although Catherine was a year
younger than her husband, she is portrayed as the older and somehow more
resolute partner. Her is hair is powdered and her posture ramrod. She is
encrusted in jewels from head to waist but they enhance rather than overwhelm
her image. The Grand Duke had been disfigured by smallpox but in this
portrait he appears unscarred, with a kind, smiling visage. Though he again
wears the uniform of a Holstein regiment, his portrait persona evinces neither
false bravado nor overt militarism. It would be another nine years before the
couple were painted again and by that time their marriage had broken down
completely.
Catherine’s only duty was to produce a healthy heir as quickly as
possible but she was unable to conceive for eight years. As a result, she became
what Ruth Dawson has characterized as a “barren woman,” a potentially
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dangerous and destabilizing position at court.138 In her later memoirs Catherine
committed a literary “cuckolding” by intimating that the boy she eventually
gave birth to in 1754, the Grand Duke Paul Petrovich, was the son of the
courtier Sergei Saltykov.139 The arrival of this healthy heir (presumptive) was of
enormous significance for it endowed Elizabeth’s reign with a dynastic future
after more than a decade of deep uncertainty.140 Another portrait was
commissioned to celebrate the birth and perhaps circumvent rumors regarding
the state of the marriage and Paul’s paternity. Once again the Dresden painter,
Anna Rosina Liciewska (who had painted Catherine in 1742) was commissioned
and she produced Grand Duke Peter Fedorovich and Grand Duchess Ekaterina
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Alekseevna with a Kalmuk, 1756 (figure 14), probably to commemorate the birth
of Grand Duke Paul Petrovich.
This portrait is the last image of Peter and Catherine and it represents a
sumptuous Rococo fiction.141 First, it is unlikely that the couple sat for
Liciewska as there is no record of her arriving or departing the Russian court in
this period and the two figures are actually painted on separate canvases.142 The
artist has relied on a conventional template of gendered spousal representation
and therefore the male/female divide is explicit. As Mary Sherriff has
documented, images of royal women were always subordinate to that of the
man since power passed through the woman (usually in the form of the heir)
but was never incorporated in her body.143 Catherine is seated under the
protective arm of her husband who, like the male page, is standing. She points
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simultaneously toward herself with her left hand and toward a small lapdog
being held aloft by the “Kalmuck” page with her right hand, thereby indicating
her wifely fidelity (wives were—ideally—thought to be as loyal to their
husbands as dogs were to their owners).144 The short, rotund page serves to
enhance and elevate the position of the Grand Duke by virtue of his small
stature. Peter is attired in richly embroidered civilian clothing and, unusually,
only the jewelled chain of the Order of St. Andrew without blue sash.
Catherine displays the red sash and diamond star of the Order of St. Catherine
as well as a luxurious silk gown trimmed in sable. An ermine cloak with the
double-headed Romanov eagle rampant is draped between the couple and in
the darkened alcove behind the page, a large helmet, diamond crown and
sceptre are visible—the not so subtle symbols of Peter’s status that are
suggestive of his military and sexual prowess. In this portrait, Catherine is
simply a beautiful object, devoid of any real or symbolic power, a vessel of royal
reproduction. She is a supporting character in a painting that bespeaks dynastic
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achievement; the real message of this portrait was to display to the rest of
Europe the robust health, wealth and potency of the heir to the Russian throne,
especially at this moment in time when the Empress’s health began to
deteriorate and Russia entered the Seven Years War.145
In contrast to the uxorious fiction of domestic unity embodied in this last
double portrait of the couple, Catherine had emerged after the birth of Paul a
changed woman. As Casper von Saldern, the Holstein adviser to her husband
noted in his memoirs, “From the birth of the prince, the Grand Duchess his
mother seemed to have completely changed character. Her ruling passion
seemed to be the most insatiable ambition.”146 No longer a barren woman and
now more secure in her position as the wife of the heir and the mother of the
heir presumptive, Catherine began to conceive of herself as a political actor for
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the first time. She became emboldened by a post-partum energy and a distinct
pattern of often-dangerous political activity followed on from each of her three
confirmed pregnancies in 1754, 1757 and 1762. In the aftermath of each birth,
Catherine immersed herself in the body politic and her involvement in
diplomatic affairs extended far beyond the traditionally limited sphere of
influence (or lack thereof) of the wife of the heir to the throne. Paul Petrovich
was born in September 1754 and within the year she had begun her affair with
Stanislaus Poniatowski, the recently arrived Polish resident in the suite of the
English envoy, Charles Hanbury Williams. A year later, pregnant with
Poniatowski’s child, she confided to Hanbury-Williams, “I am busy arranging,
setting up and winning over all sorts of tools for an event which you desire; my
head is swimming with intrigues and negotiations.”147 She openly challenged
the Holstein courtiers in her husband’s entourage and attempted to override
their administration of his patrimony.148 As the Empress’ health worsened,
Catherine became an active participant in factional schemes to ensure that her
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husband (and thus she and her son) would not be removed from the line of
succession by entrenched favorites such as the Shuvalovs.149 These
machinations eventually resulted in her legendary confrontation with the
Empress Elizabeth during the so-called Bestuzhev affair of 1758 when
Catherine’s highest-ranking confidante, the Chancellor Bestuzhev-Riumin, was
arrested and then exiled on suspicion of treason.150
The grand duchess’s transformation from passive observer to active
participant at court was coincident with an intensive cultural, intellectual and
political awakening. Catherine always asserted that she undertook a program of
self education through the auspices of the Swedish Count Gyllenborg during
her engagement but it is much more likely that this occurred after the birth of
Paul and in connection with her friendship with the newly arrived English
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envoy and his young attaché. Catherine’s romantic involvement with
Poniatowski was encouraged and facilitated by Hanbury Williams who also
made substantial funds available to the grand duchess.151 This timely
confluence of men and money served as a powerful catalyst in the
transformation of the Grand Duchess from subordinate spouse to significant
political actor.
Although Catherine was dismissive of Poniatowski in her later years, she
was clearly quite taken by him in 1755 and her oblique references to him in her
letters to Hanbury-Williams nonetheless convey a passionate relationship,
perhaps her first real love affair. Poniatowski came to St. Petersburg directly
from Paris where he had been surrounded by an eclectic, educated group of
women; indeed he had been “adopted” by Madame Geoffrin whose weekly
gatherings were regularly attended by philosophes such as d’Alembert, Diderot,
Marmontel, the Abbé Raynal and Voltaire. Most of these men first began
gathering at the salon of Madame de Graffigny, then the most popular
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playwright in France.152 The king’s mistress, Madame du Pompadour, actively
promoted both her own literary salon and a style of representation that
celebrated women engaged in various intellectual pursuits.153 Catherine’s future
correspondents, Baron Melchior Grimm and Denis Diderot, publicized these
women’s achievements and critiqued both their textual output and visual
representations in the contemporary French press. Although Catherine did not
officially subscribe to Grimm’s Correspondance Littéraire until her accession in
1762, her own intellectual pursuits seemed to closely mirror the activities of this
group of women. Playwriting, in particular, later became Catherine’s chief
recreational pastime and her determined pursuit of Voltaire from the moment
of her accession is well documented.154 In this regard, Poniatowski was far more
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than her lover; he served as her cultural interlocutor and introduced the Grand
Duchess to the latest modes of Enlightenment discourse directly from Paris.
The influence of Charles Hanbury Williams in this period was also
extremely important to Catherine’s political development but it was in complete
contrast to the more feminine artistic and cultural influences transmitted by
Poniatowski. Hanbury Williams was a well educated and well travelled
parliamentarian and diplomat who had served as British envoy to Berlin and
Dresden prior to his arrival at the Russian court—he was a seasoned political
operative. He seems to have adopted the Grand Duchess as his protégé (there
were obvious reasons for him to seek out an ally at court in order to gain
information regarding the conduct of the Seven Years War from the Russian
side) yet he also treated her as his political equal and their correspondence
reflects the intellectual parity in their relationship. In her letters to Hanbury
Williams, Catherine presents herself in an entirely different persona, writing in
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the third person, masculine singular (“il”) and he addressed her as
“Monsieur.”155 Although this conceit may have begun as a device to prevent
their letters being identified if intercepted, the content of their correspondence
was so forthright and potentially treasonous for both of them that the
subterfuge seemed pointless. Yet Catherine effortlessly assumed a male identity
in this period, prefiguring her later ability to think and act like a man. Her
adoption of a male persona was in response to a desire to become involved in
court machinations from which she was utterly excluded by virtue of her sex
and her position as the estranged wife of the heir to the throne. Her
relationship with Hanbury Williams, however, gave her the opportunity to
express increasingly bold—yet dangerous—aspirations. In a letter dated 27
August 1757, Catherine clearly articulated the scale of what she would later call
her soif de regnier (thirst to rule):
I would like to feel fear, but I cannot; the invisible hand which has
led me for thirteen years along a very rough road will never allow me
to give way, of that I am very firmly and perhaps foolishly convinced.
If you knew all the precipices and misfortunes which have
threatened me, and which I have overcome, you would place more
confidence in conclusions which are too hollow for those who think
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as deeply as you…. I shall try, as far as my natural weakness will
allow me, to imitate the great men of this country, I shall also hope to
adorn your Archives one day with my name, and shall be very proud
to go astray in the footprints of Peter the Great.156

Catherine was writing as a man but acknowledging her “natural weakness”
(that is, her actual gender). Five years before her seizure of the throne she
had little if any real expectation of ruling in her own right, much less any
chance of being acknowledged as the rightful heir to Peter I. But her
aspirations were clear: she sought glory for herself and her adopted
country as well as tangible recognition, even a permanent record in the
British archives.
*

*

*

The Grand Duchess’s desire to articulate her ambition was also
coincident with the arrival in St. Petersburg of a talented and sophisticated
Italian portrait painter, Pietro Rotari, Rotari began his career as a religious
painter in Verona and Venice before moving onto Rome and Naples where he
gained renown for his large-scale historical and religious art. He then went to
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Vienna for a year where he was influenced by the artist Liotard, the Empress
Maria Theresa’s favorite portraitist, but was thereafter hired away to Dresden to
become court painter to the King of Poland, Augustus III.157 Rotari spent five
profitable years at the Saxon court before being formally invited to St.
Petersburg in 1755 by an unusual collection of grandees including BestuzhevRiumin, Ivan Shuvalov, Baron von Sievers and Hanbury Williams (who knew
him well in Dresden). Normally men like Shuvalov (or Vorontsov) hired or
appointed individual artists who remained practically in their private employ
(although paid by the crown) but Rotari’s fame and talent seemed to appeal to a
wide segment of elite society.158
Rotari became an instant sensation in the Russian capital and he painted
portraits and mythological scenes at a frenzied pace. In particular, his portraits
of the royal family created an immediate vogue amongst court and society
generally, leading to his recognition as Petersburg’s first society painter.159 His
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initial imperial commission was for the Empress Elizabeth (now in the State
Hermitage Museum) but she did not appreciate his realism, preferring instead
the formal and allegorical portrait style of the Frenchman, Louis Toqué.160
Rotari also painted portraits of the Grand Duke and Duchess (and Peter’s
mistress, Elizabeth Vorontsova as a coquette) and was then commissioned to
create large, mythological pictures for their picture gallery at Oranienbaum: for
Peter, “The Magnanimity of Scipio” and for Catherine, “Venus and Adonis.”161
Rotari went on to achieve his greatest renown, however, for a series of small,
head and shoulders studies of (mostly young) women, often referred to as
“fancifulls” or coquettes, several hundred of which were eventually installed in
the “Salon of the Graces” at Peterhof by Catherine, where they remain hanging
today.
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In the last years of Elizabeth’s reign, the Empress relied almost entirely
on the artist Louis Toqué to paint her as she wished she were (or had once
appeared) in her youth; the Grand Duke established a relationship with
Antropov who pictured him also as he wished he could be, commanding troops
(discussed in the next chapter). At one remove from the court, Catherine
selected Rotari to paint her exactly as she appeared and the result was Grand
Duchess Catherine, c. 1761 (figure 15). In this striking interpretation of an
emerging (and soon to be dominant) personality, Catherine appears utterly
changed in appearance from the powerless and dutiful spouse painted by
Liciewska five years earlier. She is regal, imposing and does not share the frame
with any other individual, whether spouse, servant or child. This in itself was
unusual in that her title and position at court were defined by her relationship
to her husband and son, yet Rotari’s portrait makes no reference to that
convention. Although Catherine is pictured wearing the same elaborate
earrings and Order of St. Catherine as in earlier portraits, her figure is devoid
of any other ornamentation, her gaze penetrating and she seems to embody an
inner resolve. Normally the head and shoulder format would be considered less
imposing because it creates a more intimate and informal engagement with the
sitter yet Rotari’s Grand Duchess Catherine could never be considered similar in
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form to his flirtatious coquettes hanging in the Salon of the Graces at Peterhof.
Nor did his representation of Catherine resemble any of the artist’s work in
Dresden; in scores of other portraits, young women of the royal family are
pictured in three-quarter length, dripping in court attire of silk, fur, and jewels
with clear indication of their royal status reflected in their regalia and
decorations.162 In contrast, his portrait of Grand Duchess Catherine conveys the
sitter’s serious mien and direct engagement with the viewer. Her powerful gaze
would become a hallmark of her later portrait iconography and she seemed to
be reflecting Hanbury Williams' earlier advice to: “Let your looks denote plenty
of determination and calmness.”163
Catherine had survived nearly eighteen years of “ennui and solitude” at
the Russian court and by this point she had rather dramatically resolved to
“reign or die,” a term derived directly from her reading of Perefixe de
Hardouin’s biography of Henri IV.164 If Henri IV’s biographer provided her with
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the symbolic vocabulary to begin to express in text her political aspirations, the
painter from Verona seemed to be able to make flesh Catherine’s resolve and to
capture her unmistakable ambition. Borrowing again from Perefixe’s
description of Henri’s mother, Jane of Navarre, Catherine wrote that she was
“an honest and loyal knight, whose mind was infinitely more masculine than
female. But for all that, I was anything but mannish, and in me others found
joined to the mind and character of a man the charms of a very attractive
woman.”165 This combination of feminine charm and masculine fortitude
informs Rotari’s last portrait of Catherine as Grand Duchess and admits neither
weakness nor imperfection.
Catherine’s eighteen years at the court of Elizabeth Petrovna may have
been filled with ennui but they also provided the grand duchess with a unique
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opportunity to study and become fluent in the language and mechanisms of
power. As Catherine matured and began her own, much publicized program of
self-education, she would have encountered an essential paradox: after the
schisms and misrule of the seventeenth century in Russia, the “era” of female
rule in the eighteenth century presented, in contrast, a positive process.
Beginning with Catherine I in 1725, each subsequent empress ruled Russia for
longer and more stable periods (Catherine I, 1725-27, Anna Ioannovna, 17301741 and Elizabeth, 1741-1761). The construct of female rule and the figure of
empress became the norm rather than the exception. Catherine’s predecessors
endowed her with far more than the symbolic association of a name that
belonged to the first female ruler. Rather, Catherine I, Anna and Elizabeth had
created an effective template of rule, one that provided a template for seizing
the throne, crowning oneself and ruling without the presence of an official
male counterpart.
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Chapter II. Seizing the Stage of Power
In the aftermath of Peter III’s accession to the Russian throne in December
1761, Catherine’s position at court seemed particularly vulnerable. Neither
she nor her son was mentioned in the first accession manifestos and no
coronation was planned. Deprived of any formal role as the wife of the new
tsar, Catherine stationed herself by the bier of the deceased empress and
commissioned a little-known Danish painter, Vigilius Eriksen, to portray her
in mourning. The result was an unprecedented piece of visual propaganda—
a representation of the new empress as an Orthodox icon of mourning. This
chapter will explore how Catherine was able to unite disparate factions at
court such as the clergy and the army through symbolic display—initially as
an object of religious veneration and then as military savior.
________________________________________________________________________

The Empress Elizabeth died on December 25, 1761, after more than four
years of serious illness.166 Rumors that she intended to bypass the Grand Duke
and Grand Duchess in favor of their son, Paul Petrovich, had begun as early as
1757 but in the end, no change to the succession was announced. 167 Advance
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preparations by courtiers (including preparation of an accession manifesto and
bribing certain regiments) ensured that at the moment of her death the court
convened to hear the manifesto and all of the Household Guards units swore
immediate allegiance to the new emperor.168 Given the frequency with which
the Russian throne had changed over since the death of Peter I, these were
prudent actions—and they served as a prototype for Catherine II’s own coup in
six months’ time. What was perhaps most surprising about this seemingly wellorganized transition was that Peter III's initial accession manifestos made no
mention of either his wife or his son.169
When the Empress Elizabeth died, her daughter-in-law was visibly
pregnant and it was common knowledge that Peter was not the father.170 The
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new tsar moved quickly to deprive her of any access to power by making her
physically isolated; he relocated her to apartments at the opposite end of the
Winter Palace and settled her debts. But Peter also awarded her an annual
pension of 120,000 rubles, a stipend four times greater than any she had ever
received—somehow (wrongly) assuming that monetary reward would ensure
her cooperation.171 The Austrian envoy, Mercy d’Argenteau, wrote to Kaunitz
that “The Empress resides in almost total estrangement and it seems that she
has not the slightest influence over events; yet it hardly seems possible that her
calm appearance does not conceal some sort of secret measures…the Emperor
has devoted absolutely no attention toward either his wife or his son since his
accession.”172 By April diplomats were reporting rumors that the tsar wanted to
banish Catherine to a monastery (perhaps in concert with her confinement and
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the birth of Orlov’s child).173 Yet the tsar did not act despite warnings from his
advisers, including his mentor Frederick the Great, who advised him to
conduct his coronation before leading troops into battle. Peter III blithely
assured Frederick II that his troops were “grateful to be led by a man at last,
even an as yet uncrowned one.”174 Many diplomats at court noted Catherine’s
penchant for intrigue and her potential to destabilize her husband’s reign but
Peter mistakenly believed he had rendered his spouse powerless by denying her
physical proximity to the throne.
And so it appeared, at least for the first few months of Peter’s reign that
Catherine was quarantined and powerless. A paragon of grief-stricken devotion,
Catherine sat by the bier of Elizabeth as it lay in state for six weeks at the
Winter Palace.175 It was her first, very public performance as empress. Both the
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court journal and Sanktpeterburgskiia Viedomosti reported that scores of grieving
subjects came to mourn the daughter of Peter the Great and they would also
have noted Catherine’s presence by the bier.176 By the fifth week, the corpse was
giving off a "suffocating stench" but Catherine remained in position, dressed in
mourning garb, on her knees praying and seemingly oblivious to her heavily
pregnant condition.177 Russian courtiers and foreign envoys alike noted
Catherine’s devotion and fervor. Breteuil, whose wife had snubbed Catherine
during her name day the preceding November, wrote that now Catherine was
captivating the hearts of Russians by her dedicated observance of Orthodox
mourning ritual, in great contrast to her spouse who seemed to become more
Prussian every day.178 In addition to his overt rapprochement with Frederick II,
Peter deliberately ignored certain basic court protocols that were required of a
Russian ruler in mourning. For example, he rarely visited the body of his aunt
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as it lay in state, never wore mourning attire or restrained his evening
amusements.179 Catherine understood the significance of displaying appropriate
piety and devotion to Elizabeth and she deftly inserted herself into an
important symbolic space left vacant by her husband. Despite her marginalized
position at court, she—the grieving daughter-in-law—was able to create an
entirely new role for herself and publicly proclaim her personal commitment to
the daughter of Peter the Great and to the Russian Orthodox Church.
Coincident with her attendance at the funeral bier, Catherine
commissioned a Danish artist, Vigilius Eriksen, to paint her exactly as she
appeared during the first months of her husband’s reign, as empress in
mourning.180 Her choice of the relatively unknown artist, Eriksen, was
significant; summoned to Russia to paint the Empress Elizabeth in 1757 or
1758, he was unemployed during her final illness and was largely unknown
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outside of court.181 He did not enjoy a parallel career as a society painter in the
capital, as did most other foreign artists in this period, including Rotari or the
Frenchman Louis Lagrenée, one of the Empress Elizabeth’s favorite painters.182
Catherine could have commissioned Rotari who had so recently portrayed her
as Grand Duchess but she did not. Instead she deliberately selected a relatively
unknown Danish artist to paint her first portrait as Russian empress. Although
she had been exiled to the periphery of court and thus of power, her choice of
artist was a deliberate political statement: as Peter III prepared to mount an
attack on Denmark to reclaim his patrimony, the Duchy of Holstein, the
selection of a Danish artist articulated Catherine’s independent stance and
advertised her lack of commitment to her husband’s rapprochement with
Prussia and concomitant aggression towards Denmark.183 The hiring of Eriksen
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on political grounds turned out to be a gifted artistic decision as well for he
would produce three portraits of astonishing range and symbolic import
between 1761 and 1764.
It is apparent that the new empress actually sat for this work, Grand
Duchess Catherine in Mourning Attire, 1762 (figure 16) as the image is unlike any
previous studies by Rotari, Grooth, or even pictures painted by Eriksen of
Catherine several months later. The subject of the study is seated heavily on a
plain armchair and her stolid appearance does not mask her pregnancy. She is
attired all in black but for a pair of white gloves and white trim at the edges of
her gown and sleeves, indicating that Eriksen completed the preliminary study
for the final portrait in real time, in the weeks immediately after the Empress
Elizabeth died while Catherine was still wearing mourning attire.184 She is
devoid of regalia but for the blue sash and diamond star of the Order of St.
Andrew although in the original sketch for this work, she was pictured wearing
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the Order of St. Catherine.185 A particularly unusual feature of this picture was
its extremely small-scale (21 x 19 inches) which indicated that it was not
conceived as a formal state portrait although the sketch was intended as a study
for a much larger picture.186 Instead, its votive-like size suggested a devotional
purpose, especially as at least one version was painted on copper, a medium
associated with permanence and portability.187 Catherine was portrayed as an
object of intimate veneration yet her image did not challenge or mimic the
parameters of the traditional male ruler portrait—in this case, no attempt was
made to present Catherine visually in terms that threatened or undermined
Peter III. In state portraits, men were most often represented full-scale whereas
women were portrayed in head and shoulders format because the reduced
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representation of the physical body reflected the woman’s lesser position and
power generally. 188 Thus the scale of this Eriksen picture and the figure it
displayed emphasized feminine piety rather than masculine power. Here in
early 1761, we see the first representation of what Voltaire would later claim as
his own creation, the “Cult of St. Catherine.” This small picture created a
powerful visual narrative, translating Catherine’s few weeks by the bier of the
deceased empress into a permanent evocation of her commitment to Russian
Orthodoxy, and it became a foundational image in Catherine’s visual liturgy of
state. The work also implicitly revealed critical differences in style and
substance between the new tsar and his estranged wife, highlighting a binary
dynamic between secular Prussian and religious Russian iconography.
Despite Peter’s failure to schedule a coronation, he seemed attuned to
his own visual representation, commissioning at least three state portraits by
the Russian icon painter, Aleksei Antropov, during his brief reign. In contrast
to Eriksen’s portrait of Catherine II in mourning, all of Peter’s portraits were
large in scale and unambiguously martial (with strong Holstein overtones). In
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the original sketch for the first in the series, a portrait of Peter III’s grandfather,
Peter I, was pictured on the wall behind the young tsar (figure 17). In the final
version Peter III (figure 18), Peter I’s image was removed and replaced by an
enormous column and drapery next to a large opening through which a battle
scene is visible. From initial to final version, the picture evolved from an image
that explicitly linked the young tsar to his august predecessor to a far more
generic representation of a European monarch with no dynastic link to the
Russian throne. Although the massive column and drapery were employed to
emphasize grandeur and majesty (and the background battle scene to suggest
the tsar’s ability to command troops), the gulf between the actual and the
imagined monarch proved problematic. Peter III was pictured in the green
uniform of the Preobrazhenskii Regiment but he stood in the guise of Louis
XIV after Rigaud, left hand on the hilt of his sword and left leg prominently
turned out; in the case of the much older Louis, this was as much to emphasize
his still youthful-looking legs and to reveal both the sword of Charlemagne and
the white stockings and breeches of the Order of the Holy Spirit whereas the
young Russian monarch could boast neither a well-turned calf nor a garter
order, especially as the artist obscured his lower leg in shadow. The marshal’s
baton (in his right hand) rested on a table containing the orb and crown,
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creating an unfortunate (and unintended) distance between the tsar and the
instruments of his power and thereby reinforcing his unconsecrated status.
The decision to remove the background portrait of Peter I in the final version
was as symbolically disastrous as his failure to schedule his coronation for it
eliminated an important Russian counterweight to the preponderance of
European—especially French—imperial iconography. A copy of this work was
produced for the Synod yet given its intended destination and Antropov’s
extensive experience as an icon painter, it is revealing that none of Peter’s state
portraits display any religious references—such as the cupolas of a church or
the distinctive spire of the Peter and Paul fortress in the background. These
representations of the tsar ignored the essential spiritual role demanded of him
by virtue of his ruling position, and they seemed deliberately to exclude
references to his Russian patrimony with the exception of the inclusion of the
blue sash and star of the Order of St. Andrew. In the variant portrait, Peter III
(figure 19), the tsar’s figure was relocated outdoors to an imaginary battlefield
with no change in his pose, suggesting that Peter may have only sat once for
Antropov. Peter stands with baton outstretched, gesturing to a military
encampment behind him. An enormous plumed helmet and body armor are in
the foreground and the Russian tsar is wearing a tricorne hat in clear homage to
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Frederick II. The Antropov portraits were hung in the Romanov Gallery at the
Winter Palace and the Synod where their explicit martial imagery defined the
tsar foremost as a military leader and reiterated Peter’s expressed commitment
to attack Denmark.189
For eighteen years Catherine had actively participated in Elizabeth’s
devotional program; now her attendance at Elizabeth’s funeral bier displayed
the extent of her understanding of the centrality of Orthodox religious ritual to
the overall functioning of the Russian court.190 The Eriksen picture
memorialized Catherine mourning the great loss to Russia of the daughter of
Peter I and her image seemed to acquire a talismanic status, remaining in
circulation for years after her accession to the throne. For example, Eriksen
produced an exact replica for the Empress in 1764 and then delivered a version
to the Academy of Art in 1765. Subtle additions to later versions indicated the
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elevation of the Empress’s image from grieving wife of the tsar to Empress by
the inclusion of symbols of imperial iconography such as a column to the left of
Catherine and draperies (and the transposing of the Order of St. Catherine with
that of St. Andrew).191 Eriksen’s small portrait was also engraved by two
different artists and then widely distributed (Potemkin procured a copy in the
early 1760s which he later gave as a gift to Petr Vasilevich Chicherin).192 This
picture linked Catherine directly to Elizabeth spiritually rather than
dynastically (that would come later as Catherine searched for a symbolic means
to represent herself as the true heir to Peter I). Most importantly, Catherine was
able to establish an alternative visual discourse that quietly challenged her
spouse’s secular, martial form of representation and laid the groundwork for
her next incarnation as the savior of Church and Army.
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Throughout the six-month reign of her husband, Catherine remained
excluded from any official duties and denied access to conventional avenues of
power; she endured public humiliation while privately building a small
coalition of supporters amongst Guards officers, clergy and courtiers. The court
journal and its supplement reveal that the tsar and his wife rarely dined
together and when they did Catherine’s ceremonial position at table was
occupied by Peter’s mistress, Elizabeth Vorontsova. Diplomats noted that the
tsar would discuss removing his wife, either to Schlüsselburg Fortress or to a
convent so that he could marry Vorontsova.193 Her position seemed increasingly
untenable especially as rumors continued to circulate about the paternity of
Grand Duke Paul.
Catherine’s actual coup d’état was precipitated by the tsar’s decision to
mobilize the Izmailovskii Regiment for the planned invasion of Denmark, and
the accidental arrest of a junior co-conspirator in that regiment on June 24,
1762. Catherine’s takeover of the throne differed in many ways from the coups
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d’état of her predecessors, Anna Ioannovna and Elizabeth Petrovna. First, the
spatial and temporal dimensions were greatly expanded; the earlier empresses
conducted their respective seizures largely within the walls of the Winter Palace
in a matter of hours. Though the participation and support of courtiers and
guards units were essential, both Anna and Elizabeth were acting in front of a
small but influential audience. Catherine, however, spent almost three days
traveling from Peterhof to Petersburg (a distance of nearly thirty kilometers
each way), from cathedral to regimental barracks within the city, and then
finally to Oranienbaum. She was not simply inserting herself into a power
vacuum; she was required to assume command of troops and she was prepared
to lead an attack on her husband herself—and thereby commit an act of
treason. The British ambassador, Robert Keith, captured her audacity: “About
ten o’clock in the evening the Empress marched out of town, on horseback at
the head of 12 or 14 thousand men, and a great train of Artillery, and took the
road towards Peterhoff in order to attack the Emperor at that place or
Oranienbaum or wherever they should meet him….”194 Catherine had to
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contend with her husband’s potential escape via Kronstadt, the personal safety
of the tsarevich, Paul Petrovich, and the existence of yet a third legitimate heir
to the throne, the twenty-year old Ivan VI, still incarcerated at Schlüsselberg
fortress with his family.195 Field Marshal Münnich joked during the early days of
the coup that there were now three rulers in Russia: Peter III at Ropsha;
Catherine II at the Winter Palace; and Ivan VI at Schlüsselberg—far too many
significant, competing actors sharing the same stage. 196 Success was hardly a
foregone conclusion. Her conquest of the throne was high-risk and could easily
have been derailed or taken over by the guards units; a more typical scenario
would have entailed the Empress remaining sequestered with her young son
while the brothers Orlov carried out the actual military mechanics of the coup.
This did not accord with Catherine’s determination to take command
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personally and thus ensure a scenario of deliverance that revolved around the
figure of the Empress and not the Guards regiments. As the French ruler
would later observe, “The dissimulation of the reigning Empress and her
courage at the moment of executing her project, also the manner in which she
treated the Prince, her husband, indicates that this Princess is capable of
conceiving and executing grand plans.”197
Within weeks of the coup, Vigilius Eriksen, now Catherine’s de facto
court artist, had begun painting Catherine II Astride Brilliante (figure 20),
perhaps the most eponymous state portrait of Catherine’s reign.198 It was
sufficiently complete to be admired by the empress prior to her departure to
Moscow, an extraordinary feat given its very large scale and the fact that Eriksen
would have had only two months to work on it.199 It was without precedent as an
initial visual representation of the monarch both in Russia and in Western
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Europe; the tradition of a coronation portrait was well established whereas the
equestrian genre was normally associated with leading troops into battle and
the celebration of military victory. Thus Catherine’s first visual statement as
Empress was of her conquest of the Russian throne recast as a singular act of
heroism, effectively removing all other participants (and potential contestants)
from the symbolic stage of power. In this regard it can be “read” as closely as
her initial accession manifestos for it provides the visual corollary to
Catherine’s textual versions of her coup.
Catherine was usurping the symbolic order of representation as she had
usurped the throne. Rather than presenting herself in the traditional guise of a
consecrated ruler of a European state, in coronation robes standing or sitting
near a throne, she instead chose to display a masculine, military iconography to
emphasize her status as savior of the nation. The picture describes Catherine’s
heroic performance during her seizure of the throne and also provides visual
corroboration of her unique role—she is in uniform, armed and astride. Its
scale and subject matter are deliberately hyperbolic but also appropriate for
such a dramatic subject; it is in itself a visual panegyric whose subject matter
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was reiterated in contemporary odes by Sumarokov, Kherasov, Rzhevskii and
Petrov.200
Eriksen’s work reflected conventional European equestrian tropes and
included two seventeenth-century prototypes—Sebastian Bourdon’s powerful
but enigmatic Queen Christina of Sweden on Horseback of 1653 (figure 21) and the
grandiose Louis XIV Crowned by Victory, 1673 by Pierre Mignard (figure 22). The
equestrian genre was synonymous with domination and the forceful,
uncompromising embodiment of masculine power.201 From the Renaissance
onward, equestrian allegory symbolized the rider/ruler’s command and control
over horse and his country. Diego de Saavedra Fajarelo’s 1640 treatise, Idea of a
Christian Prince, provided the following blueprint: the bit in the horse’s mouth
represented human will; the bridle, reason; the reins, policy; the switch or crop,
justice (punishment); spurs signified reason; and the stirrups suggested
prudence.202 Furthermore, most Renaissance treatises on ideal princes—from
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Machiavelli to Erasmus—stressed the absolute requirement for the prince to be
a competent horseman but there was no equivalent dictum for female rulers.203
Elizabeth I of England and Maria Theresa of Austro-Hungary boldly took to
horse to co-opt this form of representation in order to assert their fitness to
rule. Maria Theresa had to learn to ride specifically in order to complete her
coronation as “King” of Hungary; she was required to appear mounted at the
head of her troops, draw her sword and gesture to the four corners of the globe
to symbolize the limits of her kingdom (figure 23).204 But these were exceptions
since women, even royal spouses, were normally passengers rather than
commanders on horseback. Catherine’s equestrian persona by Eriksen was, in
stark contrast, an image of forceful control of horse and, by association, of
Russia—a woman ruler sitting easily astride, holding her reins in one hand and
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her sword in the other, all the while spurring her mount (and thus her country)
forward.
Eriksen’s portrait underscores the extraordinarily transformative nature
of the coup for Catherine. It is remarkable that the young, virile figure—astride
a stallion, brandishing the sword of justice—is the same individual who was
painted by the same artist only a few months earlier as a maternal icon of grief.
In the intervening months, Catherine had given birth to Count Bobrinskoi,
plotted the coup and was leading troops on horseback a mere two months
later.205 The French ambassador Berenger reported to Choiseul that he had the
opportunity to stand next to the Empress at a ceremony days after her coup; he
was quite taken by her “air of joy and of general satisfaction.”206 In this portrait
Catherine combines grace, strength and beauty. Her hair—in direct contrast to
her earlier mourning attire and court fashion—was unbound and un-powdered,
a sexually and politically provocative gesture that also underscored the
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immediacy and haste with which the coup unfolded. This was as deliberate a
gesture as the choice of military uniform. Although she was first acclaimed by
the Izmailovskii regiment (and not physically swept into the Winter Palace on
the shoulders of guards as her predecessor Elizabeth had been), she
nonetheless chose to be portrayed in the uniform of the Preobrazhenskii
Guards regiment to create an immediate visual connection to both Elizabeth
Petrovna and Peter I, enabling Catherine to insert herself into an imaginary
Petrine lineage.
As in earlier portraits, Catherine’s gaze is direct and focused--and
seemingly mirrored in that of her horse. The empress’ strong profile also
foreshadows the double gaze in Eriksen’s next state portrait of Catherine
standing before a mirror (discussed below). Despite the slight turn of the
horse’s head, the direction of movement and the momentum of horse and rider
are both forward and purposeful, suggesting literal and symbolic clarity of
purpose. Yet the subject of the painting also maintains an important visual
engagement with the audience. As Troels Andersen observed, the perspective
of this equestrian portrait is unusual: we the audience feel we are passersby,
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standing on the road and watching the empress progress in real time.207 We are
not separated by her elevation or some sort of mythic distance but are instead
drawn into the mise-en-scène. In Grooth’s earlier equestrian portraits, the
Empress Elizabeth and Grand Duke Peter’s horses are rearing away from the
viewer; the gaze and position of the riders do not invite our direct engagement
(as is also the case in Mignard’s Louis XIV). Eriksen’s composition is therefore
less conventional or predictable and the vantage point for the viewer enables us
also to take in the full scope of the scenery behind the empress. A luxurious
tree frames the left hand panel of the painting, a conventional symbol of
constancy and reliability; in one version of the painting, the date “28 June
1762” is engraved on the trunk.208 Dark clouds overhead are being driven away
by blue skies, invoking a sun motif that would reappear not only at her
coronation but for years to come in textual (especially panegyric) and other
visual media.209 Troop formations with their battle standards and rifles aloft
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reinforce the martial element of command. In the far distance the golden
cupolas of a large monastery complex are visible. The message is unambiguous:
Catherine as a mounted warrior leads her armies to victory preserving the
throne of Russia even as she protects the Russian Orthodox Church from its
enemies.
Several copies of this large-scale work are extant but the original was
destined for the redesigned Throne Room at Peterhof (figure 24), one of
Catherine’s least favorite suburban palaces. 210 Due to its historic dynastic
significance and its status as the most Petrine of all her residences, the Empress
laid claim and refashioned it as her own. Eriksen’s painting was placed on the
wall directly behind her throne as a permanent reminder of her singular
achievement. She thereby established herself as the sole actor on a grand stage,

various frontspieces for Catherine’s legislation such as the Nakaz and the 1775 Charter on
Provincial Administration always featured the figure of the Empress bathed in the rays of the
sun which signified the divine light of knowledge.
210

See for example Catherine’s letter to Madame Bielke in which she writes that she has to leave
her “delightful Tsarskoe Selo” for the “repulsive, hated Peterhof” which for her is like going
from “heaven to hell.” Letter of Catherine II to Bielke, 25 June 1772, quoted in Ekaterina II:
Fasad i zadvorki imperii, edited and with an afterword by A. Kamenskii (Moscow: Fond Sergeia
Dubova, 2007), 335.
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the ruler of a vast country that she alone had conquered and saved albeit with
the secondary support of the military and the Church. The placement and scale
of the painting also permitted Catherine to insert herself into an actual
pantheon of Romanov rulers; around this same throne room she had small
rondels of all prior Romanov rulers installed. The eye travels around this
enormous room and passes over a series of small, indistinct faces almost at
ceiling height before coming to rest on the Eriksen image. The Romanov rulers
are present but it is Catherine’s image that dominates the scene.
Catherine was exercising an entirely new type of female power in Russia
and Eriksen produced an entirely new iconography of rule. Portraits of
Catherine’s immediate predecessors, the Empresses Anna and Elizabeth, were
formulaic Baroque compositions that placed the female subject near power but
not in power. Louis Caravaque portrayed both empresses in coronation attire
(figures 6 and 7) yet their images display an almost ambivalent relationship to
the symbols of rule. This was completely in keeping with the conventions of
female representation in the mid-eighteenth century wherein ruling women
were either queens or regents, i.e. companions to but not in power; they were
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thus defined by marriage and/or motherhood and “power passed through the
queen’s body, but it was not part of her.”211 Although both Anna and Elizabeth
are attired in similar—if not identical—ornate silver gowns and draped in heavy
ermine cloaks emblazoned with the Romanov double-headed eagle, no thrones
are visible, they clasp tiny scepters as if they were fans and point delicately to
the orb next to them on a velvet cushion. The orb had long signified a
monarch’s earthly (as opposed to spiritual) powers and was derived from the
orbus terrarum of the Roman emperors.212 Neither woman was ever portrayed
holding this symbol of power, i.e. grasping the orb although both had seized
the throne (Anna is pictured seeming to lay a hand on the orb whereas
Elizabeth gestures toward it). Neither Anna or Elizabeth could claim direct
matri-lineage, ruling as the legitimate daughters of their immediate tsar
predecessors and neither ever give birth to an heir to the throne. Thus their
state portraits reflected the conventions of their gender and the limitations of
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their individual situations as single women in power but somehow constrained
and therefore unable to visually embody or celebrate this power.
Catherine II had established a pattern of unconstrained behavior and
demonstrated a distinctively masculine attitude toward the pursuit of power,
transgressing almost every known boundary of her gender to claim the throne
of Russia. She had given birth to at least two illegitimate children (by
Poniatowski and Orlov), normally the prerogative of royal mistresses but never
royal wives. She had participated in extensive, treasonous planning prior to the
coup that could have resulted in her immediate imprisonment, exile or
execution had her involvement been discovered. She did not lose her nerve in
the middle of the night when the coup went ahead, several days early. She
entrusted her son Paul, her only real, blood connection to the throne of Russia,
to Count Panin, not knowing when or if she would see him again. She then
donned a variety of regimental uniforms to take command of thousands of
troops who could have as easily killed or imprisoned her as sworn allegiance. In
short, the coup was not a staged spectacle with a foreordained outcome;
Catherine was not playing a decorative or symbolic role that had been assigned
to her by others, such as her military co-conspirators. As Shakespeare’s
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prologue to Henry V famously admonishes “A kingdom for a stage, princes to
act.” Catherine usurped the stage from the prince, her husband, and acted.
Undeterred, she continued to commemorate her transgression by
commissioning a third state portrait from Eriksen— the extraordinary and
enigmatic Catherine II before a Mirror (figure 25). 213 If the equestrian portrait
represented the insertion of Catherine II into the Romanov ruling pantheon
(via its placement at the throne room at Peterhof) and celebrated her armed
seizure of power, the mirror portrait was a far more subdued representation,
and seemed to operate on a different ideological and symbolic plane altogether.
As the Danish envoy Haxthausen noted several months before her coup, “There
is no doubt that this Princess has coveted for a very long time a great and
ambitious design,” and elements of a “design” emerge in this unusual,
bifurcated study of a young woman ruler.214 First, the double image embedded
in the frame establishes a system of contrasting binaries: male/female,
human/divine and martial/maternal. The enormous scale of the work does not
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present Catherine as a mythic figure but as two separate entities who seem to
partially reflect each other in the mirror (although upon closer inspection one is
not an exact reflection of the other). The use of the mirror itself was an unusual
gender inversion; women were typically painted with hand mirrors, performing
their toilette (with reference to Venus) to acknowledge physical beauty. But in
Eriksen’s portrait, the large wall mirror seems to underscore masculine power
as the device by which the ruler as exemplar reflected (his) royal virtue and
sovereign self-knowledge.215 In the foreground, a somber, even sorrowful young
monarch looks directly at the viewer. She wears a large hooped skirt of rich
brocade, fashionably in vogue, and the size of the skirt (panniers) serves to
highlight the tiny diadem on her head. While her left hand adjusts the blue
sash of the omnipresent Order of St. Andrew, her right hand uses a folded fan
to gesture toward the console table under the mirror. Displayed on a velvet
cushion are the crown, orb and scepter. Eriksen seems to have begun the work
before the actual coronation which might explain why Catherine is pictured in
a diadem rather than the Pauzié crown (which was being made up quickly to
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Catherine’s specifications, between coup and coronation) but there is also no
throne, mantle, or ermine—the requisite “props” of Baroque state portraiture.216
Most importantly, there is not a single double-headed Romanov eagle visible
anywhere within the composition, another unexpected and almost
counterintuitive aspect of the portrait. Given that Catherine was asserting her
fitness to rule Russia in text and image, the absence of this key signifier of
dynastic identity only increases the ambiguity of the portrait and raises
questions as to audience and intent.
This was not a coronation portrait; instead, it addresses the major issue
of her accession: usurpation (and possibly even regicide). The feminine figure
in the foreground seems to express grief and loss and this is echoed in the
discreet gesture of her fan towards the regalia on the table beside her; that is,
Catherine uncharacteristically does not engage directly with the symbols of her
power. She stands alone, with no reference to her son or her deceased
husband, or any other member of his family (symbolized by the complete
absence of the Romanov double-headed eagle). Yet she is not alone as the
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masculine persona of Minerva, in profile, looms out of the black depths of the
mirror, an intimidating embodiment of power. This portrait presents Catherine
as both mortal ruler and mythical goddess. It confounded later critics; Rovinskii
only mentions the picture in passing, Andersen found no archival clues as to its
meaning and there are no extant copies. 217 It may have also confounded
Catherine’s contemporaries. It was permanently displayed in the Romanov
Gallery at the Winter Palace where the intended audience would have been
courtiers and functionaries whose practices and strategies Catherine had closely
observed as Grand Duchess. Here, inside the palace, away from the public gaze,
this portrait introduced her new subjects to yet two more symbolic prototypes
(in addition to the mounted warrior at Peterhof): the somber, female European
ruler and the girded, martial Minerva. Both of these images would reappear
over the course of her reign across a range of media and the Minerva profile in
particular would become almost eponymous, transcending its original binary
function as the masculine half of this Eriksen portrait.218
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Catherine commissioned the painter Fedor Rokotov to copy Eriksen’s Minerva profile.
Rokotov did not have the benefit of painting the Empress from life yet he accurately
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The speed with which Eriksen provided the new Russian empress with a
unique range of visual motifs associated with her coup underscored Catherine’s
desire to confront issues of legitimacy directly; she celebrated her seizure of
power and she used these portraits as explanatory visual “texts” to augment her
accession manifestos. The Eriksen images constituted the first stage in the
construction of a figurative state discourse that would be expanded and
elaborated upon for the next thirty years. Louis Marin posits that successful
ruler imagery is capable of suppressing contrary images and counter narratives
and is thus singular in its vision.219 Certainly these iconic images—of pious
mourning, of command and of enigmatic power—effectively countered negative
representations of the coup but they did so through a variety of sacred and
secular symbols rather than via a singular vision—Catherine’s portrait

ermine cloak around her shoulders and a scepter in her right hand, no longer Minerva but a
terrestrial, female ruler. Rokotov’s version became the model for most medals, miniatures and
snuffboxes—but a far cry from its original inception as an image of mythic power. On Rokotov
as an academy portraitist and copyist, A. V. Lebedev, F.S. Rokotov (etiudy dlia monografii)
(Moscow: Gos. Tretiakovskaia Galereia, 1941).
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iconography was not a closed or self-referential world of signs. Instead, an
ongoing hallmark of Catherine’s symbolic narrative would be her ability to
manipulate and experiment constantly with traditional symbols of political
authority.
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Chapter III. Minerva Ascendant
This chapter examines the substantive evolution of the Empress’s visual
image between 1763 and 1770. A series of conventional state portraits
documented Catherine’s coronation and corroborated on canvas her many
textual declarations that she would rule Russia as an enlightened, European
monarch. Catherine also conducted a series of religious, military and cultural
“pilgrimages” around her empire which had direct bearing on the manner in
which she articulated power: in the publication of the Nakaz, in the
convocation of the Legislative Commission and then during the course of war
with the Ottomans. This culminated in the allegorical embodiment of the
Empress as Minerva under whose aegis Russia achieved cultural and military
superiority over the rest of Europe.
_____________________________________________________________________

Catherine was crowned three months after her accession in
September 1762, but she continued to reside in Moscow for most of the next
year. Although she would later castigate the people and the city for their apathy
and general lack of interest in the wider world, she nonetheless kept the court
in residence there to establish her presence and make clear her determination
to rule all of Russia, ancient and modern, center and periphery.220 The empress
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In undated notes to her grandson, Grand Duke Alexander Pavlovich entitled “Reflexions sur
Petersbourg et sur Moscou,” Catherine wrote, “ I do not like Moscow at all, I have nothing
against Petersburg…Moscow—the capital of indolence partly due to its immensity…the nobles
who live there are excessively fond of the place and this is not surprising; they live in idleness
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needed to demonstrate her “Russianness” to her largest and most skeptical
audience—the ancient, ruling families of Moscow who remained a constant,
alternative locus of power and discontent. The monarch’s “conquest” of this
hostile cohort necessitated a visual spectacle on a scale never before seen in
Russia and perhaps even in all of Europe.221 She was deliberately placing
herself on display to manipulate Moscow’s deeply held prejudices in her favor
and to transform doubt and hostility into adoration and legitimacy. Her
symbolic viewing and “taking” of Moscow involved detailed acts of veneration
of the new monarch in literal and allegorical modes. Ten months of full-time
residence in Moscow afforded her ample opportunity and resulted in a
ceremonial “occupation” of the ancient capital at the heart of her empire.

and luxury and become effeminate; it is not houses they own there, but regular estates. Apart
from that, the town is full of symbols of fanaticism, churches, miraculous icons, priests, and
convents, side by side with thieves and brigands.” Sochineniia Imperatritsy Ekateriny II, vol. XII
(1907), 641-42.
221

The initial budget for the coronation totaled only 50,000 rubles but overall more than a
million rubles were spent—from 100,000 rubles for Catherine’s regalia to hundreds of
thousands of rubles awarded to various supporters to the silver coins thrown to the crowds
during the ceremonies. SbIRIO 7, 108-121. Bilbasov, Istoriia, t. II, 145, fn 3.
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The splendor of the coronation was also designed to suggest an aura of
unassailable legitimacy that belied the true instability of her situation. The
empress’s decision to embark on a massive coronation far from her traditional
power base in St. Petersburg was confirmed within days of her accession and
on the same day that the death of Peter III was announced. There were
consistent intimations of dissent within civil and military ranks, particularly
over her failure to declare herself regent on behalf of the tsarevich, Paul
Petrovich after Peter III’s demise.222 Although the Russian law of succession in
this period continued to be governed by Peter the Great’s confusing dicta in
the Pravda Voli Monarshi of 1722, there was also the problematic existence of
another legitimate heir, Ivan VI, who remained confined in Schlüsselburg
fortress. He had been designated heir to Anna Ioannovna and his mother had
acted briefly as regent in 1740. A generation earlier, Grand Duchess Sophia
ruled as regent for her underage half brothers, Ivan and Peter, (between 1682
and 1689) so there was recent precedent in Russia for female regencies.
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See for example rumors in Jean-Henri Castera, The Life of Catherine II, Empress of Russia,
translated by William Tooke, 4th edition in 3 vols. (London: T. N. Longman, 1800), I, Chapter IV,
passim. On the day that the government announced the death of Peter III, plans for a
September, 1762 coronation in Moscow were also promulgated. PSZ: vol. 16: 11,598 dated 7
July 1762, 15.
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Catherine’s failure to entertain this mode of rule was destabilizing both
politically and symbolically; her coronation narrative would therefore need to
represent the Empress as the sole, legitimate ruler of Russia without reference
to Paul (or her deceased husband), creating the image of a monarch who
transcended gender and genealogy.
Coronation odes and panegyric texts employed a variety of symbolic motifs
to link Catherine to her tsar-predecessors, Peter I and Elizabeth, and to
mythological deities such as Astraea and Minerva. For example, Lomonosov’s
1762 “Ode on the Accession of Catherine II” simultaneously posited that the
Empress Elizabeth had been reborn in Catherine II (“Catherine is the unity of
both!”) and that Catherine-as-Minerva had ascended the throne of Russia in
order to “build a beautiful paradise.” 223 Catherine’s coronation masquerade,
“Minerva Triumphant” revealed the Empress as the supreme ruler of Parnassus,
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supplanting even Jupiter in her triumphant apotheosis.224 But Catherine did not
personally participate in this pageant and it would be almost another decade
before she was allegorically portrayed as Minerva triumphant—only after the
outbreak of war against the Ottomans. Catherine’s portrait imagery in the early
period of her reign did not invoke Astraea or her immediate Romanov
predecessors, creating an unusual disjunction between word and image that
revealed a hiatus between symbolic discourse and the actual politics of ruling
Russia. Despite the need to participate in the “myth of conquest,” Catherine
focused instead on the exercise of sovereignty. The Coronation Commission,
chaired by Prince Trubetskoi, delegated much of the preparation to artists and
writers in Moscow while the Empress remained in St. Petersburg in order to
begin the process of governing.225
Catherine’s first accession manifesto of June 28, 1762 posited the new
empress as a legitimate and worthy granddaughter of Peter I while construing
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Peter III as feckless and unworthy of his grandfather’s legacy. 226 The text of this
and subsequent accession manifestos repeated this construct ad infinitum but
her initial visual imagery did not make the comparison between Peter I and
Catherine II at all explicit. The new widow-empress was unable or unwilling to
link herself directly in the visual mode with the grandfather of her recently
deposed husband—though the image of Peter was constantly invoked in
mythical and allegorical motifs during pageants and theatrical performances
after her actual coronation. This subtle difference between the visual versus
textual presentation of the Empress highlighted the symbolic distance traveled
between seizure of the throne and the legitimacy conferred by coronation.
The Empress and her advisers were exceedingly careful not to squander
her image or to place the physical person of the empress in close proximity to
any Petrine descendants prior to her coronation. For example, two days before
Peter III’s funeral, Panin and the Senate conducted an elaborate series of
maneuvers to preclude Catherine’s attendance at the event, issuing a statement
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herself to Peter I, as “our…Grandfather…” was in an ukaz of 18 July 1762, more than a week
after Peter III had been buried. PSZ 16: 11, 616, 22.
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claiming “the Empress having resolved to see the corpse of the late Emperor
Peter III, and afterwards to assist at his funeral, he [Panin, on behalf of his
fellow Senators] was apprehensive that the shock would be too much for her
tender heart…as she had wept incessantly ever since she heard of his death…At
last, but not without regret, she yielded to their humble representations.”227
Panin’s entreaties provided the means to prevent public, visual connections
between the body politic—the new Empress Catherine II—and the physical
body of the murdered tsar as it lay (briefly) in state at the Alexander Nevsky
monastery, no longer as tsar but as a foreign soldier. Peter’s uncrowned body
was placed in an empty chamber and he was attired in the distinctive, light blue
uniform of the Holstein Dragoons; he held a simple cross in his hands, and the
bier and viewing chamber were devoid of imperial regalia.228 Nor was Peter III’s
death marked by the standard, year-long state mourning normally prescribed
for the death of a monarch. In preparation for her coronation, Catherine
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personally removed mourning attire after the annual celebration of the feast day
of St. Alexander Nevsky at the end of August, ordered the entire court to follow
suit and then departed for Moscow.229
This careful manipulation of the visual presence of the Empress in this
liminal period between coup and coronation was a significant symbolic
undertaking and Catherine and her close circle of advisers were attuned to the
variety of representational conundrums they faced. There was neither
ceremonial protocol nor even immediate precedent for the disposal of the
physical body of the deposed tsar, nor even a more general, pan-European
precedent whereby Catherine’s physical body could be displayed as the natural
(and legal) heir. Typically, queens became widows, regents or nuns coincident
with the death of their ruling spouse.
*

*

*

A vast gathering of poets, writers, artists and musicians were summoned
to Moscow with barely two months’ notice to transform the city into a
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performance space that was commensurate with the grandeur of the occasion.230
Petrine coronation rituals established in 1690 (for Peter) and in 1724 (for the
first Russian coronation of a consort, Catherine I), examples from the French
court and the 1720 coronation of the Swedish king and queen, Frederick I and
Ulricka Leonora, were all consulted.231 But Catherine’s coronation had, in
contrast to these sources, significant obstacles to overcome—namely,
usurpation, regicide and failure to rule as regent. As Grand Duchess, Catherine
had never embodied an ideal consort nor displayed herself as a source of
fecundity—in contrast to the Empress Maria Theresa, heir to the Bohemian and
Hungarian thrones whose father’s Pragmatic Sanction provided legal
justification whereas her sixteen children (and multiple male heirs) served as
tangible proof of her ability to renew the Habsburg dynasty.232 (The notion of
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“birthing” a renewed Romanov dynasty would only be realized with the arrival
of grandchildren, after 1777). Catherine was unable to integrate the concept of
future succession into her coronation narrative and progeny remained an
abstract concept; the Empress and her advisers addressed this representational
dilemma by actively seeking to present the Empress as a learned and
courageous woman reliant on no man (even her son).
Catherine II embraced an ethos of masculine bravery and emphasized her
own military courage in connection with her seizure of the throne to justify her
usurpation and obscure the essential lawlessness of her accession.233 Yet her
coup had one significant aspect that was not shared with any of her female
predecessors—regicide—and her coronation and associated spectacles had to
attempt to obliterate this ”stain” and “cleanse” the monarch. Regicide was
connected to a type of behavior long associated in the classical lexicon with
wanton, power-hungry women, and this image of Catherine was quickly
disseminated around Europe through tabloids, diplomatic reports of the coup
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and private letters. As Ruth Dawson has shown, negative publicity surrounding
Catherine’s coup had an almost global impact—from the major cities of Europe
such as London, Berlin and Paris, accounts of the coup reached the English
and German hinterlands as well as the American colonies and even Peru within
a matter of months.234 In Prussia, a well-known poet, Anna Luisa Karsch,
regaled a friend: “About the tsarina, people tell a whole novel comparing her to
the Roman Livia and putting her alongside Mary Stuart.”235 Horace Walpole, in
a letter to Sir Horace Mann, referred to Catherine as “this Northern Athaliah,
who has the modesty not to name her murdered husband…in short it is the
language of usurpation and blood, counseled and apologized for by clergymen!
It is Brunehault! ”236 Other equally unflattering comparisons made their way to
the Russian court as the Earl of Buckinghamshire reported,
An article which was inserted some time ago in one of the English
Evening Papers, supposed to be extracted from an intercepted letter of
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the King of Prussia to Count Finkelstein, comparing Peter the Third to
the Greek Emperor Zeno, and Her Imperial Majesty to His wife
Ariadne, and Mary of Medicis, has given great offence here. He [Count
Finkelstein] has since very injudiciously taken pains to disculpate
himself, which has only confirmed them in the opinion that he was
the author of it….237

Panegyricists were mobilized to counter these negative images, at least for
the domestic audience. Court-sponsored accession and coronation odes
presented Catherine as the inevitable heir to Elizabeth and thus another
Astraea, heralding a new Golden Age or as Minerva, the Roman goddess
renowned for her wisdom and virtue. Mythic and allegorical association thereby
obfuscated the image of a Russian “slayczar” and mitigated the taint of regicide.
Embodying a deity meant that Catherine was no longer constrained by the
temporal bonds of inheritance or dynastic protocol since Minerva had been
born directly from the brow of her father, Jupiter. Ode writers seemed to revel
in what Andrew Kahn labeled a “frenetic shifting between the polar aspects of
eighteenth-century culture, between flirtation with paganism and embrace of
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rationalism….”238 Yet Catherine’s own preference was to move beyond the
Astraea paradigm and articulate a new symbolic scenario that asserted and
celebrated her relation to the person and reign of Peter I. As Vera Proskurina
argues, Catherine emphasized an ideal rather than a literal inheritance; that is
she saw herself as heir to the soul (dukh) of Peter.239 Moreover, she never sought
acclaim as either a second Catherine I or a “renewed” Empress Elizabeth.
Catherine II’s representational scenario was constructed, edited and reworked
throughout her entire reign in relation to the figure of Peter I and it avoided
any direct reference to her female predecessors.
Yet an appropriate balance had to be established, especially in the early
months of her reign. For example, her coronation imagery had to acknowledge
the Empress’s terrestrial persona as the savior of Faith and Fatherland.240
Catherine herself was aware of projecting a consistent and comprehensible
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image to her primary audience, the people of Moscow, the majority of whom
would find references to the myths of Classical Antiquity obscure at best and
unintelligible at worst. In a note to Elagin regarding planned coronation events,
she criticized the title of one prologue for a spectacle, “The Inscrutability of
Fate” (Nepostizhimost’ sudby) as “too metaphorical” and opined that since Russia
had been a Christian country for more than a thousand years, she could see no
reason to harken back to pagan Roman imagery.241 Catherine personally sought
to ground her coronation scenario in patriotic Russian imagery and avoid overly
allegorical—and essentially foreign—references. Even in the first months of her
reign, the Empress demonstrated an unusual sensitivity towards the vicissitudes
of various audiences, and of the inherent tension between symbolic discourse
and political reality.
Catherine formally entered Moscow after ceremonial processions through
Novgorod, Torzhok and Tver in the company of a large retinue that included
many of the highest ranking servitors of Peter III’s reign, including Mikhail
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Vorontsov (father of Peter III’s mistress Elizabeth), and the brothers
Razumovskii, long-time favorites of the Empress Elizabeth. This was an unusual
precedent and in contradiction to established protocol; past favorites of the
previous ruler were typically banished to their estates and kept under strict
watch.242 The new ruler began her reign by personally gathering together
members of the oldest Russian princely families whose expertise, talent and
influence would be of immediate use to her—regardless of their previous
loyalties—and she used them to establish a visual paradigm: by participating in
the coronation rituals, they endowed Catherine’s entrance into Moscow with an
historical continuity and an implicit sense of legitimacy.
The procession to Moscow from St. Petersburg was in effect a nine-day
pilgrimage that proclaimed her status as “savior” of the nation (or at least of
faith and fatherland) by alternating worship at a series of important monasteries
(Boris and Gleb, St. Nicholas the Wonderworker, and Vaarlam) with formal
review of military units ranging from the Zaporozhian Host to army and guards
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regiments, including the Preobrazhenskii.243 These events served to visually
reinforce her claim that she alone was responsible “For the salvation of Faith
and Fatherland” (Za spasenye Very i Otechestva), the coronation motto that was
emblazoned or engraved on a variety of surfaces, from triumphal arches to
coins and medals. This was the first of many voyages Catherine would make
around her empire, using the physical projection of power to display majesty,
invoke legitimacy and insert her physical presence into the Russian landscape.
Yet Catherine’s symbolic display in this period differed substantially from
other early modern monarchs; that is, she did not seek to create extreme
distance and elevation but rather deliberately placed herself within the
emotional—if not physical—reach of her subjects. She understood that her
ability to inspire devotion was closely linked to a charismatic display of
maternal care, a theme that would inform her legislative discourse for the
remainder of her reign. Despite her determination to usurp masculine
categories of rule, it was a more feminine and emotional aspect of Orthodox
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worship that she appropriated for her own visual “liturgy.” As she wrote to her
ambassador in Warsaw, Count Keyserling, immediately after her coronation “It
is impossible to describe for you the joy which countless people here express
upon seeing me.”244 She endeavored to arouse in her subjects the same fervent,
emotional style of veneration of their new ruler that she had witnessed in
Russian churches since her arrival in Russia. She participated in an array of
processions, pageants, theatrical performances, and pilgrimages in order to
distract her critics and inspire devotion amongst her subjects. As the French
envoy Breteuil wrote, “The transplanting of the Court of Russia to this capital,
with all its ceremonies and the joy of the coronation have absorbed everyone
and [led to] a suspension of all affairs [of state].“245
Catherine’s formal entrance into Moscow proceeded through a series of
triumphal arches that were erected at each of the city’s four major gates, as they
had been also for the coronations of Anna and Elizabeth.246 Each arch was
lavishly embellished with inscriptions, icons, imperial heraldry and historical
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and allegorical pictures, many derived from the French example.247 Each set of
arches was sponsored by a different civic or corporate entity: the Tver gates
were underwritten by the Moscow merchants, the structure at Tver Street
(Zemlian gorod) was paid for by the Senate; Catherine’s Coronation Commission
underwrote the Voskresenskie arches; and the Synod sponsored the Nikol’skii
gate at the Kremlin.248 This resulted in competitive decorative schemes that
were designed to demonstrate the sponsors’ unequivocal devotion to the
Empress in visual format.249 At the Nikolskii gates, for example, Catherine’s
portrait image was surrounded by four smaller pictures including a heliotrope,
a purple flower that turned toward the sun and was thus emblematic of
devotion to God.250 The imagery celebrated Catherine’s expressed devotion to
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and support of the Russian Orthodox Church.251 The Empress’s procession
through each gate represented her ceremonial conquest of the city and
highlighted the collective obeisance of those who had underwritten the
construction of the arches—the Synod, the Senate, the nobility (via the
Coronation Commission) and the merchants.252
The most visible image on each arch were two, larger than life-size
portraits of the Empress and these afforded most Muscovites their first official
view of the Empress Catherine II.253 The pictures were painted by Aleksei
Antropov who had in effect served as Peter III’s hofmaler, assisted by his
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protégé, the young Dmitrii Levitskii. Antropov was, according to Rotari, the
most talented Russian painter of his generation and it is revealing that he was
selected for this important task despite his close association with Peter III, and
Rotari’s approval was probably a major factor in Antropov’s selection.254
Although none of Antropov’s original triumphal arch paintings survived, one
sketch for the arches is extant (figure 26). Judging by an extremely similar
portrait of Peter III discussed in the previous chapter (figure 17), the artist
utilized his study of the tsar and simply replaced the male form in uniform with
that of the empress in her coronation attire. Catherine is pictured wearing an
ornate, silver-thread coronation dress embroidered with the Romanov crest that
matches almost exactly descriptions of the gown that she wore during the actual
ceremony in the Dormition (Uspenskii) Cathedral.255 But in Antropov’s
rendering, her left arm is oddly cocked and she seems to be hitching her
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ermine cloak up on her hip, a ghostly reminder of the sword hilt upon which
Peter III had rested his left arm. Whereas the tsar was holding a field marshal’s
baton to convey military prowess, Catherine was pictured grasping the symbols
of rule, the orb and the scepter, underscoring her focus on symbolic legitimacy.
Yet Antropov’s portrait template feels generic and is suggestive of the great
haste with which the coronation was staged. These initial monarchial images
relied on monumental size rather than lifelike representation to dominate the
urban landscape and invoke imperial majesty.
Catherine II was crowned in the Dormition Cathedral in a ceremony of
state that was virtually identical to those of her immediate female predecessors,
Anna Ioannovna and Elizabeth Petrovna, and seemingly little altered by French
or Swedish precedent.256 Zhmakin asserts that from the time of Anna, the
female coronation ritual was well established and adhered to by each successive
empress.257 A performative coronation procedure had been established that was
intrinsically suited to the promotion of female legitimacy through the act of
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self-crowning (itself an expropriation of an exclusively male prerogative) since
both Anna and Elizabeth were perceived to have usurped power—in the case of
Anna, from the oligarchs who had expected her to rule as their puppet and in
the case of Elizabeth, from the six-month old Ivan VI. In almost all coronation
rites, the clergy exercised the right of anointing and crowning and this tradition
was part of the Russian ceremony until the coronation of Catherine’s
immediate predecessor, Elizabeth; she was anointed by an Archbishop but selfcrowned and thus beholden to no man. 258 This enabled the ruler to
demonstrate that despite her gender, she was as capable of direct intercession
with God as her male counterparts and in no way subordinate to the clergy.
Catherine also followed the precedent that began with Anna Ioannovna
whereby the Empress, once crowned and anointed, took communion directly at
the altar, a form of divine unction normally reserved only for the tsar and
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clergy.259 This was Catherine’s first, public assertion of the unlimited scope of
her absolute rule.
After the coronation, Catherine II remained in full regalia and processed
to the Archangel and Annunciation Cathedrals respectively, to worship first at
the graves of the tsars (her newly acquired “ancestors”) and then at the
reliquaries of the most important saints in the Orthodox pantheon.260 Several
weeks later Catherine’s imperial regalia and her gold and silver mantles were
placed on public display in the former Senate Chamber in the Kremlin,
providing ordinary people the opportunity to view the newly consecrated
empress’s clothing within the same sacred space as the reliquaries and remains
of saints and tsars.”261 Official records revealed that 122,138 people came to see
her vestments, an indication of the success of a publicity campaign that was
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designed to inspire veneration of the new Empress.262 Catherine’s coronation
scenario had affirmed her as the crowned and anointed ruler of “All the
Russias” but she still had to visually commemorate the event. A coronation
portrait that would simultaneously preserve for the court that moment in time
when Catherine physically assumed the throne as well as providing a
diplomatic device to announce her legitimacy via coronation to the other courts
of Europe.
*

*

*

Once the actual ceremony was over, two state portraits were
commissioned while the court continued to reside in Moscow. As discussed
previously, no formal coronation portrait of Peter III was either commissioned
or completed (just as no coronation had been scheduled). Catherine, however,
moved quickly to visually enshrine the event, relying as usual on foreign artists.
In contrast to the unique, astonishing and even enigmatic portraits painted by
Eriksen during the coup, the Empress now turned toward a conventional form
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of portrait iconography to promulgate her coronation in a visual language that
would be clearly understood throughout Europe. The coronation portrait, “the
most important image of a head of state” according to the art historian
Christopher Lloyd, was a well-established painting genre, little altered in style
or content since the early seventeenth century. “The full length figure stands
resplendent in coronation robes with royal regalia (crown, scepter, orb, sword
of state, orders) clearly evident and is shown in a spacious, timeless setting,
usually an interior that includes a column, a furled, embroidered curtain with
tassels and pieces of gilt furniture.”263 Moreover, Catherine had the immediate
example of coronation portraits by Louis Caravaque of Anna and Elizabeth
from 1730 and 1743, respectively.264
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But elsewhere in Europe there were few examples of coronation portraits
of empresses; Catherine’s contemporary (and rival), the Habsburg Empress
Maria Theresa, had experimented with a range of coronation images even as her
“coronations became troubled affairs achieved only th[r]ough persistent
negotiation with the Hungarian and Bohemian states.”265 She assumed the male
title of King (or “Rex”) for her separate Hungarian and Bohemian coronations
while insisting that her husband, the Holy Roman Emperor Francis I, be
named as her co-regent. Some of her coronation imagery emphasized their
shared power whereas others pictured Maria Theresa in ethnic attire as sole
ruler, or with a picture of the infant heir, Archduke Joseph, to emphasize
Habsburg dynastic continuity (figure 27).266 This competing array of images,
Michael Yonan argues, resulted in the dissipation of Maria Theresa’s symbolic
authority, especially what he terms the “muddle” of her iconographic status in
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relation to that of her son, the future Joseph II.267 In Spain, England and
France, monarchs’ wives were painted as companions to the coronation or as
spouses but never as co-rulers; Fanny Cosandey has suggested that the role and
image of the queen became more and more “effaced” in France in the wake of a
forty-year period in which there was no queen between 1683-1725.268 None of
these exemplars were applicable to Catherine. She ruled alone and without the
legal, marital or dynastic support of any male figure. Her coronation had
conferred temporal legitimacy and sacral authority directly upon her person
thereby converting her extra legal seizure of power into a divine act of
providence that “saved” Russia.269
Ivan Shuvalov and Betskoi were charged with procuring court painters for
the coronation commissions; both men would continue to exert significant
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influence over the selection of portraitists for Catherine until the arrival of
Potemkin in 1774. Yet in every instance, the Empress remained the final
authority on the selection of artist and she maintained close supervision over
the production of every major portrait commission. It is likely that Pietro
Rotari would have been commissioned but his sudden death a few weeks before
the coronation necessitated finding another artist.270 Betskoi looked no further
than the court and again commissioned Eriksen, but Shuvalov dispatched an
agent to Dresden where Rotari had worked previously and there he found
Stefano Torelli. Torelli was from a family of religious painters in Bologna; he
studied in Venice and then spent more than twenty years in Dresden where he
worked for Augustus III and also for the first minister, Count von Brühl, whose
collection of masterpieces Catherine would later purchase in 1769.271 The artist
was also active in Lübech, the seat of Catherine’s maternal uncles, the Bishop-
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Electors, which may have been an additional factor in his favor.272 Shuvalov
offered him the rank of Professor at the Imperial Academy of Art and an annual
salary of 1200 rubles. Torelli accepted the post and was ordered immediately to
join the court in Moscow. 273
Torelli’s first commission was for a life size portrait of the Empress in
coronation attire (Torelli did not personally witness the coronation as he
arrived in Moscow several months later, in January 1763).274 Stählin notes that
the Empress sat for the artist several times so that he could accurately depict
her face, but this coronation portrait—like Eriksen’s—was not completed until
more than two years after the coronation, in 1765.275 It seems evident that
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empress and painter were unable to agree a final image quickly but there were
other obstacles and events that probably interfered with the timely release
of Catherine’s coronation imagery. Both of Catherine’s coronation portraits
appeared only after the murder of Ivan VI at the hands of his guards in July
1764.276 Although the Empress was not directly implicated in his death (she was
reviewing naval forces at Kronstadt at the time), the unfortunate prince’s
demise once again connected the Empress to an act of regicide even as it
removed a significant obstacle to her scenario of self-legitimation. In the wake
of Ivan’s death, Catherine could now assert her singular and absolute
possession of the Russian throne; she would never rule as regent nor would she
marry the favorite, Orlov, despite several attempts by the Orlov faction to
promote the idea of a royal marriage in the immediate aftermath of the
coronation.277 The timing of the release of her coronation portraits constituted,
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therefore, a symbolic annunciation that she would continue to rule Russia
without reliance or reference to any living man. Torelli’s 1766 Coronation
Portrait of Catherine II (figure 28) revealed the self-crowned monarch as an
imperial “effigy” and displayed formulaic Baroque portrait elements such as
grand scale, luxurious fabrics, superb jewels, and ornate furnishings. The lifesized figure of the Empress entirely filled the frame yet the emphasis of the
portrait was not on her person but on the abstract embodiment of unlimited
wealth and the sheer scope of imperial power. The skirt of her coronation gown
is so massive that it completely obscures the throne behind her and every inch
of cloth is emblazoned with the Romanov double-headed eagle. Catherine
clutches the orb closely in her left hand, anchoring the symbol of her terrestrial
rule over the vast swathes of fabric that seemed metaphorically to represent the
enormous scale of Russia itself.278 The blue sash of the Order of St. Andrew is
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almost buried under the weight of her diamond garniture and the famously
large crown on Catherine’s head contributes to a sense of fantastic opulence.
Yet amidst these trappings, the feminine figure of the empress conveyed a rigid
forcefulness and the ease with which she seemed to wear her coronation attire
all suggest a resolve that belied her youthful demeanor. Just as Catherine had
instructed her jeweler Pauzié to make her the largest crown in Europe, so too
Torelli’s portrait seemed to reflect a desire to display her imperial magnificence
in a manner that was monumental, incontrovertible and unassailable.279
The portrait, ostensibly more than two years in the making, received the
Empress’ personal approval and the original was delivered to the Holy Synod
where it replaced a portrait of Peter III by Antropov; another copy was
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dispatched to the Senate.280 As Catherine began to implement substantive
legislative changes, she selected the Torelli image to place before her two most
significant cohorts, members of the Senate and the Synod. Portraits of the ruler
represented the monarch’s power and charisma in her absence and were always
accorded reverence and due protocol. Court officials and clergy could never
turn their backs on Catherine’s state portraits and were expected to conduct
themselves as if the Empress herself were in the room.281 The intended
audience for this picture would also have been familiar with earlier coronation
portraits of Catherine’s immediate female predecessors, Anna and Elizabeth,
but Torelli updated Caravaque’s somewhat static imagery and created a more
powerful figure, firmly grasping scepter and orb. Despite the presence of the
same regalia, similar attire and the multiple crowns of Monomakh, Kazan and
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Siberia in the Caravaque portraits, Torelli’s image of the Empress Catherine
was one that demanded obedience rather than passive acknowledgement. The
portrait’s emphasis on the display of extraordinary wealth served as a reminder
to Senators and Archbishops that the source of all imperial largesse was
situated in the person of the Empress herself. Torelli pictured Catherine as the
visual embodiment of the state and this portrait seems to acknowledge
obliquely attempts to award Catherine the title of “Mother of the Fatherland” in
connection with her coronation.282
Betskoi, in his role as president of the Academy of Arts, commissioned
Vigilius Eriksen to undertake a second major coronation portrait. Whereas
Torelli was new to Russia, new to Moscow and unfamiliar with the court and
the Empress, Eriksen had by this point spent nearly a decade in Russia and his
coronation portrait, Catherine II in Coronation Attire (figure 29) presents an
entirely different image of rule. Eriksen, like Torelli, portrayed Catherine as the
primary object of the composition, entirely filling the frame; she stands, poised
on a dais, elevated above her court and her subjects—in no way physically
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diminished despite the presence of a large throne and column behind her.
Again, the message is unambiguous: Catherine II reigns alone, supreme in
stature and confidence. She is swathed in coronation silks and ermine mantle,
and heavily bejeweled but these imperial attributes are more muted than in
Torelli’s picture. Catherine cradles the orb quite easily, as if it was meant for
her hand alone and is in no danger of slipping away from her. She gestures
firmly with her scepter in her right hand, the “sword” hand normally associated
with traditional male powers, particularly that of justice, whereas the left hand
more often represented the female side and the quality of mercy.283
Eriksen’s portrait presents a more relaxed yet regal figure who appears as
at ease on the throne as she was in the European firmament of the philosophes.
This portrait image of Catherine incorporated conventional coronation
icongraphy and served as both visual precursor and then corollary to the sixth
article of her Instructions to the 1767 Legislative Commission, which asserted,
“Russia is a European power.” After an initial version of Eriksen’s coronation
portrait was unveiled at the foundation ceremony for the new Academy of Arts
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in St. Petersburg, in July 1765, the work was extensively copied and distributed
as a diplomatic commodity to all the main courts of Europe.284 In 1770 a version
was sent to Berlin at the personal request of Frederick II.285 Another copy
remains to this day in the Queen’s Gallery at Buckingham Palace and numerous
engravings were produced.286 Catherine was by this point exercising close
control over the reproduction and distribution of her portrait imagery. For
example, she had ordered an exact copy by Eriksen to be sent to Copenhagen
but because she was in Moscow when the copy was completed, the picture went
first to Moscow for the Empress’s final inspection, and then onto the Danish
capital. Not even trusted courtiers like Betskoi and Shuvalov were permitted to
grant final approval.287
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Catherine II from her very first days on the throne (and even in the
months before her coup) experimented with a range of different visual images
that far exceeded the European norm and reflected the diversity of her various
audiences, both foreign and domestic. Yet there was one area in which she
seemed visually constrained and that involved the problem of how to construct
an iconography of legitimacy without directly invoking her son Paul—even after
the “alternate” heir, Ivan VI, was removed from the scene in 1764. There was
extensive European artistic precedent for mother and son state portraits dating
back to the Renaissance; Bronzino’s renowned portrait of Eleanora of Toledo,
wife of Cosimo de’Medici, and her son Giovanni (c. 1545, Uffizi Gallery), was
one of the earliest and most well known of the genre. Across Europe, family
portraits were a standard device to celebrate dynastic unity and the fecundity of
the ruling house. There was the immediate example of Maria Theresa, many of
whose state portraits featured all or some of her sixteen children. Her first state
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portraits often included insets of the heir Archduke Joseph as a baby (figure 27)
whereas in her later years she was portrayed amidst vast canvases containing an
array of her offspring, such as Meytens’ Emperor Francis I and Empress Maria
Theresa with their Children, 1754 (Schönbrunn Palace, Vienna) or Heinrich
Füger’s Duke Albert of Sachsen-Teschen and Archduchess Maria Christine
Displaying Works of Art Brought from Italy to the Imperial Family, 1776
(Österreichische Galerie Belvedere, Vienna).
Catherine rejected this archetype of maternal, dynastic imagery and never
commissioned an official portrait of herself with Grand Duke Paul—even at the
outset of her reign when her only legitimate claim to the throne was through
her son. This was an unusual, even baffling decision yet Catherine remained
consistent throughout her 34-year reign: she refused to share the
representational stage with Paul and was thus unwilling to acknowledge their
biological connection or include the Grand Duke in her “scenario of power”—
except in one or two instances in Moscow, discussed in the next chapter.
Despite constant rhetorical reference to the Empress’s motherly love for her
subjects in official texts, Catherine’s visual imagery was devoid of any reference
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to the maternal, particularly as an expression of her relationship to Paul. 288
Catherine did not rely on the traditional trope of maternity to assert her fitness
to rule; instead she would appear in feminine guise allegorically, as Minerva,
goddess of Wisdom and War, a deity who lacked a mother or offspring of her
own. In this regard, Catherine employed her visual imagery to mitigate if not
overcome a plethora of symbolic paradoxes.
*

*

*

Paul had been painted by Rotari as Grand Duke while his father was still
alive and countless engravings were produced of the then seven-year old heir
wearing the Order of St. Andrew, draped in ermine but always alone, never in
the arms of his mother. From 1763, the inscriptions were altered to reflect
Paul’s dual patrimonies as reigning Duke of Schleswig-Holstein and heir to the
throne of Russia but these titles were never made manifest in his subsequent
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portrait iconography.289 Catherine commissioned both Eriksen and Torelli to
paint the Grand Duke while they were completing her coronation portraits.
Eriksen’s Grand Duke Paul in his Study (figure 30) pictures Paul at ten years of
age, standing indoors in a book-lined study, next to a large globe of the world.
He displays the blue sash and diamond star of the Order of St. Andrew and a
small, ornamental sword hangs below his simple velvet suit but the Grand
Duke is otherwise devoid of imperial insignia or regalia. Moreover, the
background in this portrait is completely lacking in the standard “fixtures” of
the state portrait such as a dais, richly decorated furniture or great swags of
velvet let alone a portrait or bust of his mother, the Empress. Instead, this is a
picture of a young, delicate child (reflecting the many illnesses that afflicted
him throughout his childhood) but not a state portrait of a future ruler of
Russia.
There were several well-known images of young heirs to the throne in this
period and Anton Mengs’s portrait of the ten-year old Ferdinand IV, King of
Naples (figure 31) was perhaps the best contemporary example—especially given
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Mengs’s extraordinary renown throughout Europe as the most famous portrait
painter of the period (his celebrity status and Catherine’s love of Mengs’s work
is discussed in detail in Chapter 5). In this formal yet vibrant composition, the
ten-year old Ferdinand (son of Charles III of Spain and Maria Amalia of
Saxony) stands in a grand, marbled palazzo. He is dressed like a miniature
prince in a powdered wig, velvet suit, embroidered waistcoat, decorations and
an imposing armored breastplate; his ermine-trimmed mantle and cockade hat
are casually strewn on the gilt and velvet fanteuil behind him. The emblems of
his birthright and current title are in abundance; his right hand clasps his
jeweled sword while in his left he holds a marshal’s baton and gestures to the
crown and scepter beside him on a velvet pillow. An open window, framed by
an enormous column and velvet swag, reveals the Bay of Naples. The profusion
of imperial regalia and the formal symbolism of the setting leave the viewer in
no doubt as to the rank of the subject. Eriksen’s portrait of Paul is denatured by
comparison and seems instead a private rather than a state commission.
Torelli’s portrait of the Grand Duke was painted a year after Eriksen’s and
displays a marked shift in style that foreshadows Catherine’s own turn toward
portrait allegory. Grand Duke Paul with Moor (figure 32) is—by Torelli’s own
admission—derived from Eriksen’s slightly earlier portrait (the grand duke
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displays nearly identical stance and overall features) but Torelli imbued his
work with an active narrative in which Paul occupied the leading role.290 In
December, 1762 Catherine had appointed her then eight-year old son Grand
Admiral of the Russian Fleet, an entirely ceremonial post but one which
allowed him to wear an admiral’s uniform and—when his health and his
mother permitted—to attend naval reviews.291 In this portrait a physically robust
Paul stands by the edge of a stormy sea, gallantly attired in his admiral’s
uniform. A massive, plumed helmet is held by a young turbaned Moor,
suggesting that Paul is about to place it on his head and embark onto one of the
man o’ wars behind him. Paul looks directly at the viewer and gestures firmly
with his marshal’s baton to the dangerous seas and pitching ships in the
distance. Given Paul’s extreme youth and his deliberate exclusion from power,
this portrait must be read as allegory; that is, Paul’s journey to one day rule
Russia (through the metaphorical command of her fleet) would not be plain
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sailing as indicated by the threatening combination of dark clouds and stormy
seas.
In this early period of her reign, Catherine struggled to determine an
appropriate role for Paul and the contrast between Eriksen’s portrait of a young
boy and Torelli’s naval allegory provides pictorial evidence of the Empress’s
indecision with regard to her only legitimate child. In her determination to
override the restrictions of her gender within her own visual representation,
Catherine effectively deprived him of an official image inasmuch as he was
denied access to power throughout her reign, except in a ceremonial capacity.292
Subsequent portraits of Paul focused almost exclusively on his domestic
arrangements; even after his majority, he was never pictured in an environment
that celebrated his imperial destiny as heir to the throne.293
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Catherine would only permit Paul to be at her side during subsequent entries into Moscow,
during periods of deep unrest and uncertainty such as in 1768 with the outbreak of war against
the Ottomans, and again in 1775 in the wake of the Pugachev uprising (discussed in the next
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Catherine’s deep involvement with the production of her state portraits
was unique among her fellow European monarchs, most of whom exerted far
less control over the commissioning and disposition of state portraits—often
because of total indifference. Christopher Clark found that Frederick II of
Prussia possessed “an epic display of diffidence” towards his selfrepresentation, especially after 1763 and his general withdrawal from court and
society.294 The Prussian monarch disliked his own appearance and seemed
immune to either the propagandistic or the aesthetic pleasures of painting
(though he was a passionate lover of music and literature). Frederick refused to
sit for artists and, as a result, most portraits of Frederick were derived from a
single model painted by Johann Heinrich Christoph Franke in 1764.295 In
Britain, the royal family in this period turned to a more intimate, domestic

Admiralty spire but is otherwise denied any visual association with power—or any regalia
suggestive of the empire he would one day rule. Catherine would later commission double
portraits of her grandsons by Brompton in 1781 and Lampi in 1795 that were far more
illustrative (and indicative) of their future imperial roles.
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portrait style, eschewing public life and the formalities of the state portrait,
according to Simon Schama.296 King George’s periodic bouts of madness may
also have contributed to the court’s reluctance to promote an image of the king
that was so profoundly contradicted in reality. In Habsburg Austria, Joseph II
was described as being “wholly insensible to the arts” despite the example his
father, Francis of Lorraine or his brother, Leopold, Duke of Tuscany. A passing
British traveller, Nathaniel Wraxall, ascribed Joseph’s minimal interest in the
arts to the efforts of the Chancellor, Prince Wenzel Anton von Kaunitz, and a
Grand Tour that Joseph undertook to Rome and Florence: “Prince Kaunitz
piques himself on having, by his example and exhortations, awakened, directed,
and formed the Emperor’s taste…. But, as a patron of learning, or the fine arts,
it must nevertheless be admitted, that he neither manifests the same passion,
nor extends to them the same munificent protection, which distinguished his
father.” 297 Kaunitz, in his dual roles of Chancellor and Director of the Academy
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of Art, seemed directly responsible for the major state portraits of Joseph II
(discussed in the final chapter). Peter Burke has argued that royal mythologies
generally suffered a “crisis of representation” as well as a decline in
“correspondence” in the latter seventeenth century. Yet in Europe a century
later, absolutist monarchs still relied on court-based artistic and architectural
programs to display their magnificence and articulate the correlation between a
ruler’s gloire and reputation and his power.298
*

*

*

In the five year between her coronation in 1762 and the convening of the
Legislative Commission in the summer of 1767, Catherine travelled extensively
around her empire, from Rostov to Yaroslavl, to the Baltic capitals of Riga and
Mitau, and eventually to Kazan on her self-proclaimed journey to “Asia.”299
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These voyages directly affected the evolution of Catherine’s conception of rule
and her modes of self-representation. Leaving St. Petersburg and the
ceremonial parameters imposed on her by gender and by court tradition, travel
around the Russian empire informed and enriched Catherine’s ability to
express power in a variety of visual modes. She was able to display herself to
her subjects—for most it would be the only time they would ever see a living
Russian ruler— in a manner that was unlike any of her predecessors.300 Over the
course of the 1760s Catherine inspected ground and naval forces, depots and
fortifications, and took the review regularly thereby demonstrating she was
capable of following in the military footsteps of Peter I. Yet her first stop was
always the local church or monastery, where she would attend prayers and
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dispense funds for upkeep and restoration (even as she secularized church
lands and transferred church peasants into state ownership).301 Moreover, every
voyage resulted in the physical improvement of the region that she visited as
transport and housing stock were created or upgraded as a result of
government subsidies. Catherine’s presence in a town or region made manifest
the tangible benefits of her maternal care for her subjects.302
Perhaps she was inspired by the annual tours that Frederick II made to
inspect his territories and check up on his provincial administrators after the
Seven Years War.303 But whereas the Prussian king conducted brisk tactical
inspections, Catherine processed in a manner more reminiscent of the
spectacles that surrounded the movements of the English monarch, Elizabeth I,
who left London frequently to present herself to her people as the living
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embodiment of her reign.304 Similarly, Catherine’s major voyages generated
their own symbolic scripts within which choreographed performances of fealty
and devotion revealed the Empress as a Russian ruler incarnate.305 As a result,
these “living displays” helped to engender a uniquely Catherinian “cult” that
was constructed around what Simon Werret has characterized as ceremonies of
possession and rituals of encounter.306 Travel around the Russian empire helped
Catherine to formulate and refine political and representational discourses that
revolved around several primary images: Savior of the Orthodox Church;
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Mother of the Fatherland (and by association, defender of the Russian military);
and enlightened, European Lawgiver.
Religious pilgrimages were at the forefront of her early travel and this
reflected Catherine’s desire to imbue her reign with sacral charisma through
the display of Orthodox piety.307 Her first two pilgrimages immediately after the
coronation were to the Trinity St. Sergius lavra outside of Moscow and to
Veliki Rostov to reinter the remains of its latter day saint, Dmitrii, the former
Archbishop of Rostov. Both monasteries served as epicenters of faith-based
cults that were closely linked to her imperial predecessors, from Ivan IV to
Elizabeth Petrovna. Catherine’s pilgrimage to the Trinity-St. Sergius monastery
was virtually identical to one made by the Empress Elizabeth twenty years
earlier, during Elizabeth’s coronation. The Trinity monastery had served as the
leading site of royal pilgrimage since at least the reign of Ivan IV and
Catherine’s procession was both a deliberate restaging of Elizabeth’s and an
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event designed to connect her reign to an imperial dynastic legacy that
predated the Romanov era.308 Grand Duke Paul was ill during much of the
coronation festivities and Catherine pledged to make a pilgrimage if Paul was
restored to good health, and to build a hospital in his name.309 When Paul
recovered, Catherine left Moscow for the monastery on foot (as was the historic
tradition), surprising many of the assembled diplomats that a self-proclaimed
enlightened monarch would undertake such a medieval form of worship: “She
proposes walking ten versts each day,” Buckingham reported in amazement.310
Elsewhere in Europe, the fashion for monarchs participating in similarly
conspicuous displays of piety (such as pilgrimages on foot, touching the sick or
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washing the feet of penitents) had largely disappeared by the end of the
seventeenth century yet in Russia the physical demonstration of religious
devotion would continue well into the nineteenth-century. At the lavra,
Catherine also performed a series of civic duties that underscored her
commitment to secular and specifically Enlightenment precepts; she endowed a
hospital and a school, and ordered the first systematic inventory of ancient
manuscripts preserved at the monastery.311
At the conclusion of her coronation celebrations, Catherine departed
Moscow in May 1763 and again followed in the Empress Elizabeth’s (spiritual)
footsteps. She travelled to Rostov to re-inter the remains of St. Dmitrii and to
preside over the presentation of a riza ordered for the new shrine by the
Empress Elizabeth before she died. Catherine was visibly moved by the
religious devotion of ordinary worshippers; a local woman beseeched her to
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leave the saint’s remains open as it was thought the relics had even greater
powers in plain air. The Empress explained to Panin that she asked the monks
leave the reliquary uncovered for the duration of her visit because “she did not
want the simple folk to think that the relics had been closed up on her
orders.”312 But her voyage to this monastery also had serious political purpose;
Arsenii, Archbishop of Rostov, had been Catherine’s most vocal and outspoken
critic of her seizure of the throne and the government’s desire to secularize
Church lands.313 By the time Catherine traveled to Rostov, the former
archbishop had been defrocked and imprisoned; Catherine was in effect
personally reclaiming the bishopric. This pilgrimage demonstrated Catherine’s
ability to operate in multiple dimensions simultaneously; that is, she publicly
displayed piety and maternal empathy to her subjects while making brutal
political decisions regarding those who would challenge her exercise of power.
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In Belorussia and Ukraine she met with Catholic and Uniate church
leaders while in Revel, Narva and Riga she attended Lutheran services. In
Kazan, she personally met with Tatars, Chuvash, Mordvi and Cheremishi tribal
leaders and wherever she was, she always participated in ceremonies that
involved the local merchants, members of the nobility and military
commanders. In 1767 she attended a liturgy at the Ipatiev Monastery and sat on
Mikhail Romanov’s throne (which dated from his accession in 1613), utilizing
her physical presence to assert symbolic parity with the founder of the
Romanov dynasty.314 Her travel provided her with critical exposure to a wide
variety of institutions and people, allowing her to experiment and construct
specific images of rule depending on audience, location and intended
outcomes. Catherine immersed herself in the literal projection of power across
a vast and extremely diverse landscape, worlds away from the court in St.
Petersburg.
Carefully scripted voyages also provided Catherine with first hand
exposure to the workings (or, in some cases, the failings) of her government as
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she began to collect materials for the Legislative Commission, often gaining
insight and information that would not have been available to her via her local
governor’s reports.315 Her understanding of the scale and complexity of her
territories grew exponentially, as did her awareness of the difficulty of creating
legal, economic and administrative structures to support and govern such a
diverse empire. She indicated to Madame Geoffrin as early as March, 1765 that
she had already begun to work on a massive project “on the Laws of this
Empire,” her first mention of what would become the Bol’shoi Nakaz or Great
Instructions for the Legislative Commission of 1767, just as she prepared for an
extended visit to the Baltic.316
Another important component of Catherine’s exploration of empire in the
1760s was her immersion in military affairs, for which she exhibited a lifelong
fascination. Although she never assumed the role of commander in chief she
was determined to revive and enlarge Russia’s depleted army and moribund
navy. Three years after her accession she admonished Panin after reviewing
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naval exercises at Kronstadt: “We have an excess of ships and people but we do
not have a fleet or sailors.” She went on to describe ships that could not hold
the line, naval guns that could not hit their targets and a generally shambolic
state of men and material.317 Catherine established a Military Commission to
overhaul the entire structure of the Army, from recruiting to tactics, and she
reorganized the Admiralty Commission.318 “Her ambition to be a maritime
Power is very great,” Lord Cathcart observed in 1769 but his predecessor,
Buckinghamshire, pointed out that Ivan Chernyshev who was ostensibly in
charge of the Navy under Admiral Mordvinov “scarcely knew a Ship of War
from a ferry” until he accompanied the Empress to Kronstadt in 1764.319 Even a
year later, Catherine herself was unable to determine the fore from the aft of a
man o’war.320 Yet she learned quickly and was keen to display her command of
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military facts and figures. In much of her correspondence with Madame
Geoffrin, Catherine recounted her military command experiences—amidst
casual references to d’Alembert, Voltaire and the “Breviary of Sovereigns,”
Montesquieu’s Esprit des Loix. “In the last year I had to command a fleet of
twenty ships of some sort and at first I laughed because it went so badly. More
recently I commanded an army of 45,000 men and then organized the
Carousel,” she wrote blithely, as if these were all standard activities in the day
of a Russian monarch.321 “I am about to embark on my yacht (ask a sailor what
this means) and spend three long days with my fleet in the Baltic,” she boasted
a few months later in June 1765.322
*

*

*

“When she was on board the Admiral Ship at Cronstadt, her Imperial Standard flying and
flattered with the inexperienc’d grandeur of commanding more than twenty large ships, she
disputed with me which end of a Man of War went first. She appealed to one of her Admirals
who was just enough inform’d to set her right. The circumstance it is true she was not oblig’d
to know but the actual situation made the doubt ridiculous.” Buckinghamshire, Ibid., marginal
notation to 18, verso.
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By the time Catherine convened her Legislative Commission in Moscow in
July 1767, she had physically “conquered” much of the western portion of her
empire. Her quest to establish legitimacy should have culminated in the
successful implementation of her Instructions to the Legislative Commission
after her return from “Asia” but it did not. Despite Catherine’s extraordinary
preparations—in both literal and symbolic modes—her deputies did not fulfill
her mandate. She had created a master “script” with almost no civil or
ceremonial detail left unplanned but after eighteen months and the outbreak of
war with the Ottomans, the Commission was prorogued in December 1768.
Catherine and the court returned to St. Petersburg but despite piecemeal
committee work over the next two years, no new law code was ever drafted or
implemented via the Commission. And no artist was ever commissioned to
portray Catherine at this important moment despite the continued presence of
Eriksen and Torelli in Russia. The opening of the commission was tantamount
to a coronation or other major state event and the rituals that the Empress
herself devised to “enshrine” the Instructions (including encasing the
document in a riza and its regular reading out across the empire as a form of
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state “gospel”) were borrowed directly from Orthodox practice.323 Yet this major
event—what should have constituted Catherine’s symbolic apotheosis as
Lawgiver— was never codified in a state portrait.
The only visual record of Catherine’s personal involvement was a tiny
miniature by an anonymous artist that was probably painted years after the
original event (figure 33) and a series of engraved frontispieces that decorated
the various editions of the Nakaz (figure 34).324 The engravings were fairly
generic: a female sovereign arising from her throne and gesturing to the Nakaz
while Winged Victory with trumpet fluttered overhead and various peoples of
her empire were clustered at the foot of the throne. Behind the Empress two
figures of Minerva were often pictured: on one side, Minerva with an owl atop
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her helmet and a shield containing the image of Solon (revealing the wisdom of
Catherine’s instructions) while an armored Minerva (Bellona) stood on the head
of an unidentified enemy, vanquishing all who would challenge the reign of
Catherine. The subjects gazing up in admiration were variously represented as
Russian peasants and Greek citizens, providing perhaps the earliest visual
evocation of Catherine’s future Greek Project (discussed in Chapter 5).
Nevertheless, the absence of a major state portrait of one of the most important
events of her reign revealed a disjunction between imperial aspiration and
Russian reality.
*

*

*

War broke out against the Ottomans in 1768 and Catherine prorogued the
Legislative Commission. Stefano Torelli was promoted to official Hofmaler and
over the course of the next two years he produced an enormous, allegorical
representation of the Russian empress: Catherine II as Minerva, Patroness of the
Arts in 1770 (figure 35).325 The picture is monumental in scale and lavish in
allegorical detail—and virtually unprecedented in either eighteenth-century
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European or Russian ruler representation where the general trend was toward a
more restrained neoclassical portrait style. It was commissioned when Russia
was at war and unveiled nearly coincident with Russia’s greatest victory, the
naval battle of Chesme in July 1770. The painting was part of an extensive,
multimedia public relations campaign to cast Catherine and Russia as the savior
of Europe, to visually codify the rhetorical discourse between the Empress and
Voltaire. Voltaire celebrated Catherine’s legal and cultural accomplishments
and predicted that the deployment of Russian forces would only enhance
Catherine’s international reputation: “I am rejuvenated, my lawmaker is
victorious; she who lays down tolerance and makes the arts flourish, has
punished the enemies of the arts: she is victorious, she enjoys absolute glory.”326
Voltaire’s commentary mirrored a key shift in Catherine’s self-representation;
no longer exclusively focused on tropes of legitimacy, Orthodoxy and
enlightenment, Catherine began to celebrate her newfound military and
cultural conquests. Torelli’s allegorical portrait elaborates upon this change and
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the resulting pictorial record contained hyperbolic expressions of cultural
power and military glory.
The use of allegory in portraiture—and painting in general—was in this
period being challenged by theorists and art critics alike, especially in Paris
where Diderot and Grimm’s salon reviews were uniformly critical of what
Diderot termed the “confusing” and “shocking” practice of combining
allegorical with historical figures, or of mixing of the real with the imaginary.
He was unequivocal: this artistic practice was “galimatias” (nonsense,
gibberish).327 Diderot wrote, “one should paint as they spoke in Sparta,” namely
in a cool, austere Classical style.328 The Empress followed the commentary of
Diderot and Grimm particularly closely; in this period Diderot was in her
employ and actively negotiating art purchases on her behalf (a role that he
would eventually cede to Grimm after the latter’s visit to St. Petersburg in
1773). Diderot had negotiated directly with the Empress to hire his friend, the
sculptor Falconet in 1766, at the very moment both men were engaged in a
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passionate, epistolary debate that became known as “Le Pour et le contre, ou
Lettres sur la postérité.”329 Despite their differences regarding the moral and
political value of statues, both Diderot and Falconet expressed similar and
consistent views in opposition to allegorical portraiture, views that would have
been well known to Catherine and court advisers like Ivan Betskoi and Ivan
Shuvalov. Yet even as Catherine began lengthy deliberations with Falconet
regarding her sculptural commission in honor of Peter I (and rejected several
offers by Falconet to create statues in her honor), she gravitated toward an
extravagant form of allegory for her own symbolic representation. The Empress
demonstrated a singular aesthetic autonomy and deliberately chose to be
portrayed in this period—not as a lawgiver—but as Empress of Art and War. In
Catherine II as Minerva, Patroness of the Arts, Torelli portrayed the Empress as a
magnificent figure—part Dido, part Amazon—who strides confidently in front
of her muses representing the three finest arts—painting, sculpture and
architecture. Catherine-Minerva gestures with her left hand to the background
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where Saturn (Chronos) with his scythe watches Clio writing down the history
of the reign. The figures of War and Peace follow immediately in Minerva’s
footsteps while a cherub overhead dangles the sash and medal of the Order of
St. Andrew. Catherine is crowned with a laurel wreath over a plumed helmet.
The plethora of overtly martial references seem somewhat out of place in a
picture that was ostensibly commissioned as a paean to art and imperial
patronage since the painting was destined to hang at the entrance to the
Imperial Academy of Art.330 Its original purpose was to inspire students with
the ideal image of the ideal empress since native Russian artists would never
have the opportunity to paint the Empress from life. Torelli’s picture also
displaced another massive work, Louis Lagrenée’s Empress Elizabeth as
Patroness of the Arts (figure 36), a pictorial homage to her political predecessor.
But the two paintings conveyed extremely different messages. Catherine’s
representation as Minerva asserted both the artistic preeminence of her rule as
well as an entirely different image of female power. In Lagrenée’s pastoral idyll,
the Empress Elizabeth was portrayed as if she were Madame Pompadour in a
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painting by Boucher, reclining in the midst of her muses, fabulous but passive.
The image of her father, Peter I, is in the background while an angel overhead
is probably Elizabeth’s mother, Catherine I. Elizaveta Petrovna was frequently
portrayed with her parents, Peter I and Catherine I, overhead as guardian
angels, especially in her allegorical representations. Catherine II obfuscated or
ignored her genealogy in her visual representations (although never in her
textual) and instead chose as her guardian angels Fame, Glory and Peace. There
is an artist-like figure in the foreground painting a portrait of Elizabeth that is
reminiscent of Venus at her toilette. Lagrenée’s composition and Elizabeth’s
languid position lacked the strong physicality of Torelli’s allegory; in deliberate
contrast, Catherine’s striding figure had by now become a hallmark of her
painterly representation especially as forward, purposeful movement was
generally rare in portraits of women, who were most often pictured in a seated
position. In Lagrenée’s allegory of Elizabeth, the Empress was Venus not
Minerva, an object of royal beauty and breeding, not a woman in regna.
Torelli’s art allegory celebrates power and triumph rather than feminine
beauty and an undated sketch of the preliminary work at the State Tretiakov
Gallery (figure 37) demonstrates how the composition was revised and
refashioned. Torelli worked on this picture for two years, during a period of
204
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enormous turmoil in Catherine’s reign. The evolution of her allegorical image
seemed to mirror the changes she was undergoing in the political sphere as she
prorogued the Legislative Commission and returned to St. Petersburg with the
outbreak of war. In the preliminary sketch the monarch is centered but
practically submerged in the composition and Saturn and Clio are more vividly
rendered in the left foreground (in the final portrait they are in shadow, in the
background). The reworked location of the figures in the final portrait reflects
Catherine’s ongoing concern with her image as a cultural progenitor even as
she led her country into war. Ultimately, the allegory permits her to emerge
larger than life (and certainly far larger than the Empress Elizabeth in her
allegorical portrait), the embodiment of Divine Wisdom, flanked by the figures
of War and Peace. Though Catherine does not wear the aegis of Pallas Athena
she is helmeted and garlanded with laurel leaves. This portrait reveals
Catherine’s desire to displace the Empress Elizabeth culturally (it was during
the reign of Elizabeth that Moscow University and the Imperial Academy of Art
were founded) and to assert her own increasingly important engagement with
the acquisition of fine art while conducting a military campaign against the
Turks.
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By the time Torelli painted this portrait, Catherine had already secured
the fantastic holdings of the Gotzkowsky collection from Berlin (in partial
payment of war reparations from Prussia to Russia, 1763-4), purchased
Diderot’s library (1765), hired Falconet to construct a statue in honor of Peter I
(1766), acquired the von Brühl collection from Dresden (1769) and Tronchin’s
paintings from Geneva (1770). Also in the same year that Torelli began his
Catherine II as Minerva, Patroness of the Arts, Catherine had been made an
honorary member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences and begun negotiations to
purchase the Crozat collection in Paris (which after four years of talks finally
arrived in St. Petersburg in 1772).331 Catherine’s direct involvement in the
purchase and commissioning of art reflected her aesthetic and political
engagement, a fact often overlooked in art historical accounts of her
collecting.332 In the case of the purchase of the Houghton pictures, Catherine
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had personal and professional reasons for wanting to acquire an art collection
that had been assembled by Britain’s first prime minister, Robert Walpole.
Walpole’s irascible nephew, Horace, had from the very first month of
Catherine’s reign slandered her in his samizdat letters to his friend Horace
Mann in Florence. Horace Walpole tried to stop his nephew from selling the
pictures to Catherine and informed Mann archly that the pictures “will be burnt
in a wooden palace” during the next insurrection.”333 In the same period (17781779), Britain was desperate for Russia to support her conflict in the American
colonies whereas Catherine was organizing the League of Armed Neutrality to
protect the trade of noncombatant nations such as Russia, Austria, Prussia,
Denmark, and Sweden against British naval intrusions. Catherine’s purchase of
the Walpole collection constituted a deeply political act given its timing and her
awareness of debates in Parliament about trying to preserve the collection for
the nation. Even three years after the pictures went to Russia, the European
Magazine published a complete inventory of the paintings and an anonymous
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letter from “C.D.” in February, 1782: “The removal of the Houghton Collection
of Pictures to Russia is, perhaps, one of the most striking instances that can be
produced of the decline of the empire of Great Britain, and the advancement of
our powerful ally in the north.”334
Catherine’s purchases of fine art, particularly during her first decade on
the throne, attracted a great deal of negative publicity in Europe. Diderot, who
often acted as her art broker or agent, complained that “I am the object of the
most determined public hatred, and do you know why? Because I send you
pictures. The art lovers make an outcry, the artists make an outcry. In spite of
all these cries and criers I always go my way and to hell with them…the
Empress will get the collection of Thiers (Crozat), while she is conducting a
costly war. That is what humiliates and confounds them.”335 Katia Dianina has
suggested that the Empress bulk-bought great art collections and simply
“delegated the power of aesthetic judgment to her advisors.”336 Dianina sees her
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art collecting as the “calculated politics of triumphant display” and therefore
lacking any of the hallmarks of an actual art lover: “The Russian empress
fashioned herself as a great collector, and she certainly took pains to represent
herself as a great patron of the arts.”337 In reality, Catherine’s art collecting was
part of a long-standing, European tradition whereby princes and kings
collected art and architectural ensembles on a grand scale to demonstrate
magnificence and display taste and erudition.338 Catherine was indeed
fashioning herself as a great patron of the arts to promote her cultural
qualifications and enlightened rule.
What made Catherine unique among princely collectors was her desire to
act as collector and patron, a rarity among monarchs in any century. Unlike
Louis XIV, whose extensive iconographical program was created and nurtured
by an entire department of state, Catherine was an autodidact. She was entirely
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self taught, deeply engaged in contemporary art theory and demonstrated a
lifelong interest in art and architecture. Moreover, she used art as an
instrument of statecraft and effectively deployed her vast financial resources to
act as a market maker or breaker. This was another aspect of Catherine’s art
acquisition that confounded (and often enraged) her critics. Although the
present work analyzes only those portraits painted by her official court artists, it
is important to consider how wide ranging the impact of her art purchases
were. As Christoph Frank and Alexander Schenker have persuasively
demonstrated, Catherine’s activities in the European art world always generated
an enormous degree of press and public interest both in the monarch and in
Russia. For example, Catherine’s offers to purchase Diderot and then Voltaire’s
libraries posthumously were uniformly hailed throughout Europe as signs of
extraordinary learning and largesse.339 The entire twenty-year process of
commissioning and then constructing the bronze statue of Peter I was,
according to Alexander Schenker, the longest-running news story in Europe—
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from Falconet’s initial invitation to come to Russia, to the search and discovery
of the Thunder Rock to its final unveiling.340
Torelli’s allegory of art patronage captures both the passion and the power
of Catherine’s successful attempts to bring Russia onto the cultural stage of
Europe—even as she prosecuted war against the Ottomans. In less than ten
years, Catherine had conducted an extraordinarily broad inspection of her
empire, established a national codification commission and launched a cultural
conquest across Europe that was unprecedented in its scope and its success. As
the decade progressed, Catherine’s visual imagery evolved from the young
monarch in coronation robes to the glorious Minerva of 1770. The British envoy
Lord Cathcart wrote on the occasion of the Empress laying the foundation
stone of the Cathedral of St. Isaac: “It was impossible to see this procession (the
Empress, Archimandrites and other ‘dignified clergy’ with choristers arranged
on a platform with temple and triumphal arch there too), and consider the
occasion without recollecting the following lines of Virgil which will give Your
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Lordship a better idea than any description of mine of the appearance of the
Empress:”
…such was Dido, so she carried herself, joyfully,
amongst them, furthering the work, and her rising kingdom.
Then, surrounded by weapons, and resting on a high throne,
she took her seat, at the goddess’s doorway, under the central vault.
She was giving out laws and statutes to the people, and sharing
the workers labour out in fair proportions, or assigning it by lot…
Aeneid, Book I: 503-508.341
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Chapter IV. “Victorieuse et Legislatrice”342
This chapter considers how two of the most contrasting images of Catherine’s
reign—Stefano Torelli’s Catherine II as Minerva celebrating her Victory
over the Turks (1772) and Alexander Roslin’s Catherine II (1776)—reveal
the scope and complexity of Catherine’s iconographic program. Torelli’s
extravagant allegory celebrates the cultural and military conquests of the
Russian Minerva in the midst of war and boldly predicts victory. Four years
later the Empress abandoned allegory for a far more restrained, terrestrial
representation that presented Catherine II as the heir to Peter I, an image
that rapidly became the most copied and widely distributed of her reign.
________________________________________________________________________

A significant but unforeseen consequence of deploying Russian troops in
the Southern Balkans against the Ottomans was the inevitable contagion of
plague. It first afflicted Russian soldiers in Moldavia but quickly made its way
north into Ukraine and then into the Russian heartland.343 By late 1770, reports
of plague in Moscow began to reach St. Petersburg. Despite some diminution
due to the onset of winter, its effects were intensified by grain shortages and
then famine in the Moscow region.344 By the summer of 1771, the situation was
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dire and by September, the Moscow garrison commander, Lieutenant-General
Eropkin, and Amvrosii, Archbishop of Moscow, were faced with tremendous
civil unrest. Crowds began to gather at a popular icon of the Virgin, the
Bogoliubskaia Bogomater, because of its reputed wonder working and
miraculous healing properties.345 Hundreds of panic-stricken Muscovites began
to gather to pray for intercession and relief in violation of quarantine and
public order regulations. When the authorities attempted to remove the icon to
disperse the crowds, they triggered a riot. The Archbishop was hunted down
and hideously murdered, as were hundreds of Muscovites, while hundreds
more were imprisoned.346 This rampage was merely the first in a troubling series
of events in which the administrative failures of the state were graphically (and
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very publicly) revealed. The riots also highlighted primitive and regressive
tendencies in the Church that were particularly disturbing to an Empress who
had cultivated the veneration of her faithful subjects in a secular mode.347
Civil disorder constituted an enormous threat to Catherine’s carefully
constructed idealization of the state and in particular her insistence on ‘tishina,’
the tranquility and well being of her subjects. In concert with the third major
declaration of her early manifestos (after assurances of her protection for both
the Church and the military, and through them the preservation of Russia’s
eternal glory), the Empress pledged that her love for her subjects and her
unceasing maternal care would ensure the good order of the Russian empire.348
Despite her failure to enact a new law code through the auspices of the
Legislative Commission, the Empress continued to promulgate a discourse of
civic harmony and social order but the plague resulted in a wholly
unanticipated religious fervor that directly contravened the monarch’s will.
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The riots were a precursor to much more serious civil unrest in the southern
Urals—particularly in Cossack strongholds along the Yaik river—and of
resurgent claims against Catherine’s illegal usurpation of the Russian throne.349
Her image as a wonder-working tsarina, defender of Army and Church, was
quite literally under attack.
*

*

*

Torelli created his final state portrait for Catherine in the midst of this
unrest, between 1770 and 1772, Catherine II as Minerva celebrating her Victory
over the Turks and Tatars (figures 38 and detail, figure 39), which is also
sometimes referred to as Allegory of Victory over the Turks.350 The State Tretiakov
Museum online catalogue notes that the “canvas was commissioned to celebrate
the victory of Russian forces during the first Russo-Turkish war (1768-1774)”
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but this description hardly begins to address the picture’s unique iconography,
unusual size, and intended audience.351 First, there was an obvious disjunction
between when the picture was completed (Torelli signed and dated the work
1771 although it was not installed in the Winter Palace until 1772) and when
peace was finally concluded with the Porte (1774). Russia was still at war at the
time the painting was commissioned and despite unexpected Russian success at
the Battle of Chesme, total victory against the Ottomans was hardly assured.
There had been recent setbacks in the Crimea and in 1771 Catherine,
unusually, admitted to Voltaire “this peace is still very far off.”352 The additional
demands of fighting plague in Moscow and implementing the first partition of
Poland a year later also proved fiscally and politically debilitating. Nevertheless,
the Empress assured Voltaire, “This war will win Russia a name for herself;
people will see that this is a brave and indefatigable people, with men of
eminent merit and all the qualities that make heroes; they will see that she lacks
no resources, that those she has are by no means exhausted, and that she can
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defend herself and wage war with ease and vigor when she is unjustly
attacked.”353
This vast picture measures nearly seven feet in height and eleven feet in
width; it hung in the Imperial Gallery at the Winter Palace for more than fifty
years until Nicholas I presented it to the newly constructed Rumiantsev
Museum between 1828 and 1830.354 The painting’s size and content suggest that
it is a history painting yet Catherine so dominates the composition that it must
be acknowledged as a state portrait. Catherine as Minerva occupies the central
vertical axis of the composition. She is seated on a splendid chariot, literally
and metaphorically elevated above two ranks of her leading military
commanders. They in turn are attired as Roman generals and are distinguished
by accurate facial depiction and their personal decorations, primarily the
Orders of St. Andrew and St. George (a medal recently created by Catherine for
military bravery, discussed below). Grigorii Orlov on a white charger occupies
the front rank, as does Field Marshal Rumiantsev who is on the extreme left of
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the scene on a dark horse. A lanky hound races beside Orlov, symbolizing
Orlov’s role as favorite and suggesting fidelity and devotion (even as Orlov’s
infidelities had become legion).355
The Empress returns Orlov’s adulatory gaze while gesturing toward her
other generals and the spoils of war. An exquisite series of cherubim float above
Catherine, crowning her with a laurel wreath, waving the olive branch of peace
and displaying Glory and Plenty, while an eagle rends the staff and banner of
the Turkish forces in its claws. On the ground in the front the Empress’s
chariot are the spoils of war: a field marshal’s baton of exotic Turkish design
and the broken shield, turban and cloak of a Turkish commander trampled
underfoot by horses. The empress’s chariot is surrounded by a harem of
beautiful women in various ethnic costumes—her new subjects who are joyful
at their liberation by Russia. On the left hand side of the picture supplicants
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have dropped to their knees in gratitude and apparent rapture as an Orthodox
archbishop tends an offertory fire in front of a temple.356
Torelli’s allegory not only reflects the literal spoils of war but also closely
replicates literary representations of Catherine II as Minerva in a series of odes
by Voltaire on the conduct of Russia’s war against the Turks in which he
invoked “Pallas, or Minerva, goddess of the fine arts and war, particularly
honored in Athens….”357 Voltaire also predicted that the turban of the Turkish
sultan would be placed at the feet of Catherine II—even as she restricted
herself in this period to placing Turkish battle standards at the grave of Peter I
(discussed below) rather than in front of her own throne. Voltaire’s rather
crude and jingoistic odes were nonetheless eagerly received by the Russian
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empress (she profusely thanked Voltaire for rallying all of Christian Europe to
come to Russia’s aid during its “crusade” against the Ottomans) and she then
incorporated aspects of his textual portrait into her visual allegory.358
In addition to these Voltairean elements, Torelli’s allegory commemorated
a new order of merit, the Order of St. George, which had been created by
Catherine in November 1769 specifically to reward battlefield bravery. All of
the generals in the picture are shown wearing the distinctive yellow and black
sash and white enamel cross in either the first or second degree.359 Catherine
chose St. George for his historic association in Russia as the patron saint of
soldiers and of the city of Moscow (St. George was also considered the personal
intercessor for the tsar). In Europe, the first military Order of St. George was
devised by the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick III in 1467, in connection with
Ottoman incursions into the Habsburg lands but was itself likely modeled after
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the Burgundian Order of the Golden Fleece founded by Philip the Good in
1430.360 Thus Catherine II had devised a military order that not only evoked
medieval chivalric bravery (via the Burgundian court) but also situated Russia’s
current war against the Ottomans within the historical context of the Holy
League. As early as 1765, the Empress had appointed a special commission to
consider the creation of a military order based solely on merit (this was in
conjunction with her reorganization of the army and navy, and several years
before war broke out with the Ottomans). Catherine’s involvement in the
creation and design of the order highlights the close attention she paid
throughout her reign to the disposition and reward of her armed forces—a
characteristic not normally associated with a female monarch, but Catherine’s
maternal attention very much extended into the military realm.361
In connection with the promulgation of the new order, Catherine
coordinated a multimedia performance to demonstrate her supreme confidence
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in her troops and to valorize their battlefield achievements, past and future.
She created the order, commissioned Torelli’s portrait and created a Te Deum
to honor the victory at Chesme at the bier of Peter I in the Peter and Paul
Fortress. Even though Russian troops had suffered several major setbacks and
had few victories one year into the Turkish campaign, the Order of St. George
was promulgated at court on November 26, 1769, the traditional saint’s day.
After the extraordinary (and unexpected) naval victory at Chesme in June 1770,
a liturgy in honor of St. George became an annual religious celebration at court
and in all military facilities for at least the next century.362
Catherine described the Te Deum for Voltaire (and ensured that Princess
Dashkova personally delivered a translated copy of the sermon to him). She
wrote:
…it seemed most natural to give public thanks to the founder of our
navy in the city which he built. And so, the day after the Te Deum was
sung in the church where this Emperor is buried, a service for the
repose of his soul was held in great pomp, according to the rites of the
true Greek Catholic church. Before it began, the Bishop of Tver’
delivered the sermon which Princess Dashkova gave you…My only
regret was that the Turkish flag, which our men tore down from the
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Turkish flagship, was lost when our ship, the St. Eustace, blew up;
which deprived me of the pleasure of laying it with my own hands at
the foot of Peter the Great’s tomb, that day…363

The Battle of Chesme provided the iconographical elements for both a liturgy
and the narrative embedded within Torelli’s Allegory of Victory: Turkish battle
standards litter the ground, Turkish war booty lies in heaps and Turkish
prisoners of war appear in the foreground in chains. Yet the allegory also
celebrates the ranks of Russian commanders, the new knights of the Order of
St. George and, most importantly, presents Catherine as Minerva Apotheosized,
the wise, mythic commander who now symbolically identified herself as the
military heir to Peter I. This attribution presaged a new connection with the
Tsar Emperor because almost every subsequent state portrait of Catherine II
would make some reference to Peter I.
Catherine turned toward allegorical representations of her reign in order
to elevate and celebrate her own extraordinary achievements as well as those of
her commanders and troops. Victory at Chesme, the first partition of Poland in
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1772 and the ability of Russian ships to navigate and trade throughout the
Mediterranean and the Black Sea were all literal accomplishments that in turn
generated a great deal of symbolic “capital.” Foreign wars— and especially
victory—encouraged Catherine to assert symbolic parity with Peter I, a theme
she would enlarge upon in her next state portrait, Roslin’s Catherine II of 1776.
But the intervening four years proved to be an assault on her glory and
ultimately, Catherine abandoned allegorical representation and symbolic
spectacle as civil war broke out at home.
*

*

*

Pugachev, a charismatic illiterate ex-Cossack, seemed to erupt out of
nowhere, posing as the (resurrected) Peter III. As improbable as the man and
his claim to be the long-dead tsar were, he nonetheless led a campaign of
brigandage and destruction in the steppe region south of Kazan that resulted in
the death of more than 22,000 of Catherine’s subjects in little more than a
year.364 Pugachev appealed to a large and disparate segment of society: peasants,
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Cossacks, Old Believers, Bashkirs and Kazakhs all joined his movement, often
referred to as the “Pugachevshchina.” He promised to banish “German habits”
(a direct reference to Catherine II’s German ancestry, and to Peter I who
introduced Western attire and ordered the shaving off of beards). Pugachev
claimed he could restore a land of freedom and faith that would somehow
approximate an Old Believer and Cossack utopia. His movement grew very
quickly and within several months he had enough followers to constitute an
“army” and establish an ersatz “court.” The “Pugavshchina” pillaged and
destroyed towns, factories and aristocratic estates in Southern Russia before his
own men finally turned in Pugachev in September 1774.
Catherine issued a manifesto on 23 December 1773 that was not only a
call to arms but also an admission of the degree of disorder rampant. In
contrast to what Gregory Freeze has labeled the “soothing rationalization”
normally evident in her manifestos, in this brief document Catherine stridently
and repeatedly called for “all true sons of the fatherland” to take up arms
against the imposter Emilian Pugachev in order to help her restore the “good
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order” and “public tranquility” of the empire.365 The Empress was preparing to
lead a crusade against Pugachev and she established herself as a symbolic
military commander by invoking both martial and maternal imagery. The
manifesto emphasized her great concern for her subjects and her resolution to
excise a new type of political plague, a pestilence that only the Empress with
the aid of her Russian troops and the aforementioned “sons of the fatherland”
could defeat.366 It was a powerful new voice from a ruler who had previously
clothed her written pronouncements in more judicious and rational terms.
Vanquishing Pugachev constituted a political, economic and social necessity
and this manifesto revealed an evolving ruling persona—a ruler under direct
attack.367
The bravado of the manifesto masked a direct threat to the person and
the reign of Catherine. Ongoing domestic disturbances shattered the image of
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Catherine’s maternal sovereign rule as she implicitly acknowledged in her
manifesto and the contrast between current reality and her previous portrait
iconography was pronounced. For example, the coronation portraits which had
emphasized Catherine’s enlightened, European orientation no longer
accurately reflected her unique situation, namely as a female monarch who now
ruled an empire under siege. With the exception of Frederick the Great (who
had by this period largely retired from the field of battle to Sans Souci), other
crowned heads of Europe were not personally engaged in battle nor facing an
internal foe with the potential destructive capabilities of a Pugachev. There was
no representational template available to Catherine in this period even as the
need to display her ruling image became imperative, especially in those regions
of the country that were lacking in leadership and prone to take over by
Pugachev. Even as she issued her strident manifestoes, her governors and
commanders sought to make her presence visible. For example, in January 1774
Marshal Bibikov’s representative in Kazan, Makarov, gathered the Kazan
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provincial nobility together to read them the Empress’s first rescript of 16-20
January 1774 “in front of a portrait of the Empress.”368
Politically and symbolically, Catherine strove to regroup and reinvent
herself. This resulted in a hiatus in the commissioning of state portraits and an
interruption in the visual presentation of the ruler to her subjects. Significantly,
she also stopped traveling around her empire in this period thereby eliminating
an important component of her iconographic display.369 The seeming paralysis
in her visual representation and absence of official imagery also underscored a
significant shift in her mode of governing. Despite the bravura of the
December, 1773 manifesto, ongoing events in Russia revealed a true crisis of
imperial confidence. For example, the empress had intended to celebrate
Russia’s heroic achievement in a glorious ceremony after peace was finally
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concluded in July 1774 but she had to postpone celebrations for almost a year
due to the Pugachev rebellion, Catherine’s unforeseen “political plague.”370
After Pugachev’s capture, Catherine convened a secret commission to
interrogate him before sentencing. It was a matter of urgent national security to
determine which, if any, foreign governments had been supporting him, and
Catherine particularly suspected France. Catherine also demanded that the
commission ascertain whether Pugachev and his “court” had minted money,
distributed medals or commissioned an official portrait of the pretender. In
addition to the obvious problem of whether a foreign government had directly
or indirectly supported a violent military uprising, the empress was deeply
troubled by Pugachev’s possible misappropriation of the symbols of rule.371
Coins in particular were potent objects, serving as both talisman and monetary
instrument and their size and economic value could disseminate a ruler’s
likeness faster and further than any other media in the pre-digital age. Coins
easily reproduced the image of the ruler (or imposter) and provided a powerful
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emblem, an imago clipeata, which harkened back to the ancient practice of
carving the figure of the ruler or deity on one’s shield as protection in battle.372
The medal also evoked a similarly primitive motif, serving as a miniature device
to carry the ruler’s image on one’s person for personal protection and to display
a visible sign of favor and privilege. In the eighteenth century, the miniature
was an essential piece of court attire throughout Europe; the wearer revealed
his standing within the hierarchy of royal favor, and the degree of favor could
be even more precisely ascertained by the amount of precious jewels or
diamonds that framed the ruler’s image.
Pugachev and his entourage created a false court, replete with these
portable and powerful symbols of majesty, designed to visually subvert
Catherine’s imperial authority. The Pugachevshchina turned out to be an
entirely homegrown affair and Pugachev was not a pawn of France, Sweden,
Austria or even the Porte. He had not minted coins and had only managed to
distribute a few medals, twenty of which were recovered. And only one official
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portrait had been painted.373 In consonance with Pugachev’s appeal to the “one
true Orthodox Church,” an Old Believer icon painter was commissioned to
create a state portrait of Pugachev (figure 40) as the resurrected “true Russian”
tsar, Peter III (whose extensive German lineage, Lutheran faith and preference
for Holstein uniforms was conveniently forgotten). The pretender’s image was
painted directly over a state portrait of Catherine II that had been removed
from a government office and cut from its frame. There is a nineteenth-century
version of this portrait in the Moscow State Historical Museum (a copy of the
original) that presents an eerie likeness of Pugachev in a fur hat and kaftan with
the original painting revealed as substrata. 374 Catherine II’s eyes are visible
through the fur and her diamond star of the Order of St. Andrew glints
through the rough fabric of Pugachev’s caftan. The icon painter who created
the image was following well-established icon-painting protocol: icons were
never destroyed but merely painted over repeatedly.375 So despite the painter’s
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presumed anti-Catherine leanings, he reacted to her official image as if it were
an icon and did not destroy it or start with a blank canvas although he used the
pretender’s body to obliterate the iconic image of the empress. Pugachev did
not have himself portrayed as tsar with consort (despite having taken a second,
common-law wife during the uprising) and also conveniently avoided the issue
of how to incorporate the heir to the throne, his putative son Paul, into his
usurpation scenario. The Grand Duke was never mentioned in Pugachev’s
dispatches nor visually represented in any media. Nonetheless, Pugachev’s only
“state portrait” undermined Catherine’s symbolic script and underscored how
perilous it was at this time to invoke an inappropriate archetype. Catherine’s
detailed questions to the investigating tribunal regarding Pugachev’s visual
usurpation reveal once again her heightened sensitivity to the disposition of her
own representation—her image was both a source of power and a site of
legitimacy, over which she was consistent in maintaining absolute control.376
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Once the government commission’s secret interrogations were over,
Pugachev was executed in Moscow in January 1775 and his dismembered body
disposed of. Catherine was concerned about European public opinion and she
feared that reports of the rebellion would greatly damage Russia’s (and thus her
own) reputation and impede her quest to civilize and Europeanize her empire.
For if Russia’s glory was also hers, then so too Russia’s shame was also
Catherine’s. Throughout the Pugachev uprising, Catherine kept close tabs on
accounts in foreign papers and frequently wrote to Madame Bielke to assure her
that it was really just a small disturbance that attracted very few followers and
would be concluded quickly.377 Radical efforts were undertaken to obliterate all
traces of his body and his memory.378 His birthplace was razed and the rest of
the village was relocated across the river and renamed in honor of a young
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Guardsman who had only recently joined the Empress’ suite, Grigorii
Potemkin.379 The very term Yaik and the river it designated were renamed
“Ural” so that thenceforth the Yaik Cossacks became the Ural Cossacks and the
river itself was known as the Ural River.380 Despite these extreme measures to
erase every single physical and symbolic trace of the pretender, Pugachev’s
name would continue to be invoked by at least a dozen imposters throughout
the remainder of Catherine’s reign.381 Interestingly, the portrait of the
pretender was not destroyed but was sent back to the court where it was
preserved long enough for a copy to be made in the nineteenth century.382
Catherine had avoided any direct involvement with the interrogation and
execution of Pugachev, remaining safely distant in St. Petersburg until
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Pugachev was reduced to ashes. She used the quarantine of distance from
Moscow to keep herself free from the contagion of misrule that Pugachev
represented. She monitored the campaign and then his trial obsessively and the
entire debacle profoundly disturbed her. The uprising revealed deep failings
among her local administrators (much as the plague riots revealed a
dysfunctional and incompetent urban administration in Moscow), and
necessitated extremely repressive measures on the part of her troops to subdue
what Catherine herself categorized as a motley group of bandits and “riffraff.”383
Only the fortuitous conclusion of peace with Turkey in July 1774 permitted the
final assault on rebel forces that led to Pugachev’s capture. The glory of the
Turkish victory was deeply tarnished by what the empress termed an “ugly and
degrading mess.”384 She worried that the reputation of Russia in Europe had
been “set back two or three hundred years” and that her newfound ideology, in
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part based on extolling military achievements that exceeded those of Peter I, was
also debased.385
*

*

*

Catherine’s most reliable publicist, Voltaire, sensed that the situation for
the Russian empress was becoming much more difficult in the period 1773-74.
While Catherine wrote quite bluntly to Field Marshal Rumiantsev about the
real-world situation, her letters to Voltaire were usually at one remove from the
everyday business of ruling Russia—and she deliberately kept it that way, glibly
proclaiming peace and prosperity in the midst of crisis and disaster.386 But by
early 1773 even Voltaire grasped the severity of the situation: “I am very
humbly waiting for destiny and your genius to reveal the outcome of all this
chaos in which the world is plunged from Danzig to the mouth of the Danube,
convinced that, when light follows these shadows, the result will be to your
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advantage and glory….”387 In this period of “shadows” Catherine was unable to
bask in metaphorical glory and she confessed to Voltaire, “I certainly want
peace, but I can only get it by making war.”388 War would become for Catherine
the single most important means to achieve both her own and Russia’s glory
and Voltaire would play an essential role in the articulation of this seminal
message to the rest of Europe.389
Catherine and Voltaire’s normal banter was distinguished by what Roger
Bartlett has labeled a “continuous hyperbolic expression of mutual
admiration”390 and their epistolary exchanges usually focused on grand plans
(dispatching the Turks from Europe) and, especially on the part of Voltaire,
excessive flattery and the devising of clever mythical associations and
appellations for Catherine—his Minerva du Nord, soeur d’Apollon, Thalestris,
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Queen of the Amazons, or Semiramis, Queen of the Babylonians. Such a
dizzying and diverse series of personae were eagerly received by an empress
searching for new and inventive means to refine her public persona. Rather
than seeming to confuse Catherine, Voltaire’s endless stream of mythic flattery
provided her with intellectual capital and political grounding. Most importantly,
Voltaire—historian, philosopher and expert panegyrist—strengthened
Catherine’s already well-developed sense of her own historical destiny.391
Although Voltaire’s adulation was a form of goading—goading the Russian
empress to partition Poland as a means to subjugate the unruly Poles and
goading her to continue the war with Turkey so that “there would be no more
Turks in Turkey”—his correspondence with Catherine at this important
juncture was of great mutual benefit. 392 The “sage of Ferney” was by now in his
dotage, in exile near Geneva and at great remove from the turmoil in Russia.
Nevertheless, Voltaire found in Catherine an avid protégé, a more malleable
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monarch than his previous relationship with another self-proclaimed
enlightened absolutist, Frederick the Great.393 In contrast to Frederick’s
irascibility and impatience, Catherine II entered eagerly into a tutelary
relationship with the philosopher-historian despite Voltaire’s obvious initial
distrust of Catherine given the events surrounding her seizure of the Russian
throne.394
Voltaire’s eventual positive support of the Russian empress was doubtless
enhanced by Catherine’s generous financial stipends to him and to his
colleagues Falconet and Diderot; yet both monarch and mentor benefited
personally and professionally from their long epistolary relationship. Voltaire’s
influence on Catherine is not as obvious as that of Diderot’s especially given
that the pair never met in person. Yet in various memoirs and especially in her
“Notes on Russian History,” which she began writing in the last decade of her
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reign, Catherine reveals her debt to Voltaire; his large historical surveys
provided an authorial template for Catherine to turn to at an extremely difficult
period in her reign when she seemed devoid of role models—she had reached a
crisis in presentation and representation.395 Catherine was an avid reader of
Voltaire’s works and used her knowledge of them as a means of displaying her
philosophe credentials and superior intellect. Voltaire’s discourses on good and
bad rulers, from Henri IV to Louis XVI, including several female archetypes
such as Joan of Arc and Queen Elizabeth I of England, were also extremely
formative influences on Catherine. In one letter to Voltaire, Catherine wrote
quite honestly, “It was your works that taught me to think.”396 In turn, Catherine
by her very actions seemed to embody the female heroines and Amazons of the
past that Voltaire had so admired in his earlier works such as Le Henriade and
even in his pornographic satire celebrating Joan of Arc, La Pucelle d’Orléans.
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Voltaire’s explicit elevation and celebration of these military heroines
provided Catherine II with an innovative means to transcend the enormous
gender barrier of female rule in symbolic, representational terms.397 Voltaire’s
condemnation of the Catholic Church’s prurient insistence on female virginity
as a guarantor of virtue also absolved Catherine of justifying her personal life or
conforming to the mores of the time as they applied to female sexuality.398
Catherine also relied on Voltaire to promote an image of the Russian empress
in Europe that confirmed her as a most enlightened and effective ruler, an
admirable heir to the glorious tradition of female warrior queens. Just as
Voltaire described Elizabeth I of England as a staunch political and military
supporter of Henri IV, she also served as “an example for all of us, and in
Europe [she] counted amongst the ranks of the Great Men.” Catherine II of
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Russia also exhibited similar grand homme tendencies: “Another empress went
even further than the two others; her genius is communicated to her
subjects…and we have seen in this half century more enlightenment at the
court of the Scythians than in all of Greece or Rome.”399
Voltaire seized upon the fact that Catherine II of Russia was emerging as
a terrestrial goddess of war and culture, an empress who was capable of
simultaneously civilizing an entire people and defending an empire and he
avidly promoted this image of Catherine in Europe. Voltaire understood this
essential construct and through his correspondence with Catherine not only
acclaimed her unique undertakings, but helped Catherine to expand her vision
of her ruling persona and thereby extend the borders of her literal and
symbolic empires. Voltaire’s rhetorical adulation enabled Catherine to forge
ahead despite military and political setbacks; he alone of her correspondents
constantly reiterated for Catherine her symbolic and political potential. On
October 25, 1770 he wrote to remind her, “Monarchs’ rays of glory are counted
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by the number of provinces they acquire.”400 Less than a year later, he
celebrated the scale of her military conquest: “…your Majesty is amusing
herself by capturing provinces, gaining mastery of the Aegean and the Black
Sea and beating Turkish armies. What it is to have time one one’s hands, and
only a small state to govern!”401 From their earliest correspondence the trope of
Byzantium and the notion of Russian forces liberating Constantinople were
repeatedly discussed.402 Voltaire defined what for Catherine became the major
project of the next decade—the expansion of the Russian empire into the
Crimea and thus the realization of the “Greek Project” (discussed in the next
chapter).
Historians and literary critics underestimate the legitimacy of the
correspondence and dismiss it as a vainglorious epistolary exercise between two
oversized egos. Larry Wolf sees in their exchanges a “hallucinatory” quality that
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reflected “la mirage Russe” generally.403 But David Griffiths surmised that
Voltaire “needed her as much as she needed him” and that their
correspondence was to their mutual benefit. Moreover, “it was to Voltaire and
his colleagues, then, that the Empress looked for confirmation of the validity of
the path she was pursuing, as well as for the concomitant assurance that they
would initiate the process of mock apotheosis, the prelude to immortality.”404
Voltaire repeatedly called himself the creator and self-professed first acolyte in
the cult of St. Catherine; but he “worshipped” the Empress in his slavish
paeans not as a fellow philosophe in the manner of Diderot but rather as a
warrior queen, a literal embodiment of Minerva, who was boldly deploying her
armies to preserve the rest of Europe from the depredations of the Ottoman
horde while simultaneously conducting a cultural conquest whose scale was
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unmatched elsewhere in Europe.405 Voltaire proposed a new empire that would
exceed in glory and territory that of Byzantium and he employed the trope of
imperial Roman rhetoric which provided Catherine with a new approach to the
issue of Peter I. Voltaire’s steady flow of supporting propaganda in this
tumultuous period provided Catherine with a symbolic base upon which to
reinvent and reconstruct her narrative of rule. She in turn strove to embody
the mythic Russian tsar that Voltaire had so enthusiastically if inaccurately
celebrated in his Histoire de l’empire de Russie sous Pierre le Grand.406 Voltaire was
perhaps more vital to the restoration of imperial confidence and the renovato
imageo of Catherine II than any other member of Catherine’s inner circle at this
critical period between 1771-1774. As his health waned, and Catherine
concluded peace with the Ottomans, a new figure entered the scene, a worthy
successor to Voltaire, perhaps the only man in Russia at this time who was
capable of executing the grand plans envisioned by Voltaire and Catherine.
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After almost a decade as official favorite, Catherine finally removed
Grigorii Orlov from his post in September 1772 while he was abroad trying to
negotiate a peace settlement with the Ottomans in Fokshany. The Empress had
long tolerated his private infidelities but as he became more indiscreet, she was
forced to “divorce” him and his departure signaled also the end of the fraternal
support of the other four Orlov brothers. For the first time since she had seized
the throne, Catherine was alone, ruling without her unofficial consort and his
coterie of brothers who acted as her military proxies, and she was thereby
deprived even of the informal balance of power within her court that pitted the
Orlovs against the Panin party.407 International and domestic events were at a
critical juncture. Her young cousin, Gustav III of Sweden, overthrew his
constitution and declared himself an absolute monarch in August 1772 as the
final details of the first partition of Poland were being confirmed by Russia,
Prussia and Austria. The heir to the Russian throne turned eighteen in
September of that year and peace talks with the Ottomans floundered as Orlov
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desperately returned to St. Petersburg to attempt to recover his position at
court. More worryingly perhaps, Diderot confirmed that he would soon make a
pilgrimage to St. Petersburg to visit his patroness and correspondent in person.
In December 1773 and coincident with her manifesto on the threat of
Pugachev, Catherine summoned a little-known general, Grigorii Potemkin, from
the Turkish front.408 By March 1774, Potemkin was installed as her adjutant
general and his immediate promotion reflected his personal impact on the
Empress.409 Potemkin was thereafter rapidly named Vice President of the War
College, Commander in Chief of the Light Cavalry and eventually GovernorGeneral of New Russia. The British ambassador Robert Gunning wrote
presciently to the Earl of Suffolk in March 1774: “A new scene has just opened
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here which, in my opinion, is likely to merit more attention than any that has
presented itself since the beginning of this reign.”410
Gunning’s use of the term “scene” was entirely apt. Together Catherine
and Potemkin would write an entirely new script for governance and expansion
of the Russian empire that would indeed change the “scene” permanently. The
relationship between Catherine and Potemkin was complicated and there has
been much focus on their highly unusual personal relationship that waxed and
waned for almost twenty years, until his death in 1791. Their love affair was
brief and intense, as is well attested by their early letters; but it was also a fairly
minor event in the epic scale of their political and professional relationship.411
Potemkin was not, as many contemporary observers claimed, the tsar or co-tsar;
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he never aspired to any throne but that of the Duchy of Courland.412 He was a
gifted polymath, military leader and probably the only man capable of
implementing Catherine II’s vision for the Russian empire. The scope of their
collaboration reveals the degree to which the empress trusted him implicitly: he
suggested possible young men to serve as her adjutants of the bedchamber; he
designed palaces and gardens for her; and he often commissioned painters—
they jointly commissioned the President of the Royal Academy in London,
Joshua Reynolds, to undertake a double commission, and it was Potemkin who
convinced Johann Baptist Lampi, Catherine’s last court painter, to leave the
Viennese court for Russia in 1791.
It was Potemkin who urged Catherine to decamp to Moscow in the
winter of 1775, within days of Pugachev’s execution. Catherine had long been
planning to return the court to Moscow for half a year, both to celebrate the
peace and to finish writing her new provincial law code. The decision to move
to Moscow suggests that she was desirous of renewing or restoring her
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relationship with the region and the ceremonial ritual she envisioned would
require the historic “stage” of the Kremlin. Moscow had at one point the
previous summer been directly in Pugachev’s path and was far closer to the
general unrest given its geographical proximity to the large estates of the
southern Volga around Nizhny Novgorod, Penza and Saratov.413 Residents in the
capital had been spared the trauma of the conflagration but at one point the
threat seemed so imminent that Catherine herself had volunteered to go and
inspire the troops and rally the residents.414
Once the pretender was obliterated, she announced that she and the
court would relocate to Moscow for one year.415 But antipathy to Catherine
persisted in the old capital and Count Sievers was dispatched to Tver to try to
calm down noblemen who had fled the countryside during the uprising. Even
after Pugachev had been captured, Sievers strongly urged the Empress to avoid
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going to Moscow noting, “The plague has not destroyed all of the political
poison that flourishes in that city.”416 Catherine ignored the advice of her
courtiers and once the pretender’s ashes had been scattered, she ceremonially
reentered Moscow with the heir and his new wife, Grand Duchess Natalia
Alexeevna, in late January 1775.417 This was Catherine’s first visit in seven years
and the first official appearance of Paul as an adult, accompanied by his new
consort. The deliberate staging of this ceremonial entrance with Paul and
Natalia, including processions around the city and daily liturgical events,
indicated an unusual modification to the empress’ visual liturgy of state and for
the first time since her coronation—and importantly, since Paul achieved his
majority—Catherine permitted her son to appear by her side in public. 418 This
display of ceremonial power sharing was a response to the serious political and
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symbolic challenges to her reign that the Pugachev uprising represented.
Catherine now needed to invoke a dynastic scenario and to reassert the
fundamental tenets of her “tireless care for her people,” as she wrote in the first
portion of her major provincial reforms of 1775.419
According to the court journal, when the Empress and her suite arrived
in the suburb of Vsesviatskoe she was greeted by volleys of cannon-fire and bell
ringing similar to that employed during her coronation procession but (as
Sievers had predicted) the Empress was not greeted by the rapturous support
of the crowds. It was apparent to more than one eyewitness that any acclaim
from the crowd was for Paul and not for Catherine.420 Yet the empress used this
particular performance to promote a new image of rule and to remind the
populace of their devotion to their monarch. Two enormous triumphal arches
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had been erected, ostensibly at the behest of the Moscow nobility and
merchants, who now also owed their very real “deliverance” to the empress and
had to demonstrate their devotion publicly. Gunning described them as
“enriched with emblematical representations of the numerous victories gained
in the late war by land and sea.”421 This homage to the person of the Empress
was explicit: the merchant’s gate highlighted Catherine’s munificence and her
support of security and trade whereas the nobility’s triumphal arch celebrated
the restoration of “general peace” with specific reference to the destruction of
Pugachev and thus their own salvation.422 One motto was “In You our Sole
Salvation” and the other, “Punishment to the Violators of the Peace.” Giants
were pictured attempting to climb Mt. Olympus but Jupiter successfully
repelled them with bolts of thunder and lightning. Other images on the gates
included the goddess of Wisdom and the female figure of Justice. These
mythical images lent visual reinforcement to a series of banners proclaiming
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“For Reform of the Laws” and “The Golden Ages are Returning.”423 Catherine
was once again making a symbolic conquest of Moscow and laying out a clear
indication of the path necessary to restore order and Russia’s glory. The
presence of Jupiter on the triumphal arch hinted at a rapprochement with the
Petrine legacy, and her relation to her colossal predecessor would be addressed
both in text and in image in the coming year: in the address to her court at the
beginning of the July, 1775 victory celebrations; in the text of the provincial
reforms of November 1775; and in Catherine’s next state portrait by Alexander
Roslin which was painted in early 1776.
Catherine wrote to Grimm after her arrival in Moscow, “This city is a
Phoenix which is being reborn from the ashes….”424 As she had done during
her coronation, Catherine imposed a formal interregnum and a suspension of
normal court events by choosing to remain in Moscow for an entire year. She
did not travel or display herself to her subjects in this period of frenetic
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legislative activity. 425 Nor did she commemorate or visually enshrine this
important phase by commissioning a state portrait despite the presence of
artists at court such as the copyist Feodor Rokotov, who resided in Moscow.426
For Catherine, the focus was entirely on action rather than image, and the
production of a new, functional system of governance.
Catherine settled at Kolomenskoe, the suburban Moscow palace built by
Tsar Alexei Mikhailovich who published Russia’s first collection of laws, the
Ulozhenie, in 1649. Catherine’s decision to remain in Moscow, in Alexei’s palace,
rather than return to the more civilized and supportive surroundings of St.
Petersburg was deliberate. She invoked Tsar Alexei’s aegis during the writing of
her massive overhaul of the empire’s administrative order. She sought to
emulate those qualities most associated with his reign, an era not characterized
by the furious tempo of change imposed by fiat by Peter I.427
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In this period Catherine also made explicit comparisons between her
drafting of the Uchrezdenia and the legal undertakings of the Emperor Justinian
and his eponymous law code of the sixth-century Byzantine Empire, the Corpus
Juris Civilis. Like Justinian, Catherine was a battle-weary ruler who had survived
a plague epidemic yet managed to greatly expand (and in some instances also
recover) the borders of her empire and from her correspondence in this period
it is clear that Catherine evinced a conscious desire to be seen as a modern-day
Justinian, perhaps initially at the urging of Voltaire.428 Voltaire had earlier sent
Marmontel’s Bélisaire, a historical novel that celebrated the undertakings of
Justinian’s most famous general, to Catherine when it was first published in
1767.429 Catherine took the volume with her on her tour of the Volga, her first
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descent into “Asia” by way of Astrakhan in 1767, and she participated in its
translation into Russian during the journey immediately prior to the convening
of the Legislative Assembly.430 Nearly a decade later, she installed herself within
the physical and spiritual heart of Russia, in the medieval environs of Moscow,
in order to undertake the legislative overhaul of her empire.
Catherine’s “re-conquest” of Moscow was combined with a conscious
self-modeling based on a Byzantine emperor who revived the fortunes of the
empire and renewed the position of Constantinople in the sixth century AD.
Her new scenario underlined her determination to bring about a renovato imperii
and she projected herself as the living emblem of rule— the legislatrix of a
modern-day Byzantine empire—by deliberately fusing Byzantine and Muscovite
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historico-legal traditions to create a new representational paradigm. Catherine
spent more than five months writing 215 pages in quarto; ultimately she
produced more than 240 sheets of various sizes.431 She wrote simply to Voltaire,
“I am giving to my empire a regulation for the administration of the
provinces.”432
Yet the denizens of Moscow remained unimpressed by her presence—the
symbolic import of her residence in their city did not engender greater
understanding or empathy and there were even signs of outright hostility.
Sievers, one of her collaborators on the provincial statutes, again urged her to
leave and retreat to the safety of St. Petersburg, a city which seemed neither as
indifferent nor as openly hostile toward the Empress.433 Instead, Catherine again
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ignored Sievers’ advice and carried out plans for a massive victory celebration of
the peace, an event that had been delayed for more than a year by the
Pugachevshchina. The choice of Moscow was in itself somewhat puzzling; the
Russian fleet was based on the Baltic and the initial Te Deum for the first major
victory was held in St. Petersburg, at the Peter and Paul fortress where the bier
of Peter the Great was located. Moscow had played almost no part in the victory
over the Turks but it remained the spiritual heart of the empire. The court
journal reveals that Catherine appeared almost daily at church services in the
Kremlin and made regular visits to other religious convents and monasteries in
the Moscow region, especially to the Novodevichii Convent and the Trinity-St.
Sergius monastery, two of Moscow’s most ancient centers of Orthodoxy.434
Although neither was proximate to her residence, both institutions were centers
of important historical association. Trinity-St. Sergius, the fourteenth-century
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crowds mobbed him. See Gunning’s corroboration in SbIRIO 19, 468.
434

See the KFZh 1775 July-December, passim.
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monastery founded by St. Sergius of Radonezh, was closely connected to the
Russian victory over the Mongols at the Battle of Kulikovo in 1380 whereas
Novodevichii or the New Maidens convent was consecrated two centuries later
by Vasilii III to commemorate the re-conquest of Smolensk in 1514. The
convent had been an important fortress on the southern ring of defenses of
Moscow and the Trinity monastery had frequently provided shelter for members
of the royal family, including Peter I during the strel’tsy rebellion. These
spiritual centers represented distinct sites of Muscovite military power in their
own right and Catherine’s regular visits were deliberate attempts to insert her
physical presence into the ancient liturgical landscape and derive symbolic
inspiration as well as reengaging with those aspects of the Muscovite past that
most inspired her during her extended residence in Moscow.
Catherine devised a variety of spectacles to celebrate the peace with
Turkey that began with an all-night liturgy and then a procession on foot from
Kolomenskoe to the Kremlin. It is significant that her second “occupation” of
Moscow began with an explicitly religious ceremony centered on the Kremlin
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churches.435 The extended Te Deum in the Kremlin included a lengthy address
to the Empress by her Procurator General for a select audience of courtiers and
diplomats, a ‘celebration without pretensions’ for the people and finally, for the
entire nation, the Uchrezdeniia at year-end. This series of events between July
and November 1775 were designed to promulgate Catherine’s symbolic rebirth
and to celebrate her successful renovatio imperio, or as Viazemskii repeatedly
intoned in his July address, the restoration of the happiness of all her subjects
and the elevation of Russia’s glory.436 The theme of deliverance was constantly
invoked, as was the notion of Russia’s glory made manifest. Viazemskii
emphasized Catherine’s unusual ability to operate on more than one symbolic
front, for “with one hand you vanquished enemies while with the other you
wrote divine laws and upheld the good order and prosperity of the
Fatherland.”437 Catherine was moreover celebrated for her devotion to the
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KFZh of 9-10 Jul 1775. The Empress processed on foot with her suite from the
Preschistenskii Palace to the Kremlin, after spending the night at the Dormition Cathedral
worshipping. KFZh 1775, July 12th and July 21st, 451 and 477.
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“fortunate and glorious Russia founded by Peter I”—a carefully scripted
insertion of her newfound relationship to Peter I as co-equal military victors.
Viazemskii claimed that Catherine through her gifted leadership had even
“returned” Peter the Great to his people, an extraordinary feat accomplished by
an extraordinary empress.438 Although Catherine had commissioned a statue of
Peter I from Falconet in 1766, she had up to this point never claimed parity with
him in official texts. Victory over the Turks enabled her to do so and by yearend, in the Provincial Reforms, the Empress would explicitly define her
relationship to Peter I in terms of being his worthy military and political
successor.
The Te Deum and Viazaemskii’s speech were designed to enlighten the
court but Catherine also personally designed a celebration for the people of
Moscow. The level of attention she devoted to this spectacle seems obsessive but
it demonstrates how attuned she was to important questions of audience and
reception and how closely involved she was in all aspects of her representational
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Ibid., 14-15. This direct linking of Peter I to Catherine II was already underway in concrete
visual terms through Catherine’s commission of a sculpture by Falconet although it would not
be revealed to the public for another seven years.
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scenario whether it involved a portrait or a pageant. Her natural sense of theater
would find its natural outlet in the series of plays and operas that she composed
in the next decade. But what the following reveals most of all is Catherine’s
unique ability to think and act in more than one dimension; that is, she could
envision what spatial, temporal and ceremonial requirements were required to
convert a concept into an effective (and entertaining) expression of the
monarch’s will.
She wrote frequent updates to Madame Bielke in the months leading up
to it, and even began a sort of “countdown” in early July.439 She prepared
detailed descriptions of both the before and after (and had a schematic map
engraved as well) all of which she ensured were sent to Grimm, Voltaire and a
host of other foreign correspondents.440 She badgered Potemkin in the days
immediately beforehand to ensure that Field Marshal Rumiantsev processed
through a specially constructed triumphal arch “during the daytime when [the
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Catherine II letter to Madame Bielcke, 30 June 1775, SbIRIO 27, 45.
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See for example 22 July 1775 letter of Catherine II to Grimm, SbIRIO 23, 29 and Catherine II
note to Eck of 26 July 1775 containing an engraving of the peace celebrations for delivery to
Grimm, SbIRIO 27, 49.
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arch] was especially impressive” and to supervise planning for the fireworks.441
She emphasized that she had personally overridden her architect Bazhenov’s
original plan for the event because she was “tired of all these pagan temples to
Minerva, to Janus and to the devil” and the repetition of all the old Russian
vices.442 What is revealing is Catherine’s dismissal of mythical allegory in favor of
actual representations of empire and the tangible reality of Russian navigation
on the Black Sea. Although she called this a “celebration without
pretentiousness” it was in fact a dazzling display of imperial conquest,
munificence and magnificence.443 The spectacle was a clear expression of
Catherine’s desire to reveal the territorial and economic spoils of war to the
denizens of Moscow, a not-so-subtle effort to seduce “the people” with a
dazzling display of the glories of war. Though she sought to emphasize the
restoration of order (without harkening back to old Russian vices), this
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On Rumiantsev’s triumphal arch, Catherine II letter to Potemkin pre 10 July 1775, SbIRIO 27,
43-44. On fireworks, Catherine II letter to Potemkin, pre 10 July 1775, Lichnaia perepiska, letters
329-343, 75-77.
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Letter of Catherine II to Grimm, Russkii Arkhiv 1878, kn. 3, 16-17.
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Catherine II letter to Grimm, 22 July 1775, SbIRIO 23, 30. Letters of Catherine II to
Potemkin of 5 and 10 July 1775, in Lichnaia perepiska, letters 329-343, 75-77.
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topographical allegory evoked classical themes of military dominance and royal
magnificence. Here is her version of the long-awaited event:
It was a fine occasion. To provide a treat for the people, a fairly large
open space was chosen, which we called ‘the Black Sea’, and covered
with ships. The approach was by two roads, one called the Tanais, or
Don the other—the Borysthenes, or Dnieper. Both these roads were
adorned with various scenes—farms, villages, windmills, etc…on the little
hill overlooking the plain, ballrooms were set up, which were called
Kerch and Yenikale. The banqueting hall was Azov and Taganrog. A fair
was organized. There was a huge theater, called Kinburn; there were
fireworks on the other side of the Danube; feasts, fountains flowing with
wine, rope-dancers, and other popular amusements were set up where
the Nogai Tatars usually camp…between sixty and a hundred thousand
people could have all their wants supplied for between ten and twelve
hours.444
Its enormous scale and hyper-theatrical expression of power celebrated an
entirely new conception of empire—one that the Empress was in the process of
codifying. Catherine spent the remainder of 1775 finishing her compendium of
new laws to reorder the empire and these amounted to more than 491 articles. It
was a prodigious undertaking commensurate with the scale of her empire and
her ambition.
*

444

*

*

Catherine II to Voltaire, 23 July/3 Aug 1775, Besterman D19589.
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More than a year after Pugachev had been executed, Catherine finally
returned to St. Petersburg and within days posed for the first of several
extended sittings with her new court painter, Alexander Roslin, for her first
state portrait in almost five years.445 Roslin, a Swede by birth, had been a
portrait painter in Paris for many years where he gained recognition for lavishly
portraying sitters of high rank. His earliest submissions to the Parisian salons
included portraits of Madame Boucher and Madame Van Loo very much in the
femme savante style, plus several important royal commissions such as Madame
Pompadour’s brother, Abel-François Poisson de Vandières, Marquis de
Marigny. Diderot did not like Roslin’s technique at all and consistently
criticized his portrait submissions to the annual Paris Salons between 1761 and
1767.446 But Roslin had a reputation as a leading society portraitist in Paris and
he had painted many high-ranking members of Catherine’s court during their
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Roslin was presented to Catherine when the court returned to St. Petersburg in January
1776 but the Empress had written to the artist while she was still in Moscow in December 1775
to “say that she awaited my arrival impatiently.” Letter of Roslin to Count d’Angivilliers, 8
December 1775, cited in Elizaveta Renne, “Catherine II through the eyes of Vigilius Eriksen
and Alexander Roslin,” Catherine the Great and Gustav III [Nationalmuseum Exhibition
Catalogue No. 610] (Helsingborg: Boktryck, 1999), 101 and 104.
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sojourns there, including Betskoi, his half-brother Prince Trubetskoi,
Trubetskoi’s daughter, Anastasia, Prince Belosel’skii, Prince V. Golitsyn, as well
as Counts Chernyshev, Demidov, Stroganov and Sheremetev between 17621773.447
Roslin was commissioned to create the first state portrait of Catherine’s
cousin and the new King of Sweden, Gustav III upon his accession in 1772. This
picture garnered him highest honors from both the Swedish and French
courts. In Sweden he was awarded the Order of Vasa while in Paris he was at
long last confirmed as “la peintre du Roi” and appointed a member of the French
Academy.448 Roslin accepted an invitation to the Swedish court in Stockholm
where he spent a year and a half painting the entire royal family between 17741775 (while Catherine concentrated on eradicating the Pugavshchina).449 In that
same year Gustav sent Catherine II a full-size portrait of himself by Lorens
Pasch the Younger and this triggered a series of portrait exchanges between
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Roslin had waited twenty years for this appointment and he was granted Louis Tocqué’s
apartment in the Louvre. Pierre Lespinasse, Les Artistes suédois en France au XVIIIe siècle, 16951804 (Paris, 1929), 29.
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Russia and Sweden that served as an important diplomatic icebreaker; that is,
they prefigured the resumption of normal diplomatic relations after a period of
severe strain in the wake of the first partition of Poland and Gustav’s coup at
home. After receiving Gustav’s portrait by Lorens Pasch, Catherine personally
requested two more pictures through the auspices of her envoy, Count Ivan
Osterman: one of Gustav’s mother, the Dowager Queen Louisa Ulricka (sister
of Frederick II) and the other of his consort, Queen Sofia Magdalena.450 These
portraits arrived in Moscow on the eve of Catherine’s return to St. Petersburg
and the Empress made her first private view of them in the company of young
novices from the Novodevichii Convent on 8 January 1776.451 One month later,
Catherine displayed the portraits of the Swedish monarch and his family to her
courtiers and foreign ministers upon her return to St. Petersburg.452
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Magnus Olausson, “Gustav III in Portraiture,” Catherine the Great and Gustav III
[Nationalmuseum Exhibition Catalogue No. 610], 66-67. The initial portrait of Gustav was
presented to Catherine II by the Swedish envoy to celebrate the (second) wedding of Grand
Duke Paul. All three portraits by Lorens Pasch ended up at the Portrait Gallery at Chesme
Palace.
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Imperatorskie dvortsy (Moscow: A.I. Snegirevoi, 1913), t. I, 80.
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Simultaneously, Roslin was personally invited by the Empress to Russia and
accorded the rank of Hofmaler; he completed his portrait of the Empress within
six months.453
Roslin’s Catherine II (figure 41) presents a nearly photographic image of a
middle-aged, mortal empress. In the wake of the troubles that had beset her
country, the monarch is no longer elevated in an allegorical fantasy-scape but
grounded within the solid walls of her palace, next to her throne, an internal
domestic stage and not the vast canvas of empire. Roslin’s painting incorporates
many of the hallmarks of the state portrait genre including the presence of a
throne, massive columns and swathes of expensive fabric. At first glance, the
portrait seems fairly generic but a close reading of its iconography and direct
comparison with Roslin’s portrait of Gustav III (which Roslin was working on at
the same time) reveals a far more nuanced composition. Catherine manages to
embody significant male and female aspects of rule that echo the earlier
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Elizaveta Renne. “Catherine II through the eyes of Vigilius Eriksen and Alexander Roslin,”
Catherine the Great and Gustav III [Nationalmuseum Exhibition Catalogue No. 610] (Helsingborg:
Boktryck, 1999), 101 and 104.
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bifurcation of Eriksen’s mirror portrait of 1762. Thus while Roslin presents the
Empress as a redoubtable, battle-tested ruler, his Gustav III (figure 42) appears
somewhat genderless and effeminate. The Swedish king is wearing a beautiful
brocade doublet (in imitation of Swedish court attire of the previous century)
that emphasizes his long, slim waistline.454 He stands in the fashion of Rigaud,
one foot gracefully turned toward the viewer displaying decorative satin
footwear that, like his doublet, were designed for ceremony rather than for
actual riding. His stance also effectively conceals the sword hanging by his left
side and rather than keeping his hand on his hilt to evoke military might and
mastery, Gustav gestures gently—with his sword hand—toward his regalia
which is just beyond his reach on a console table. Although all the attributes of
rule are present and clearly visible, the image lacks power. Gustav is a study in
beauty and untested valor not absolute rule.
His cousin’s portrait is a study in power. Catherine is a realistic rather
than mythical warrior queen, a female ruler and a battle-weary commander. She
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On Roslin’s feminizing tendencies, see O.S. Evangulova and A. A. Karev, Portretnaia zhivopis’
v Rossii vtoroi poloviny XVIII v. (Moscow: Izd. Mosk. Universiteta, 1994), 148-49. On Gustav’s
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has survived war, plague and pretenders; she is girded in virtual body armor
made out of diamonds and silk. The Empress wears a lavish gown that at first
glance is quite plain, even austere (especially in comparison to the embroidered
brocades of her coronation portraits); although the sleeves of the gown are
heavily ruched silk, in Roslin’s unusually detailed presentation the silk seems to
form layers of armor. Her skirt is gunmetal grey with a purple overskirt and
both skirts are embroidered in vertical stripes that are made up of series of
laurel leaves. Catherine also wears a small crown surrounded by a wreath of
laurel leaves. This motif is a deliberate reminder of her recent military victories;
as the gardens at Tsarskoe Selo were littered with triumphal statuary such as
columns and obelisks, so too her garments were emblazoned with the classical
symbol of victory, the laurel leaf.455 The massive garniture of diamonds of the
Order of St. Andrew forms a solid, bejeweled breastplate and the military aura
is reinforced by the prominence of the enamel white cross of the Order of St.
George and its sash which deliberately obscures the blue ribbon of the Order of
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For her description of the staturary in the gardens of Tsarskoe Selo, see Catherine II’s letter
to Voltaire, 14/25 August 1771, Besterman D17341.
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St. Andrew. Here the Empress chose to privilege the Order of St. George above
any other, including the Order of St. Andrew which had been created by Peter
I, an unprecedented iconographic rearrangement since the Order of St.
Andrew was the highest order in Russia and as such was always worn most
prominently.
This portrait also addresses (and dispatches with) another male figure
that had dominated Catherine’s narrative of rule for more than a decade—
Grigorii Orlov. In all of her prior state portraits, Catherine actively wields her
scepter; that is, she does not allow herself to be portrayed gesturing wanly (in a
feminine manner). With the exception of the Eriksen mirror portrait of 1762 (in
which she gestures gently with a fan toward her regalia), in every other state
portrait Catherine’s right hand is forcefully engaged. She holds scepters aloft
(as in the Torelli and Eriksen coronation portraits), brandishes a sword (Eriksen
equestrian portrait), or grasps the scepter like a marshal’s baton (Torelli’s 1772
allegory of victory). In Roslin’s portrait, however, Catherine’s scepter is
noticeably dipped and pointing toward the velvet cushion containing the orb
and other crowns of her realm. Her gesture reflects the scepter’s new heft since
it now contained the world’s largest diamond, the so-called “Orlov” diamond, a
monstrous 94-carat Indian jewel that Grigorii Orlov presented to the Empress
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in 1773, in a final effort to retain his status as favorite. Catherine accepted the
stone (which was the size of an egg), informally exiled Orlov, paid off his debts
(including the diamond which was rumored to cost more than 400,000 rubles)
and embedded it in the royal scepter.456 Catherine reveled in this overt display
of gargantuan wealth; the scepter became a symbol of Catherine’s magnificence
(and thus Russia’s) and it generated a great deal of public attention.457
The position of the scepter also draws the viewer’s eye inexorably toward
the wall behind the velvet cushion, and to the image of Peter I who seems to
gaze directly back at Catherine, at the same literal and metaphorical level. In
previous panegyric scenarios, Peter I (often mythologized as Jupiter) gazed
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Orlov purchased the diamond in Amsterdam through the jeweler Ivan Lazarev and
presented it to the Empress on her name day. Catherine eventually paid more than 190,000
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down from Olympus (or the heavens) on Catherine II. Here, for the first time in
Catherine’s reign, Peter is presented as an equal. Though it is often difficult to
see in the original or in later copies, Peter’s image is accompanied by the
Cyrillic phrase “What was begun is completed” engraved on the pediment
above his head.458 Now in the wake of victory over the Ottomans and the
administrative reordering of empire the Empress was prepared to equate her
reign to that of Peter’s. She had invoked minimal direct comparison; that is,
she acknowledged her dynastic and political inheritance but was generally
hesitant to draw any direct parallels. Although she hired Falconet in 1766 to
construct the famous sculpture of Peter I (the Bronze Horseman), she remained
careful not to cast herself as Peter I’s sole heir. Karen Rasmussen argues that
although Catherine II ultimately rejected Peter’s inheritance, she was neither
blind to his shortcomings nor ignorant of his extraordinary accomplishments.459
Throughout the 1760s, Catherine’s publicists extolled her “achievement” of
Peter’s inheritance in texts such as odes, birthday paeans and an array of
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orations but this explicit linkage was not borne out in the visual realm until this
portrait.460 Catherine remained the mother of Peter I’s great grandson, Paul,
and as such issues of blood and succession (prestolonasledie) presented
dangerous and destabilizing counter-narratives to the empress’ carefully
constructed image of legitimate rule. In name and in deed, reference to Peter I
could not help but connect Catherine to the murdered Peter III.
Catherine now presented herself as the true heir to Peter the Great. She
had reclaimed the territorial losses Peter had suffered after his defeat at Azov
and in little more than a decade expanded the limits of empire well beyond
even Peter’s aspirations. Her Te Deums and victory pageants laid Turkish flags
and weapons at the grave of Peter the Great. Now she was at last prepared to
lay claim to his legacy in direct visual terms and Roslin’s portrait offers a
discreet acknowledgment of this complex issue. The motto on the wall is in
itself ambiguous and may be read in several different ways, in particular in
relation to Catherine’s own newly begun initiatives. It does not therefore
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Proskurina discusses the evolution of Catherine’s symbolic and panegyric relationship to
Peter I in Mify imperii, Chapter 3, passim.
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suggest that she considers Peter’s work completed but its presence serves as a
constant reminder of what remained to be accomplished.461
In 1776 Roslin created a new portrait image for a ruler of a newly
ordered empire and this picture would become the most copied and most
widely distributed of any of Catherine’s state portraits. Catherine’s oft-quoted
remark to Grimm that Roslin made her look like a “fat, old Swedish cook,” is
usually cited to explain why a slightly altered, more flattering portrait of the
Empress was produced by Feodor Rokotov a year later. However, the Rokotov
variant was but one of hundreds of copies after Roslin’s original.462 Thus
scholars have traditionally underestimated or even ignored the Roslin portrait
based on Catherine’s jokey aside to Grimm even though her dismissive
comment was written in 1781, more than four years after the original
commission and in the wake of nearly worldwide distribution of Roslin’s
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Years later Catherine complained that Bezborodko had failed her in his attempt to prepare
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image.463 In November 1777 deputies to the Tula Provincial Noble Assembly
gathered in their newly built hall. At one end of the massive room stood an
imperial throne under a magnificent baldachin; on the throne stood an exact
copy of Roslin’s full-length portrait of the Empress.464 Two years later,
Bezborodko wrote to Count Rumiantsev to reassure him that a portrait of the
empress “by Levitskii after Roslin” would be delivered in time for the opening
of the Kursk provincial assembly.465 This scene would be replicated in hundreds
of new provincial capitals around the empire throughout the remaining years of
Catherine’s reign. 466 Her wide-ranging administrative measures were being
implemented across the empire under the literal and symbolic gaze of the
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“Victorieuse et Legislatrice.” Roslin had converted Voltaire and Catherine’s
mythic propaganda into a visual paragon of rule.
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Chapter V. Picturing the Greek Project
Catherine’s diplomatic achievements in 1779-1780 were emblematic of a
newfound recognition of Russia’s cultural and territorial conquests that
culminated in the annexation of the Crimea in 1783 and the implementation
of the Greek Project. Catherine was directly involved in the creation of an
iconography of conquest and cultural enlightenment that involved pictorial
tropes ranging from a pagan Kirghiz princess to St. Vladimir, and even
classical deities such as Themis, Minerva and Iphigenia. The resulting
figurative state discourse managed to look both East and West, and to display
the Empress as the visual paradigm of her enlightened empire.
_____________________________________________________________________

Interplay between image and text was a hallmark of Catherine’s selfrepresentation throughout her reign but it was especially significant during the
1780s, a period in which the empress sought to promote her newly expanded
empire as an enlightened seat of learning and taste. She envisioned Russia as
the true heir not just to Constantinople but also to Ancient Greece itself—and
actively promoted her own role in this undertaking. A series of diplomatic
achievements including the Peace of Teschen (1779), the implementation of the
Armed Neutrality (1780) and the annexation of the Crimea (1783) engendered
new conceptual foundations upon which the Empress and her panegyrists
grounded innovative cultural production in a variety of media, including
literature, painting and architecture. Catherine manipulated these media to
280
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articulate her vision of Russia’s empire, particularly with reference to the Greek
Project. From the birth of Grand Duke Constantine in 1779 to her voyage to the
Crimea in 1787, Catherine was directly involved in the creation of an
iconography of conquest and cultural enlightenment that involved pictorial
tropes ranging from a pagan Kirghiz princess to St. Vladimir, and even classical
deities such as Themis, Minerva and Iphigenia. The resulting figurative state
discourse managed to look both East and West, and to display the Empress as
the visual paradigm of her enlightened empire.
In the late 1770s, Catherine began planning for a major excursion into
the southern provinces in part to ascertain at first hand the extent of
implementation of her 1775 reforms, and also to visit some of her most recent
acquisitions, those territories (in modern day Belorussia) that were ceded to
Russia in the first partition of Poland in 1772. Her ultimate destination was
Mogilev where she would meet the Holy Roman Emperor, Joseph II, in June of
1780.467 This well-publicized event marked a major turning point in Russia’s
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foreign policy: from the so-called Northern system to a more eastern outlook
that redirected the projection of Russian power and resources toward the lands
of Ukraine, the Crimea and the Black Sea littoral in the wake of victory against
the Ottomans. This constituted a significant realignment of Russia’s
geopolitical orientation from West to East, with a particular focus on the
Tauride peninsula as both strategic and symbolic destination—and resulted in a
concomitant cultural transformation that profoundly shaped representational
discourse in Russia until at least the end of the eighteenth-century.468
In 1772 Catherine was presented with a plan for resolution of the socalled “Eastern Question” by Evgenii Bulgaris (or Voulgaris), a Bulgarian
Orthodox priest who used his first public sermon at court to express his desire
to see the Empress occupying the thrones of Greece and Russia.469 Bulgaris
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explicitly linked Hellenism and Russian Orthodoxy just as Voltaire exhorted
Catherine to not only rid Europe of the Ottomans but to aspire to “Moustapha’s
throne” itself.470 By the late 1770s, the so-called “Eastern Question” had
progressed from hyperbolic discourse to serious strategic initiative, especially
after the steady promotion of Potemkin, from Adjutant General in 1774 to Vice
President of the War College and eventually to Governor General of all of
Tauride by 1785. Voltaire’s plan to restore Greece to independence and reclaim
its Classical heritage while militarily vanquishing the Ottoman Porte seemed to
merge with Bulgaris’ mission to rescue Balkan Orthodox Christians and restore
a Christian monarchy to Byzantium. Competing narratives of conquest
coalesced with historic Russian aims to establish permanent military
installations along the Crimean coastline. The so-called “Greek Project” was
born, and with it an entirely new and unprecedented symbolic stage; the
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Crimea in particular became, in the words of Andreas Schönle, “a gigantic
experiment in representational politics.”471
The catalyst for the transformation of mythic aspirations into a coherent
political plan was the arrival of Catherine’s second grandson, Grand Duke
Constantine in the spring of 1779 just as his grandmother concluded her
successful negotiation of the Peace of Teschen between Prussia and Austria. As
Isabel de Madariaga observed, “Russia emerged from the crisis of the War of
the Bavarian Succession with her prestige enhanced and her power
undiminished. She held the balance of power in Europe between the great
powers and was looked up to as the possible leader of the small powers.”472 In
the immediate aftermath of this diplomatic achievement, Constantine’s birth
was celebrated in textual, visual and even aural modes that blurred traditional
cultural and religious lines, and foreshadowed some of the seemingly
paradoxical visual imagery associated with the Greek Project. For example,
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Catherine’s choice of name for her grandson was entirely without precedent in
the Romanov dynasty or amongst the pantheon of Russian Orthodox saints—
Constantine was the first Christian Roman emperor, founder of Byzantium and
ruler of the Eastern Roman empire. The medal issued to commemorate
Constantine’s birth also confirmed Catherine’s ambitions for this grandson
with regard to the throne of Constantinople: on the obverse, a profile bust of
the Empress, draped in an ermine cloak and on the reverse, the figures of the
three Graces—Faith (holding a large cross), Hope pointing toward the Eastern
star and Charity (or Love) holding the infant grand duke—standing on the edge
of the Bosphorus. The cathedral of St. Sophia was clearly visible behind Faith
as were two ships at sea.473 Catherine sought to obfuscate her grandson’s RussoGerman ancestry by endowing him with a Greek identity; he was raised by a
Greek nanny, taught the Greek language and surrounded by Greek playmates.474
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Shortly after his birth Potemkin orchestrated a grandiose celebration that
included a masquerade and fireworks as well as a giant painting of a Greek
temple mounted on a barge, inscribed with the names of all the members of the
imperial family. The trompe l’oeil temple seemed to float on the waters of the
Neva, forging a phantasmagorical genealogical link between the Romanovs and
the Classical world, while a Greek chorus serenaded guests throughout the
night.475 This display of imperial dynastic authority was the first step in what
became a visual imaginary that elaborated upon the Empress’s diplomatic and
political machinations to project Russian power into the Balkans and the
Crimean peninsula. This remainder of this chapter examines the range of visual
imagery of the Empress that was generated in connection with the execution of
the Greek Project.
*

*

*

Shadow of Maria Theresa, 27 and G.P. Gooch, Maria Theresa, and other studies (London:
Longmans, Green, 1951), 4.
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Catherine returned from Mogilev and her first meeting with Joseph II
and replaced her long-serving court painter Stefano Torelli with a relatively
unknown English artist, Richard Brompton. Although Brompton served as
president of the British Society of Artists in 1773 neither this accolade nor his
later descent into debtor’s prison made him a likely candidate for service to the
Russian court yet he was rescued from prison and hired directly by the Russian
Empress.476 What actually brought Brompton to Russia was that he had been a
student of Anton Raphael Mengs in Rome twenty years earlier.477 Mengs, the
“German Raphael,” was perhaps the most famous artist of his day and his
renowned neoclassical painting style and philosophy of art directly accorded
with the iconographical requirements of Catherine’s emerging Greek Project.
Mengs occupied a singular position in the hierarchy of artists whose
work the Empress prized—he was the only artist Catherine was unable to
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commission directly, in part because he died prematurely in 1779.478 Catherine’s
passion for Mengs’s work was entirely her own, in contrast to the many artists
whose works were often foisted upon her by her cultural intermediaries.
Grimm repeatedly tried to interest her in the painter Jean-Baptiste-Louis Le
Paon who had famously worked for the Prince de Condé whereas Falconet
frequently importuned the Empress to hire Philip de Loutherbourg, a wellknown history painter.479 Catherine did not find either artist’s work compelling;
instead, she consistently asked her art agents to procure her one of Mengs’s
paintings. “Please enquire, with all appropriate discretion about works by
Mengs. Will the day ever come when I can say ‘I’ve seen some works by
Mengs?’” she wrote to Grimm in 1778.480
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Catherine first encountered Mengs at the very start of his career, through
her then friend and secret correspondent, the British envoy to St. Petersburg,
Sir Charles Hanbury Williams. Hanbury Williams had befriended Mengs in
Dresden in 1751, became one of his first patrons and had his portrait painted
by him.481 Mengs moved to Rome where he became closely associated with
Johann Winckelmann whose groundbreaking 1764 treatise Geschichte der Kunst
des Alterthums (History of the Art of Antiquity) established the essential artistic
tenets of Neoclassicism and the field of modern art history.482 Winckelmann
created his own aesthetic theory of art based on the “noble simplicity” and
“calm grandeur” of Greek art.483 Critics such as Diderot and the sculptor
Falconet rejected many of his ideas yet scores of painters, especially those who
visited Mengs in his studio in Rome, eagerly adopted Winckelmann’s
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theoretical and technical orientation. Mengs worked closely with Winckelmann
and theirs was a fruitful collaboration for it was through Winckelmann,
Cardinal Albani’s librarian, that Mengs received important papal commissions
and then his appointment to the Spanish royal court.484
Mengs again came to the attention of Catherine the Great twenty years
later, when he directly intervened in the sculptor Falconet’s struggle to
determine what would be the final image of the equestrian sculpture of Peter I,
in 1776. Artist and sculptor conducted a very public debate over the art
historical and aesthetic value of the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius in
Rome.485 Falconet attacked Winckelmann’s theories regarding the Antique and
Mengs came to the aid of his late friend and intellectual mentor by writing a
sharp rebuttal that defended the place of the Classical in modern art—arguing
specifically that the statue of Marcus Aurelius should serve as the ultimate
model for all contemporary equestrian sculpture. Falconet rejected Mengs’s
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premises out of hand. Philosophes such as Diderot and Jaucourt, Catherine’s art
agents Grimm and Reiffenstein as well as members of the courtly circles who
subscribed to or had access to Grimm’s Correspondance Littéraire were also
aware of the debate.486 Catherine in her fashion kept abreast of the situation
from a distance and welcomed the publicity, delighted that matters of such
international art historical significance were being debated between the
(French) sculptor to the Russian throne and the (German) painter to the
Spanish court.487
In her unique role as both cultural progenitor and purveyor, Catherine
was cognizant of the major issue of whether Greek and Roman art should serve
as the model for contemporary painting and sculpture. This debate was
particularly relevant to the Empress at this juncture as she contemplated not
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only how to resolve her sculptural homage to Peter I (the Falconet statue) but
also how to incorporate the symbolic potential of the Tauride peninsula with its
combined Classical and Christian heritage into her own figurative state
discourse. Catherine had long displayed a fascination with the art of Antiquity,
perhaps from as early as 1763 when she received a set of personally inscribed
drawings of Herculaneum from the King of Naples.488 Catherine purchased the
von Brühl collection in 1769 and for the first time encountered the engravings
of real and imagined ancient Roman ruins by Charles-Louis Clérisseau; her
passion for his work culminated in the purchase of Clérisseau’s entire
collection of drawings in 1780. She used many of his gouaches to decorate her
private apartments as well as to inspire her architectural fantasies.489 During the
1770s one of Catherine’s leading cultural emissaries, Ivan Shuvalov, procured
volumes of engravings by Piranesi that depicted, among other themes, the
sacrifice of Iphigenia, a trope that would be frequently invoked during
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Catherine’s 1787 voyage to the Crimea.490 And in 1778 Catherine herself
commissioned a translation into French of Winkelmann’s complete works, in
part to make them more accessible to (Russian) members of the Imperial
Academy of Art.491
There was a clear connection between Catherine’s art collecting, the
expression of her personal aesthetic and her political goals over the long term.
The Empress’s early interest in Mengs and Winckelmann, plus her direct
involvement in the iconography of the Greek Project (discussed below) provide
a case study of the close relationship between Catherine’s political and artistic
ambitions and the manner in which a figurative state discourse centered on the
Greek Project emerged in the 1780s. When Mengs died in 1779, at the very
moment the Empress began to search for an artist who could articulate visually
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her imperial aspirations, she hired Brompton whose only real achievement was
that he had trained under Mengs. From 1780 until 1783, Brompton was
entrusted with a range of state portrait commissions that revealed one aspect of
the scale and complexity of the Empress’ iconographical vision, and her
personal participation in the construction of these images.
The meeting with Joseph II in Mogilev, for example, coincided with a
series of architectural projects that underscored the close coordination between
policy and multimedia promotion of that policy. Joseph and Catherine laid the
foundation stone for a new Orthodox cathedral in Mogilev designed by Nikolai
L’vov. Catherine named the church St. Joseph’s in honor of her new (yet still
unofficial) partnership with the Holy Roman Emperor; it was modeled after
both St. Sophia’s in Constantinople and the Pantheon in Rome—an
architectural mélange that seemed to embody the binary of the Greek Project’s
Eastern and Western orientation.492 Later architectural projects included a
Temple to Felitsa in Tsarskoe Selo and a garden for Grand Duke Alexander
that represented the journey undertaken in Catherine’s “Tale of the Tsarevitch
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Khlor,” a moralizing fairy tale written by the Empress for Grand Duke
Alexander that in part inspired Derzhavin’s famous “Felitsa” cycle. 493
*

*

*

After Catherine’s success in negotiating the Peace of Teschen, in the
spring of 1780 she implemented her plans for a league of aligned neutral
nations and ordered Russian ships of the line and frigates armed.494 She then
arranged to meet Joseph II in Mogilev where she proposed a secret alliance
between Austria and Russia.495 Upon Catherine’s return from Mogilev,
Brompton was first commissioned to paint a double portrait of the young
Grand Dukes, Alexander and Constantine (then aged three and one) and this
resulted in Grand Dukes Alexander and Constantine, 1781 (figure 43). The timing
of the commission and the picture’s subject matter provided visual evidence of
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Catherine’s desire to forge a new Eastern empire whose thrones would be
occupied by her grandsons. Catherine was directly involved in the style and
content of this picture; she was an obsessive and overly-involved grandmother
who supervised all aspects of her grandsons’ daily lives—from the design and
fabric of the clothes they wore to their diet, education and overall upbringing.496
Brompton’s bold allegory embodied the Empress’ ambitions with regard to her
grandsons’ futures and underscored the mythical connotations associated with
their namesakes: the toddler Alexander was attired in the costume and
attributes of Alexander of Macedonia whereas baby Constantine evoked the first
Christian emperor of Byzantium. Alexander was pictured in the act of slicing
the Gordian knot and throwing the rope remnants onto the “altar of Zeus”
while Constantine clasped the standard of the Emperor Constantine—a staff
surmounted by a cross and a red banner emblazoned with the Greek letters
denoting Christ. A large plumed helmet sat at the feet of Alexander, another
direct reference to Alexander of Macedonia.497 The grand dukes were also
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surrounded by devices associated with Zeus: a massive bronze altar emblazoned
with the image of a bull’s head (evoking the Tauride peninsula) and an eagle
whose presence traditionally signified Zeus’s military prowess; variations of
both of these symbols would reappear in almost every subsequent portrait of
the Empress.498
The pictorial allegory revealed aspects of the Greek Project through the
deliberate combination of Classical and Christian symbols, the reference to
military command (even in the guise of toddlers whose extreme youth was
emblematic of the vigor of the Russian empire) and the explicit presentation of
a new dynastic scenario wherein the Empress’ grandsons were represented as
the future emperors of two Eastern empires. Catherine was delighted by the
work, writing to Grimm on 22 June 1781, “…if you would like I will also send

may also be a reference to the Russian victory over the Ottomans at Chesme in 1770. Elizaveta
Renne, “Kartiny Bromptona v Ermitazhe,” in Zapadno-evropeiskoe iskusstvo XVIII veka: publikatsii
i issledovaniia (Leningrad: Iskusstvo, 1987), 58.
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you a copy of a picture that has just been presented to me by Brompton, an
English painter who has settled here and has great talent; he studied under
Mengs; he painted my two grandsons, and it is a charming tableau: the older
one amuses himself by cutting the Gordian knot, and the other one has proudly
draped the banner of Constantine over his shoulder. This painting looks as
good as the Van Dycks in my gallery.”499 Her blithe tone masked the serious
political statement embedded within the picture: Brompton’s allegory inscribed
imperial power and ambition onto the very bodies of her grandsons.
Brompton was paid nearly 2,000 rubles for this double portrait, an
obvious indication of the Empress’ pleasure, and honored with a commission to
paint the monarch herself. Between 1781 and his unexpected death in 1783,
Brompton executed three state portraits of Catherine II: a 1782 full length copy
after Alexander Roslin’s 1776 state portrait; a half length study that Jacob
Stählin deemed “successful”; and a third, full-length picture that was
unfinished at the time of the artist’s death.500 Brompton was simultaneously
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commissioned by Joseph II to produce full-size state portraits of Catherine,
Grand Duke Paul and Grand Duchess Maria Feodorovna, a political device to
celebrate the (still secret) Russo-Austrian accords and curry favor with the
Russian empress.501
The exchange of diplomatic correspondence between the Russian and
Viennese courts regarding these commissions provides some insight into the
mechanics (and machinations) involved in the production of royal imagery. All
parties were interested in a representation of the empress that had some
physical likeness yet was also attractive (down to the very manner in which her
hair was portrayed). Joseph’s ambassador, Cobenzl noted in his dispatches that
none of the copies of Catherine’s “stock” state portraits then available at the
Russian court really resembled the Empress so he arranged for “a very good
English painter named Bromton [sic]” to take on this new commission instead;
later letters speak of Cobenzl negotiating directly with Potemkin regarding
Brompton’s fees of 400 rubles per portrait.502 Sadly, Joseph II was unimpressed
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with Brompton’s final version (probably executed in great haste), finding it
badly painted and lacking in resemblance.503
Despite the Holy Roman Emperor’s dissatisfaction, the extant portrait by
Brompton, Catherine II, c. 1782-3 (figure 44) though in a poor state of
conservation, presents the viewer with an important transitional representation
of Catherine II; that is, Brompton’s image evokes an exotic “other” which
prefigures later textual and visual portraits of “Felitsa” by Derzhavin and
Levitskii, and acknowledges Catherine’s international renown. Brompton
adhered to some of the basic tenets of Baroque state portraiture such as
grandiose scale, sumptuous surroundings and displays of regalia and armorial
emblems but the picture also conveys an entirely new, neoclassical ethos that
reflects Winckelmann’s dictates regarding simplicity and grandeur. Catherine is
attired in toga-like robes and her figure suggests an elegant statue rather than
an accurate representation of a middle-aged woman ruler (she was over 50 at
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the time). She is standing in a temple and pointing with her outstretched, left
hand toward a classical frieze.504 The Empress is neither wearing nor gesturing
toward any of the standard attributes of rule such as a crown, scepter, or orb
and there is no throne visible anywhere in the tableau; she displays only the
white enamel cross and sash of the military Order of St. George and the
necklace of the Order of St. Andrew (but not the distinctive light blue sash).
The figure of the empress represents a literal embodiment of majesty whereas
the foreground and background present a series of allegorical devices that
reveal the Empress’ divine attributes, such as the classical frieze, the plumed
helmet of Minerva and the fasces and scrolls of the goddess of Justice, Themis.
For the first time in Catherine’s portrait iconography, ships at sea are pictured
in the background (Stählin referred to this as the “Russian fleet”505) and the
foreground is littered with fallen Ottoman battle standards—the Empress is
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thus enveloped by potent visual symbols of Russia’s military and commercial
activities on the Black Sea and in the Mediterranean generally. Brompton’s
portrait recognizes Russia’s new role as Protectress of Trade through the
auspices of the Armed Neutrality and expresses imperial intention by reference
to classical civilization, the administration of justice, military conquest and
naval dominance. This portrait is the iconographical and aesthetic culmination
of Catherine’s recent diplomatic triumphs.
Just as the direct influence of the Empress may be deduced in
Brompton’s portrait of Alexander and Constantine, so too with her own
representation: Catherine was directly responsible for the imagery, and this is
underscored by the manner in which she described the picture to Grimm,
expressing a palpable sense of excitement about Brompton’s talent (and by
implication, his ability to transmit some sort of painterly influence directly from
the “magnificent” Mengs). Though disappointed that Brompton did not live to
complete the work, she approved the overall composition: “Brompton died and
did not finish the portrait which he had begun. But you will see that the choice
of Lanskoi was not bad though God knows where he got it from; he prowls
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around all the [artists’] studios every morning….”506 Catherine frequently
attempted to endow her beloved favorite, Alexander Lanskoi, with cultural
credentials but there is no doubt that Brompton’s portrait iconography was
directly inspired by the Empress herself.
Catherine had enshrined Russia’s triumph over the Turks from the first
victory at Chesme (in 1770) by means of elaborate Te Deums during which she
personally placed Turkish weapons and battle standards at the bier of Peter the
Great in the Peter Paul fortress. Yet Brompton’s portrait not only celebrated
Russia’s victory over the Ottomans; it acknowledged and elaborated on major
events in Catherine’s reign that had occurred since Roslin’s 1776 image of the
Empress. In Brompton’s new pictorial narrative, Turkish battle standards were
now laid directly at the feet of the empress herself, an especially powerful sign
of military veneration in a period of heightened tension as unrest was breaking
out in the Crimea.507 The allegorical frieze commemorated Catherine’s
international diplomatic successes in 1779-1780 even as the ships in the
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background referred to Russia’s expanding naval presence, especially its
growing merchant fleet and ability to conduct trade across the Mediterranean.508
Although unfinished, Brompton’s Catherine II served as an important
transitional template and many of the iconographic details embedded in this
work would find their way into Catherine’s next series of portraits by Dmitrii
Levitskii.
*

*

*

On August 7, 1782 Falconet’s sculpture of Peter the Great was finally
unveiled on the centenary of Peter I’s dual coronation with his half brother,
Ivan. The event was marked by imperial grandeur, theatrical spectacle and
countless signs of Catherine’s beneficence: death sentences were commuted to
hard labor; deserters and debtors were granted pardons; and medals and
monetary awards were issued to those who had been most directly involved in
the long process of the statue’s creation.509 Yet this celebration constituted an
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end rather than a beginning. Catherine affixed her name to the plinth as a final
act of homage to Peter I but she was ready to leave the oversized figure of the
tsar anchored atop Thunder Rock in Senate Square. She was determined to
construct her own narrative of conquest thereby securing her nation’s and her
own eternal glory. The key to this was the successful resolution of the Greek
Project—the annexation of the Crimea—and Potemkin assured her in
December, 1782: “Believe me, with this acquisition you will achieve immortal
glory such as no other Sovereign in Russia has ever had. This glory will pave
the way to still another even greater glory: with the Crimea will also come
supremacy over the Black Sea.”510 As Brompton painted her state portrait,
Potemkin wrote to Catherine, “The lands at which Alexander and Pompei, as
they say, merely glanced, these you have bound to the Russian scepter and
Tauric Kherson—the source of our Christianity, and thus our humanity as
well—is now within its daughter’s embrace. There is something mystical in
this.”511 As the geographical scope of empire expanded, so too did the scale of
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Letter of Potemkin to Catherine II, before 14 December 1782, Lichnaia perepiska, 155.
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the representational framework within which the Empress could express her
role in uniting Russia’s Classical and Christian historic pasts.
Catherine had anticipated Potemkin’s focus on the mystical aspect of the
Crimean annexation almost a year before it was accomplished, in conjunction
with the twentieth anniversary of her coronation, in September 1782.512 She
selected this date to announce the creation of a new award, the Imperial Order
of the Apostolic Prince Vladimir—a civilian award that recognized long-term
service to the fatherland and was not based on membership in the royal family
or military service (although neither status would preclude membership).513
Bezborodko drafted the statute and the Empress and Bezborodko were its first
recipients; all of the men who received the Order were closely involved with the
implementation of the Greek Project and their induction as Knights of St.
Vladimir endowed the endeavor with a new level of imperial authority and
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In Catherine II’s life there were three important dates: 21 April, her name day; 28 June, the
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spiritual significance. Catherine turned to St. Vladimir, the founder of
Orthodox Russia, to validate her strategic aspirations for the Crimea, based in
part on her extensive study of Russia’s historical past.514 As with Constantine’s
birth, the creation of this order engendered corresponding—and coordinated—
iconographic display. The motto—“[For] general welfare, honor and glory”
(Obshchaia pol’zia, chest’ i slava) —was identical to the motto stamped on the
medal commemorating the annexation of the Crimea issued eight months later,
in April 1783—underlining the extremely close connection between the Order
of St. Vladimir, Russia’s conquest of the Crimea and the Empress’s quest for
eternal glory. Charles Cameron was commissioned to design a new temple for
the knights; Bezborodko, longtime patron of Nikolai L’vov, Derzhavin and
Levitskii, commissioned L’vov to design the regalia for the order and Levitskii
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Yelena Pogosjan suggests that from at least the time of Tsar Aleksei Mikhailovich, Russian
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to create portraits of the empress and the first six knight-recipients.515 It was
envisioned that these portraits would be installed in Cameron’s temple and
Levitskii immediately began work on a portrait of the Empress.516
*

*

*

In part IV of a new literary journal, Sobesednik liubitelei rossisskago slova
(Interlocutor of Lovers of the Russian Word), the poet Hippolyte Bogdanovich
celebrated a recently completed portrait of the Empress and thanked the artist
for immortalizing a wise and glorious “Russian Deity”:
Levitskii! Having drawn the Russian Deity
Who has tamed the seven seas,
With your brush you have revealed in Peter's city
Eternal beauty and the triumph of mortals.
Desiring to emulate the union of Parnassus's sisters,
I, like you, would appeal to the Muse to help
To represent the Russian Deity by my pen
But Apollo is jealous and so he himself sings her praise. 517
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commissions, N. M. Moleva, Dmitrii Grigor’evich Levitskii, 135.
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Archival records indicate that Levitskii was paid the unusually high sum of 2500 rubles; most
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Gershenzon-Chegodaeva, Dmitrii Grigorovich Levitskii (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1964), 253.
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In turn, the artist (Levitskii) wrote a letter of gratitude that was published in a
subsequent edition of the journal a few months later. In his piece he profusely
thanked both the editor of the journal and the poet for “making an unknown
artist known” and provided the following description of his portrait:
In the midst of the picture the interior of the Temple of the Goddess of
Justice is represented, before which in the guise of the Legislatrix, Her
Imperial Majesty is burning poppies on the altar, [signifying] the sacrifice
of her precious peace of mind on behalf of the general tranquility.
Instead of wearing the usual crown, she is crowned with laurels. The
insignia of the holy Order of St. Vladimir represents the well-known
excellence of those who have by their labors contributed greatly to the
welfare of the fatherland, the truth of which is testified by the books of
law lying at the feet of the Legislatrix. A victorious eagle rests on these
laws and, armed with the thunderbolt of Perun, keeps them inviolate. In
the distance the open sea is visible; on it the fluttering Russian flag [on a
ship] displays the military shield of Mercury’s staff signifying the defense
of trade.518
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The artist also made clear that the allegorical details and representational
scheme of the portrait had been devised by “a lover of art whose name he had
been asked not to reveal.”519 The conceit of anonymity did not last very long as it
was well-known that the “lover of art” was the very same L’vov who had already
fulfilled several commissions for the Empress, including the previously
discussed Church of St. Joseph in Mogilev and the regalia for the Order of St.
Vladimir.
Officially entitled Catherine II as Legislatrix in the Temple of Justice (figure
45) this life-size portrait has always been acclaimed more for its artist than for
its somewhat puzzling allegorical content (poppies, burning altar, books of law
and Catherine in a toga). In its initial conception, the picture was intended to
represent Catherine II as the Grand Master of the Order of St. Vladimir. But
when considered in relation to the Empress’s overall portrait iconography, the
composition seems closely based on Brompton’s recent portraits of the
Empress and her grandsons as opposed to an entirely new representational
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scheme. For example, the pagan altar and eagle pictured in Levitskii’s work
were derived directly from Brompton’s double portrait of the young grand
dukes of 1780. The allegorical details, temple setting and neoclassical figuring
of the Empress from Brompton’s work would reappear in all subsequent
portrait variants of Catherine II by Levitskii. Yet Levitskii avoided all reference
to Brompton and instead credited Nikolai L’vov as his sole artistic inspiration.
L’vov was famous for an artistic pilgrimage he made to Italy in 1781 at
the very moment that Russia, and especially the Russian empress was being
celebrated for her important diplomatic accomplishments. This coincided with
his own aesthetic awakening, as he traveled around Italy with a copy of
Winckelmann’s Histoire de l’art ancien serving as his tour guide.520 Long before
he developed his interest in Palladian architecture, L’vov studied the art
historical theories of Winckelmann and the painterly technique of Mengs.521 He
kept a detailed diary of the journey and by the time he returned to Russia he
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had seen many of the finest art collections in Europe.522 L’vov’s international
travel, his tour of Italy (with Winckelmann in hand) and his unique familiarity
with Derzhavin provided the visual and theoretical paradigms necessary to
consider a new image of enlightened female rule in Russia that was
simultaneously divine and terrestrial, classical and Christian.
Levitskii’s Legislatrix portrait series incorporates both Brompton’s
incipient neoclassicism and Lvov’s interest in Western European art yet it also
expanded the representational template.523 Levitskii included references to the
law-giving aspect of Catherine’s reign, a standard visual coda in Catherinian
imagery since the publication of the Nakaz, by including books of law guarded
by an eagle. The smoking altar decorated with bulls’ heads and burning
poppies was atypical of state portraiture although by implication Catherine’s
sacrifice at a burning altar symbolically linked the Empress to the graces or
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N. N. L’vov, Italianskii dnevnik with editing and commentary by K.Iu. Lappo-Danilevskij
(Köln: Böhlau Verlag GmbH & Cie, 1998).
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muses residing on Parnassus, a constant theme in panegyric literature in this
period. This highly unusual presentation represented both the latest fashion in
Western European female portraiture and a direct evocation of the Tauride
peninsula, famed for its fields of poppies.
Sacrificing to any sort of pagan mysteries or graces was a type of female
representation that first appeared in the early 1760s and it seemed to capture
the public imagination. Joseph Marie Vien’s 1762 Une Prêtresse Brûle de L’Encens
sur un Trépied (L’Hiver) (Private collection, Paris) or the slightly later version, La
Vertueuse Athénienne (Musée de Strasbourg) were much engraved and even
started a vogue for tripod furniture. Vien’s picture virtually embodied
Winckelmann’s theories regarding the classical figure and offered a new means
to represent the female form, in concert with the turn toward the Antique.
Pictures such as Joshua Reynolds’ Lady Sarah Bunbury Sacrificing to the Graces,
1764 (Art Institute of Chicago) or Didier Restout’s Dido Sacrificing to Juno, c.
1770 (Metropolitan Museum of Art) showed young women sacrificing to the
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Graces.524 In these new, hybrid allegories, female subjects were draped in
simple togas and placed near altars containing sacrificial flames. Reynolds
wrote in his 1776 Discourses on Art that by combining portraiture with allegory,
female subjects could be represented with a “greater variety of ideal beauty, a
richer, a more various and delightful composition…such a picture not only
attracts, but fixes the attention.”525
Levitskii painted two extant portraits of the Empress between 17821783; both are entitled “Legislatrix in the Temple of Justice” and both share
similar iconography yet minor differences in composition reveal subtle shifts in
symbolic discourse and altered political reality. In both, the empress is draped
in a creamy silk toga with an ermine-lined cape barely visible over her shoulder
and simple laurel leaves for a crown. The most prominent decorative feature is
the bright red and black striped ribbon of the Order of St. Vladimir and in the
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The term “sacrifice to the Graces” or to “the Three Graces” was derived from Plato and
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Tretiakov variant (presumed to be the earlier version of 1782), the red of the
ribbon is repeated in the brilliant red hue of the velvet swag and floor covering,
further highlighting the presence of this newly-dedicated award. Themis sits
impassively, gazing down on the Empress from a plinth with her scales of
justice in her right hand as the smoke from the burning poppies envelops the
base of the statue. The temple appears literally at the water’s edge, as turbulent
storm clouds and waves beset a large ship flying the St. Andrew’s flag and the
shield of Mercury (in recognition of the protection of trade afforded by the
Armed Neutrality). There is a hint of darkness and menace, and the portrait
seems to reflect a dangerous and dramatic moment in late 1782: the Empress’s
decision to annex the Crimea and send Russian forces onto the peninsula.526
In the Russian Museum variant (figure 46), painted sometime later in
1783, the Order of St. Vladimir is subsumed under the bejeweled chain of the
Order of St. Andrew. The background swags of fabric are no longer red but a
much more discreet forest green with gold fringe, and the floor covering has
mutated from a strident red to a much softer salmon pink. Darkness has given
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way to light and the sea is becalmed; the temple no longer seems about to be
swept into the sea and there is a sturdy railing demarcating the interior of the
temple from distant ships at sea. Most strikingly, there is a profound difference
in the figure and face of Catherine; the Tretiakov version pictures a woman
ruler who looks very much her age (53) whereas the so-called Rokotov variant in
the Russian Museum reveals the Empress in the guise of a deity, standing
almost statue-like before a smoking altar—the exemplar of Joshua Reynolds’s
“ideal beauty.” Later critics of this work assumed that the Empress’s
appearance had undergone a sudden youthful transformation out of vanity but
this was to ignore the important historical context: Catherine’s appearance had
mutated not out of vanity but because she embodied the Russian state and
recent occurrences required a new expression of the political “body.”
The annexation of the Crimea—one of the most significant events of
Catherine’s reign—was finally accomplished in April 1783. This important
acquisition directly influenced Catherine’s symbolic representation in much the
same manner that the victory at Chesme became a representational cornerstone
of her reign. In the later Levitskii portrait of 1783, the Empress appears softer
(and thus more youthful), as if she herself was the “rose without thorns,” a
literary topos associated with paradise as well as with Catherine’s own Tale of
316
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the Tsarevitch Khlor and Derzhavin’s “Felitsa” which had only just appeared in
print, on the first page of the first issue of the Sobesednik.527 The poem itself was
the first of four “oriental tales” by Derzhavin (Thanksgiving to Felitsa, The
Mirza’s Vision and The Portrayal of Felitsa were published in 1783, 1787 and 1789
respectively). The Empress was reportedly so captivated by “Felitsa” that she
immediately dispatched a diamond-encrusted snuffbox containing 500
chervontsy to Derzhavin, addressing the package “From Orenburg from the
Kirgiz Princess to Mirza Derzhavin.” The monarch’s obvious, playful delight
was underscored by the largesse of her gift; both the snuffbox and the cash
were exceedingly generous signs of imperial favor.528 Historically, Derzhavin’s
“Felitsa” has always been closely associated with Levitskii’s portraits of
Catherine II. Given the timing and historical context of the portrait
commission, its connection to the Order of St. Vladimir and the fact that
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On the rose without thorns as a pre-Edenic topos in Russian panegyric literature, see
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Derzhavin’s poem was published after Levitskii’s first portrait of the Empress, it
seems more likely that Derzhavin was himself inspired by the Levitskii portrait.
The figure of the Empress seems to embody youth, beauty and wisdom.
Her physical demeanor reflects both the promise of this New Russia and the
peaceful nature of the annexation, an aspect of the conquest that was underlined
at every opportunity in official discourse, with no mention of the troops
Potemkin led onto the Tauride peninsula prior to the Russian take over. The
bejeweled chain of the Order of St. Andrew overlays the ribbon of the Order of
St. Vladimir and attests to Catherine’s supreme status—first called—amongst
all her subjects, even the diverse peoples of the Crimea. The shield of Mercury
has been removed from the mast of the ship because this portrait emphasizes
Russia’s unilateral right to navigate the Black Sea rather than the benefits of
free trade. The altar is less overtly pagan now, perhaps a container that might
just as easily sprout flowers as flames. Importantly, Themis on her plinth is no
longer enveloped in smoke but is clearly pictured and on the base of the plinth
there is a profile medallion of Solon, the sixth-century Greek statesman and
proponent of Athenian democracy. These subtle details reasserted the essential
legal character of Catherine’s reign with its emphasis on pravosudie and
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zakonnost’, thereby projecting and reinforcing a judicial element into the
symbolic script of the Greek Project.529
At least one of Levitskii’s portraits of Catherine was displayed in
Bezborodko’s new palace on Pochtamskaia Street, in a purpose-built temple
devoted to the Order of St. Vladimir. Catherine’s portrait (in gold frame) was
hung behind a crimson velvet sofa embroidered in gold with the monarch’s
cipher, on a dais beneath a massive red velvet baldachin. The Empress as
Legislatrix looked down upon a long table also covered in red velvet,
surrounded by twelve carved and gilded armchairs that were reserved for the
first twelve recipients of the Order of St. Vladimir. Levitskii had also been
commissioned to paint these twelve “disciples” of the Greek Project as well.530
Levitskii displayed a true painterly virtuosity; he subtly manipulated the
Brompton template to produce a new imperial image—a semi-classical form
that embodied the latest trends in Western European female portraiture
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combined with uniquely Russian elements such as poppies, bulls’ heads and
ships flying the St. Andrew’s flag. Levitskii, a native Russian artist who was
granted neither the status of official court painter nor the opportunity to paint
the Empress from life, had succeeded nonetheless. 531 His original sketches for
both portraits, drawn according to L’vov’s instructions, were sent to the
Academy of Art at the request of the Empress herself, an indication that
Catherine found these representations worthy of study and emulation by the
students at the Academy.532 As a result of imperial favor, the artist would receive
one final commission upon Catherine’s return from the Crimea in 1787.
*

*

*

Catherine’s 1787 journey to Tauride constituted the symbolic, diplomatic
and political apotheosis of her reign. Over the course of six months the
Empress and a large retinue travelled four thousand miles from St. Petersburg
to the Black Sea and back, via Moscow where she celebrated the twenty-fifth
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anniversary of her reign, in June 1787. It was perhaps the most spectacular
display of command, control and empire ever staged in Europe in the
eighteenth century.533 The Crimean journey occurred at the apogee of
Catherine’s power; at no other time in her reign would she have voluntarily
departed from the capital for more than six months (from January until June
1787). In contrast to earlier travel and several extended absences from St.
Petersburg, Catherine did not simply transfer her court to Moscow, or visit
nearby provinces. Instead she was confident enough in the stability of her
government and the loyalty of her subalterns to embark on a campaign that
removed her entirely from the Moscow-St. Petersburg axis. Her departure not
only bespoke political courage; it demonstrated Catherine’s personal bravery
because although no longer a young woman, she was determined to visit a
region that was subject to regular outbreaks of the plague and bordered directly
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on the Ottoman frontier.534 She traversed distances that had never been
attempted by a Russian ruler, at least not in peacetime; Peter I had reached the
Pruth river (in modern day Romania) during his Persian campaign of 1722-23,
while Ivan IV led troops as far as Kazan. Both dreamed of reaching the Black
Sea.535 Only Catherine was able to translate phantasm into reality, converting
historical ambition into imperial conquest.
The voyage was in essence a political spectacle, a literal embodiment of
the Greek Project that exhaustively emphasized Catherine’s personal role in
reclaiming Russia’s historic destiny in the region. Catherine and Potemkin
themselves jointly scripted and then “dramatized” the voyage; they had begun
planning it almost from the moment the Crimea was annexed in April 1783.
Text and image were coordinated to promulgate a coherent narrative out of
seemingly contradictory impulses: the militarization (and fortification) of the
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Crimean peninsula and the introduction of European, enlightened civilization
to the former Tatar khanate. The staging of the voyage was designed to deliver a
message of rebirth, to re-invoke the region’s Classical heritage and to promote
the singular role of the Empress in this civilizing scenario. It was no
coincidence that Catherine’s Notes Concerning Russian History and her historical
opera The Foundation of Oleg’s Reign were published in the same year; in both
works, the Empress strove to demonstrate the historical connections between
the Tauride peninsula, Classical Greece (using Euripides’s Iphigenia at Tauris as
but one inspiration) and Christian Byzantium.536 On the very day that the
Empress left St. Petersburg in January 1787, Ermil Kostrov’s Russian
translation of the Iliad was published.537 Her playwriting became life-writing:
Catherine projected herself as a modern-day Iphigenia traversing the Crimea in
a Homeric-style odyssey, visiting a series of towns and military bases with
invented Greek names such as Kherson, Sebastopol and Odessa.
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Nature and artifice were harnessed for maximum dramatic impact and
every aspect of the physical procession engendered its own theatrical display
and splendor. Each stop along the route presented ever more fantastic tableaux
vivants which elevated and displayed the empress as the primary performer on a
series of exotic stages: from sailing down the Dniepr on a fleet of twenty-four
Roman galleys supported by 3,000 lackeys and oarsmen to being accompanied
by regiments of Tatars (or in one instance, an all-female battalion of Amazons),
to inspecting various new naval fortifications as Admiral of the Black Sea Fleet.
Catherine was making the mythic real, symbolically connecting ancient Greece
and the land that St. Vladimir Christianized. She laid the foundation stones for
countless new military and administrative structures.538 Images of mythic and
martial imperial grandeur were everywhere: some triumphal arches were
emblazoned with the motto “The Road to Byzantium” whereas others
emphasized the peaceful, civilizing achievements of Russia’s annexation of the
Crimea.
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Although several artists accompanied the Empress and Potemkin to the
Crimea no official state portrait was ever commissioned during the voyage; just
as grandiose artistic scale was an integral component of Catherinian imperial
iconography, in this instance the absence of a formal state portrait of Catherine
the Great conquering the Crimean peninsula suggests there was no single
representational template capable of portraying the multiplicity of images
connected to this voyage. Catherine was progressing through time and space
and a single, static image of rule was unable to convey the symbolic enormity of
the event.
Yet Catherine and Potemkin were attuned to the iconographic potential
of the voyage. An English landscape painter, Hatfield accompanied the
Empress throughout the Crimea, recording every location.539 Potemkin traveled
with his own campaign artist, Mikhail Ivanov, who painted both landscapes and
battle scenes for the prince during his peripatetic travels and military
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engagements (but never any portraits).540 That Potemkin preferred a campaign
and landscape artist to a portraitist confirmed what Catherine told Grimm in
1784: “Prince Potemkin could never be persuaded to have himself painted and
if there is a portrait and a silhouette of him, it would have been painted in spite
of him.”541 Despite this apparently life-long anathema to his own image (shared
also by Frederick II), Potemkin was nonetheless highly protective of the
Empress’s image. And it was an untrained serf belonging to Potemkin, Mikhail
Shibanov, who produced one of the most famous images of Catherine II,
Catherine the Great in Travelling Costume, 1787 (figure 47).
Shibanov (alternatively, Shebanov or Schebanoff) was a talented artist
but terrible drunk, according to the British engraver James Walker who
described how “they were obliged to lock [him] up in a room to keep him from
the spirits, during the time her majesty was sitting.”542 Potemkin commissioned
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the portrait while Catherine and her entourage waited in Kiev for the ice on the
Dniepr to thaw, in the spring of 1787. Despite its unofficial nature, it remains
the only image of the Empress actually created during the voyage and it would
seem to present an extremely accurate likeness. Catherine appears stern,
imposing, and visibly careworn; she was almost fifty-eight years old and this
picture conveys the toll that years of ruling Russia had taken, as well as the
hardship of the immediate journey, a fact rarely acknowledged in her
correspondence of the period. The combination of red travelling jacket
emblazoned with brass buttons, gold braid and the stars of the three major
orders—St. Andrew, St. George and St. Vladimir—lend the figure of the
Empress a martial air. Her “travelling costume” was in fact a military uniform;
despite repeated textual references to Iphigenia and other Classical deities,
Catherine was not travelling around the Tauride in a toga. Instead she often
appeared in uniform and took formal review of troops and installations
throughout 1787, and this portrait conveys that aspect of a ruler on military
campaign.
Although informal in nature, Shibanov’s portrait is a tour de force: not
since Georg Christoph Grooth’s portrait of Catherine as a very young Grand
Duchess, Grand Duchess Catherine Alexeevna, c. 1745 (Hermitage) had an artist
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produced such an exact likeness, a fact all the more extraordinary given the
outsider status of the painter, a serf unaccustomed to being in the Empress’
august presence. What is also extremely unusual about this picture is that the
Empress actually sat for Shibanov, perhaps the only instance in her reign when
she posed for a native Russian painter. Although it cannot be considered a state
portrait, it is an important document in the archive of Catherinian imagery;
Shibanov’s unique picturing of the Empress at that moment in time captured
one of the main themes of the voyage—Catherine’s determination to display her
military readiness, especially with regard to the Ottoman Porte, as the Empress
indicated in a letter to Potemkin before the Crimean excursion: “There will not
be any weak measures against him [the Sultan]; no words, only action is
necessary in order to preserve our honor and our glory….”543 In Shibanov’s
rendering, the Russian monarch appears battle-tested, resolute and ready to
engage the enemy without reference to or reliance on any divine or allegorical
attributes.
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Given Shibanov’s lack of formal training, it seems probable that the
Empress herself provided direct guidance to the artist regarding the
composition and the manner in which she wanted to be pictured. Catherine
chose to have herself portrayed in a manner that was quite similar to a portrait
by the Viennese court painter, Johann Baptiste Lampi, of her closest ally,
Joseph II (figure 48), a form of homage and a deliberate evocation of military
command.544 In the Shibanov portrait, as in Lampi’s image of Joseph II, both
enlightened absolutists display themselves not as peaceful monarchs
surrounded by the symbols of their largesse and learning, but in literal battle
mode: Joseph later wrote to Kaunitz from Kherson, in May 1787, that he found
the Empress “dying with desire to begin again against the Turks and deaf to
pleas for peace.”545 This portrait of Catherine—especially when considered in
conjunction with Joseph’s own representation—serves as a transitional marker,
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moving away from late Baroque forms of monarchial representation,
resplendent in allegory, toward a more literal, Neoclassical imagery that
foreshadowed a Napoleonic ethos of aggressive, militarized rule.
Shibanov’s picture was immediately engraved by Walker, who was also
instructed to place the following verse beneath his engraving of Shibanov’s
portrait:
Recognized across the North as the magnet that attracts us
This happy conqueror, profound legislator
Amiable woman, great man and the envy of all who admire her
Who traverses her lands bringing Happiness
Master of the art of ruling, expert in the art of writing
Spreading light, removing errors;
If fate had not given her an Empire
She would always occupy a Throne in our hearts.546

It is certain that the images invoked in these lines had the imprimatur—if not
the outright approval—of the Empress.547 Possibly penned by Ségur, the
inscription offers a list of the multiple, sometimes contradictory, characteristics
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The engraving and verse are reproduced exactly as they appear in Walker’s original
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associated with Catherine II’s monarchial persona: happy conqueror and
profound legislator; amiable woman and great man; master of the art of ruling
and scholar of the art of writing; a bringer of light and remover of error; and (to
paraphrase) empress of both an empire and men’s hearts. Shibanov’s portrait
and attendant verse convey Catherine’s idealized self—a fusing of her textual
and visual personae wherein the text enumerates the vast scale of her
enlightened rule while the image asserts the strength of her military command.
The Shibanov portrait then leaves no room for allegorical misinterpretation,
aside from the obvious gender confusion over “amiable woman” and “great
man” embodied in the same person.548 The empress presented copies of the
engraving to close associates such as Grimm, Ribeaupierre and Khrapovitskii.549
A Russian miniaturist, Zharkov, also made many copies of the Shibanov
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The Prince de Ligne, in a letter to Grimm after the Crimean voyage: “Catherine, the Great
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picture, further evidence of Catherine’s approval of the image and of her
intention to distribute it as a personal memento to a circle of intimates.550
There was one other nearly contemporary painting of the Crimean
journey and it is utterly different in tone and meaning to the Shibanov portrait
for it represents Catherine’s direct intercession to bring enlightenment and
civilization to the region. After Catherine’s return to St. Petersburg, a Flemish
officer (and amateur artist) in the service of the Prince de Ligne, Ferdinand de
Meys (alternately de Meys), painted at least two versions of an allegorical
fantasy, Catherine II Voyageant dans ses Etats en 1787 (figure 49). It is evident that
this artist did not have the benefit of an audience or sitting with the Empress
(and it is unknown if he had any assistance from the Prince de Ligne who
remained in Russia after the trip to the Crimea). An improbably young, almost
girlish Catherine II is seated in a flower-bedecked chariot pulled by four white
horses; the general arrangement and iconography seem to derive directly from
Stefano Torelli’s earlier portraits of the empress from the 1770s, and from the
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sketches for Levitskii’s 1783 “Legislatrix” image. In de Meys’ version, a youthful
Goddess-Empress is attired in a pale gown (reminiscent of her coronation
attire) embroidered all over with the Romanov double-headed eagle. She is
crowned with laurels as Winged Victory hovers above holding a victor’s crown,
cherubim flutter all about and Clio records this milestone in her reign for
posterity. Catherine herself clasps a scepter in her right hand and holds a
flaming torch of victory aloft in her left hand. Peter the Great and Jupiter with
his eagle gaze down from a cloud in the heavens, while a vast crowd of rejoicing
subjects variously bow down to touch the ground, throw their hats in the air or,
in the case of women and children in the foreground, offer the empress flowers
and fruits from her fertile new lands. Some are dressed like muzhiki while
others display exotic turbans and veils, reflecting the diversity of her new
subjects yet emphasizing their unified, unbounded joy at her arrival in Tauride.
The picture celebrates Catherine’s personal role in the transformation of
the region and underscores the exoticism and enormity of her
accomplishments. The empress appears as the embodiment of a new Russia, a
young and radiant monarch whose wisdom and enlightenment will ensure a
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glorious and prosperous future—the actualization of “путъ на пользу,” the motto
the Empress selected to signify and commemorate the journey.551 Moreover, the
painting provides a visual corollary to the texts she and her companions
composed while en route, themselves idealized narratives of an almost fictional
Grand Tour that avoided all mention of military matters.552 What is perhaps
most striking about this picture is that it seemed designed for popular
consumption; according to the inscriptions, the pictures were commissioned by
Catherine’s bookseller, Klosterman who, along with de Meys, sold popular
engravings by subscription.553 Though it is difficult to document the precise
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source of this commission (it does not exhibit the hallmarks of an official state
portrait) or its intended audience, this picture presents a highly idealized vision
of the voyage that contrasts sharply with Shibanov’s unflinching realism and
accurate depiction of a ruler embarking on an extended military campaign.
Catherine’s final performance as she returned to Petersburg via Moscow
was an elaborate reenactment of the Battle of Poltava where Peter I had
defeated Charles XII, seventy-eight years earlier. Thousands of Russian troops
participated in the re-creation on the very same battlefield where Peter first
established his reputation for military prowess and grand strategy. The
diplomats, courtiers and hundreds of local spectators were impressed by this
massive display of historical recreation. But no one was more literally
transported by the event than the Empress: “[There was] joy and a brilliant
glory in Catherine’s eyes; one would have thought that the blood of Peter I
flowed in her veins. This grand and magnificent spectacle crowned her voyage
with dignity, and it was reminiscent of Rome.”554 Thus the final tableau vivant of
Catherine’s Crimean odyssey was of the Empress virtually embodying Peter I as
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she took the review of Russian troops celebrating a crucial victory over Sweden.
This ultimate “staging” and reimagining simultaneously glorified the historical
past as it projected the power of the Russian military and the figure of its
Empress in command as a clear message regarding the future—namely, that
Russia and her Empress stood ready to defend these new southern possessions
as Peter had almost a century earlier.
*

*

*

During Catherine’s visit to Kherson in May of 1787 she met with the new
Russian consul to Malta, Antonio Psaro, a Greek naval officer in Russian
service. Psaro presented the Empress with a palm branch—a symbol of
immortality—and other gifts from the Grand Master of the Order of St. John
who was acting as the provisional governor of the island.555 A reciprocal gift— a
portrait of the Empress—was required, and Levitskii once again received the
imperial commission. The result, Catherine II, 1787 (figure 50) marks the final
evolution of the Empress’ portrait imagery in connection with the Greek
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Project. In this portrait, Catherine is the Empress of Tauride—and it represents
her figurative apotheosis, from the masculine and martial to the terrestrial and
the feminine divine. The setting suggests allegory but both the temple and the
Legislatrix persona have been discarded in favor of a pastoral location. The
Empress stands alone in a glade, before an olive tree, on a rocky promontory;
there are blue skies, a rushing river and a rainbow in the distance. The rainbow
was an iconological symbol of peace, denoting the emergence of calm and light
after a storm even as it seemed to span vast distances.556 This idyllic setting was
also reminiscent of Potemkin’s description of the region: “The laurels planted
on the shores of the Euxine will grow along with Alexander and Constantine,
and for her [Catherine’s first granddaughter, Alexandra Pavlovna] a grove of
olive trees will rise on the promontory that was called the Parthenon in ancient
times….”557 Catherine is attired in a creamy silk toga with golden fringe and
wears a small laurel-leaf crown. The imperial ermine cloak drifts off her
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shoulders and she displays the ribbon of the Order of St. George and the
necklace of the Order of St. Andrew—but the civil Order of St. Vladimir is
absent from this scenario, suggesting that this portrait’s primary theme was
martial. Moreover, the pastoral ambiance of the setting is offset by several
overtly military symbols: the sword Catherine grasps somewhat awkwardly in
her right hand, her metal breastplate and the large plumed helmet of Minerva
behind her yet within arm’s reach. The sword is garlanded with laurel leaves
and an inscription on a shield below the Empress’s figure reads “…and thine
sword entwined with laurels and sheathed, halted the war,” a curious phrase
given that the sword is not sheathed and that war with the Ottomans had only
just broken out in September, 1787 (when this portrait was commissioned).
When evaluated within the context of Catherine’s recent military
procession through the Crimea, however, one can see the purposeful warning
embodied in the person of the Empress, a terrestrial figure girded for war.
Catherine’s sword garlanded with laurel suggested certain victory just as the
military might of the Russians forces and her ability to command them had
been clearly demonstrated during her Poltava maneuvers. Levitskii adopted the
martial ethos of Brompton’s earlier, unfinished portrait of 1783 and produced
an idealized, visual corollary to the military discourse that characterized much
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of the voyage to the Crimea. We see in this portrait the final realization of
Catherine’s Greek Project and her mythic embodiment as the Empress of
Tauride. Within the isolated tableau of the Malta portrait, an entire narrative
regarding military readiness and the defense of Russia’s new borders is made
explicit: this is the land that Catherine has conquered. The portrait was
dedicated to the Grand Master of the Order of St. John, Emmanuel de Rohan,
and delivered to the strategically important island of Malta, as Russia became
embroiled once again in war against the Porte.558
Levitskii was charged with making multiple copies of his portraits of the
Empress, and it is likely that many of them were sent abroad to the new
Russian consular offices that dotted the Mediterranean.559 As conflict escalated
on Russia’s northern and eastern borders, Levitskii’s pared down imperial
image projected its unambiguous message: Catherine as the embodiment of
Russia, was armed and prepared for war. This picture required no inscription
for it could only be read as a literal expression of imperial resolve. In the space
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of a decade, the Empress’ symbolic persona had evolved from the literary
conceit of a Kirgiz princess to a knight of the Order of St. Vladimir to the
rightful military heir to Peter I, with passing reference to Themis and
Iphigenia. While panegyric literature could (and often did) span centuries and
cross cultures in the space of a few lines, state portraits were normally
dependent on more static cultural references. In other European courts
monarchial representation remained virtually unchanged—at least until the
French Revolution. Yet through the ambitious auspices of the Greek Project
and the creative impetus of the Empress, a diverse coterie of artists were able to
combine the symbolic spaces of the Tauride with new forms of neoclassical
female representation to fashion a uniquely Russian imperial iconography.
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Chapter VI. The Judgment of History
This chapter evaluates a series of state portraits painted by Johann Baptist
Lampi between 1792-1795. Catherine entered the last decade of the
eighteenth century at war on many fronts, foreign and domestic: with
Sweden, with the Ottomans, with Poland, with the Freemasons and with
authors such as Nikolai Novikov and Alexander Radishchev. In response, she
turned to Russia’s distant past as a means of understanding what was
happening in Russia’s (and Europe’s) present, using her last plays and history
writing to situate her reign within a pantheon of historically significant
figures and events. Lampi’s subtle reworking of the imperial image reveals
how Catherine struggled to find a means to visually represent her power in
an era of regicide and revolution, and to coordinate her visual and textual
legacy to ensure her symbolic immortality.
________________________________________________________________________
A final series of state portraits of Catherine II were completed between
1792 and 1795 by the Tyrolean court painter, Johann Baptist Lampi (also
known as Giovanni Battista Lampi, the Elder). Lampi’s works were formallycommissioned state portraits in contrast to several private images of the
Empress from this period, most notably a picture of Catherine II strolling in the
garden of Tsarskoe Selo with her dog, painted by Vladimir Borovikovskii
between 1791-94. Neither the Empress nor Alexander Vorontsov, who
commissioned the work, conceived of this picture as a state portrait. Catherine
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never sat for the artist (who was a protégé of Levitskii and Lampi) and its
distribution was curtailed until the nineteenth century.560 Despite contemporary
trends in female portraiture, Catherine consistently rejected pastoral or
intimate representation in her official state portraits. Instead, her iconographic
imagery focused on power and majesty whereas Borovikovskii’s style resembled
the more feminine and charming style of the French artist, Elisabeth Vigée
LeBrun, whom Catherine repeatedly refused to sit for.561
Lampi was her last official Hofmaler and his final portrait images of the
Empress were painted during a period of great personal and political turmoil in
the 1790s. In the wake of her triumphant voyage to the Crimea in 1787, war
once again beset the empire and Catherine found herself isolated and overburdened, especially after Potemkin died (in 1791) and revolution engulfed
France. Radishchev’s Journey to St. Petersburg (1790) presented a vision of a
country that was almost entirely opposite to that which Catherine had so
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assiduously constructed over three decades. Catherine no longer embodied an
enlightened European ruler or a goddess basking in a temple; instead she
seemed, in the eyes of Europe and to her critics in Russia to be undergoing a
transition from reforming tsar to “bad tsar,” becoming defensive and censorious
amidst the collapse of both the European and the Russian Enlightenments.562
Gustav III took the opportunity to launch a Swedish attack on the capital of St.
Petersburg once Russian forces were deployed against the Ottomans in the
south. Between 1790 and 1792, her closest ally, Joseph II, and then his brother
Leopold II died in rapid succession. Gustav himself was assassinated at a
masked ball a few weeks later. Revolution and regicide abroad led to repression
and despotism at home.563
Yet the state portraits that Catherine commissioned from Lampi, provide
a defiant corrective to the bleak events described above. In the visual mode, she
experimented with allegory and in conjunction with her historical writings in
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this period, strove to present herself and her reign as the culmination of a
glorious era that exceeded even the accomplishments of Peter I. Lampi
completed the preliminary studies for his first state portrait of Catherine in
1792, during perhaps the most tumultuous year of her reign yet the Empress sat
for the artist at least eight times.564 There is no record of Catherine providing
any other court painter such extended access, underscoring the level of
attention that she devoted to this series of portraits at the end of her life.
Catherine II with Saturn and Clio, 1792 was her first official state portrait in more
than a decade as she had last sat for a state portrait a decade earlier, for the
English painter, Richard Brompton in 1781-2.
*

*

*

At the end of the Tauride tour, the Comte de Ségur predicted that all of
Catherine’s saber rattling would provoke imminent conflict with the Porte. He
wrote that her “triumphal march into the region when combined with the
numbers of troops assembling the length of the Borysthéne [Dnieper] and the
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coast of the Black Sea all produced disquietude within the Porte, sent out
alarms, and revived elements of discord.”565 Two months later hostilities erupted
with the Ottomans and Russia would once again be at war for the next five
years. Potemkin, exhausted by his own extended performance during the
Tauride tour, collapsed and refused to take command.566 By the following
spring, the London Times erroneously reported Catherine’s death while her
opportunist cousin, Gustav III, used the Ottoman distraction to declare war in
June 1788 and attack St. Petersburg.567 Catherine responded as if she was
personally commanding troops. Her voyage to the Crimea and her detailed
inspections of various military installations had prepared her for this moment.
Her knowledge of harbors, fortifications, and the coastal topography, especially
of the Crimean peninsula, gave her confidence to participate directly in military
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matters. Now, for the first time in her adult life, she was also exposed directly to
battle as the Swedes attacked the environs of the capital. Catherine seemed to
relish the experience—even the pounding of the cannon exhilarated her:
“Petersburg has the air of a military encampment at the moment and it is if I
am in the Headquarters; the day of the naval battle of July 6th the scent of
gunpowder was present in town; and so, my friend, I too have smelled
gunpowder,” she wrote to Potemkin (who had himself only narrowly avoided
death when Major General Ivan Sinelnikov was blown up while standing next
to Potemkin, as they reconnoitered the fortress of Ochakov).568 For the sixtyyear old monarch, it became a literal baptism by fire. Swedish artillery came
within such close range that the windows of the Winter Palace were rattled but
she professed to be stalwart and unafraid, providing a constant stream of
military information to Potemkin and her other commanders.569 In the wake of
her diplomatic standoff with the British over Ochakov in the spring of 1790, the
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Empress reported to her secretary Khrapovitskii, “We never start wars but we
know how to defend ourselves.”570
As Catherine projected a literal image of command, she returned to
reading history in part to inspire her own historical and dramatic writings but
also to identify an historical figure or a specific reign to which she could refer
for guidance in such troubled times. In the immediate aftermath of the
outbreak of war with the Porte and Sweden, Catherine found herself re-reading
works about the French king, Henri IV, and his reign, when she felt herself
very much alone and beleaguered.571 Henri IV had served as a model of
inspiration for her from her earliest years of ruling Russia; she found the
message of his reign, and particularly his personal intercession in bringing
about France’s religious reconciliation, relevant once again. As she despaired of
Louis XVI ever being capable of taking charge (“how to help someone who
cannot help himself?” she pondered in an aside to Khrapovitskii in September
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1791), she seemed to model herself after Henri, in part through her active
participation in military affairs. Catherine deliberately presented herself as
steadfast and personally brave, especially in contrast to the weak figure of the
contemporary Bourbon on the throne. As she wrote Potemkin, “Look at what a
bold warrior I have become. You may laugh at me if you would like, however I
ask that you grant me your approval because it is always better to encourage
emerging talent.” 572
The war with Sweden finally drew to a mutually exhausted conclusion in
August 1790, with neither side able to declare victory. It had been a very
difficult year, beginning with the death of Joseph II in February. In April
Alexander Radishchev published his Journey and by August he had been
imprisoned, tried and sentenced to death.573 In the same month Catherine
ordered all Russians to depart Paris as the French “madness” seemed to be
taking hold; amongst the ninety pages of notes she made while reading
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Radishchev’s Journey, she observed, “its author, infected and full of the French
madness, is trying in every possible way to break down respect for authority
and authorities, to stir up in the people indignation against their superiors and
against government.”574 In concert with the ferment in France, Radishchev’s
observations were a direct assault on the construct of harmony and good order
that Catherine saw as the very basis of her reign. The appearance of
Radishchev’s book presented a separate domestic threat for which the Empress
seemed more unprepared than she was for foreign wars.
Catherine turned again to performance and spectacle as a means to both
elucidate and obfuscate: she planned the largest peace celebration of her reign
on the same day that Radishchev was deported to Siberia. Her correspondence
with Potemkin reveals her deliberate strategy to deploy pageantry to deflect
public attention: “We have heat and drought and rivers without water and no
rain since May…I have ordered the celebrations of the Swedish peace for the
eighth day of September and I will try, as much as it makes sense, to be
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resourceful. But often, my friend, I feel that in many situations I just want to
talk to you for a quarter of an hour.”575 As Lopatin observes, this was an
exceptional admission from the Empress who always strove to present a
commanding figure even in her most intimate correspondence with
Potemkin.576 To Grimm—and thus for the benefit of a European audience, she
wrote in great contrast “My head is spinning from the massive victory
celebrations which began on the 8th [of September]….”577
Writing had always been a therapeutic activity and an essential
component in Catherine’s self-constructed narrative of rule. Khrapovitskii’s
diary makes clear that even in this period of calamitous personal and
professional troubles, the Empress wrote every day. “I put everything into [my]
letters and my ideas expand in ink. There has never been a time when I have
not written. [But] when the war began I did not want to know or hear about
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anything except the war….”578 Catherine’s epistolary persona admitted no
impediments to her rule as her breezy letters to foreign correspondents gave no
hint of the problems she faced, except to Grimm, especially after the death of
Potemkin when their correspondence became much more personal and seemed
no longer intended for general publication.579 Catherine continued to work on
her drama about Oleg; in her operatic rendering the ruler successfully attacked
Constantinople and, in the words of Lurana O’Malley, “her reformulated
narrative of the Russian historical past was carefully constructed to make her
domination of Turkey seem a historical necessity.”580 She and her new favorite,
Platon Zubov, were also translating Plutarch together; she found his
descriptions of prior lives extremely useful, suggestive of what “heroes of today
must evince.”581 No longer searching for means to promote legitimacy or
demonstrate her Orthodox credentials, Catherine’s political discourse
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emphasized the constancy of her reign, its inevitability, and its historical
preeminence even beyond the Romanov pantheon. The plays, history writing
and extensive correspondence constituted a corpus of justification and a last
testament that she hoped would ensure both her own historical legacy and that
of the dynasty. She was hardly enjoying a quiet old age.
Despite peace with Sweden, war with the Ottomans continued and
rumors of another Polish partition reached Western Europe. Catherine II
became the object of ever more vitriolic satire and caricature, especially within
the British tabloid press.582 Like Marie Antoinette, Catherine’s sexuality (and her
penchant for younger men) provided caricaturists with ideal subject matter.
Catherine’s public declarations of military bravura combined with
inappropriate sexual voracity (her last favorite, Platon Zubov, was forty years
her junior) became synonymous with Russia’s military rapaciousness, especially
in the case of Poland and the bloody sieges at Kinburn and Ochakov. Unlike
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Simon Dixon found forty-five entries in the British Museum satirical prints collection
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similar print attacks against Marie Antoinette, however, Catherine had no
husband to cuckold or emasculate so her military maneuvers and political
machinations were seen as analogous to the Russian body politic.583 Empire and
Empress were simultaneously desacralized in foreign satirical prints; Catherine
affected nonchalance but was obviously aware of the substance of these attacks.
In one instance, Khrapovitskii noted in his diary on September 8th 1791 that the
Empress ordered him to place a bronze bust of Charles James Fox in the
colonnade at Tsarskoe Selo, between Demosthenes and Cicero. In the same
month in London, Bon Ton magazine published an etching entitled “The
Empress Receiving her Desire!” which portrayed the Empress as a lascivious
washerwoman, clasping the bust of Fox to her large breasts.584 Only six months
later, in March 1792, Thomas Cornell published a cartoon entitled “The Patriot
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On Marie Antoinette’s travails, see Lynn Hunt, “The Many Bodies of Marie Antoinette:
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Exalted” which pictured the Empress as a plump housemaid, on a ladder,
personally rearranging the busts in her gallery; the bust of Fox, with a noose
around his neck pulled by a bear, was being placed by Catherine between
Cicero and Demosthenes while in the foreground a case of paintings from
Houghton Hall and a bust of John Paul Jones lay in a jumble.585 Neither the
Russian empress nor the English statesman garnered international respect in
the wake of the Ochakov parliamentary crisis. In many similar images, most of
which appeared surprisingly quickly given the distance between London and
St. Petersburg, Catherine was always portrayed in feminine form thereby
privileging her sexual rather than her ruling persona, in the form of direct
assaults on the (sexualized) body of the Empress.
In this same period, Catherine and Potemkin began separately to search
for an official court painter, an artist capable of combating the extremely
negative imagery of the foreign press by producing a new image of Catherine II.
It is instructive to examine how they individually initiated the process,
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seemingly without direct discussion between them; their letters in what would
be the last year of Potemkin’s life are decidedly professional, almost like the
correspondence between a commanding general (Catherine) and a regimental
commander (Potemkin). There was little if any digression about art or culture,
or matters not directly related to resolving the war with the Ottomans, Poland—
or Potemkin’s health.586 Potemkin was based at Jassy (in modern day Moldavia)
whereas Catherine was settled in the capital, travelling now only between the
Winter Palace and Tsarskoe Selo and they spent most of the last few years of
Potemkin’s life apart. Nonetheless each began to search for a new court painter
but they displayed almost entirely opposite instincts about where to look:
Catherine turned west, toward Europe, to London and to Sir Joshua Reynolds,
President of the Royal Academy, whereas Potemkin petitioned Anton von
Kaunitz, the Austrian Chancellor and Director of the Viennese Imperial
Academy of Art for the loan of his court artist, Johann Baptist Lampi.
Catherine used her ambassador to Great Britain, Semen Vorontsov, to
contact the aging but renowned Reynolds, President of the Royal Academy and
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the “King’s Principal Painter” since 1784. Catherine and Reynolds had for
several years been engaged in an epistolary relationship that flourished as a
result of mutual admiration and shameless self-publicity. The correspondence
was initiated by the equally publicity-hungry Princess Dashkova (Vorontsov’s
sister) who had made Reynolds’ acquaintance in London in 1780 and brought a
copy of his Discourses on Art back with her to Russia two years later.587 Between
1785 and 86, through the auspices of Lord Carysfort, Catherine commissioned
two large-scale history paintings (one for herself and one for Potemkin) and she
requested that the artist choose the theme. Reynolds was delighted by the
instant publicity; information regarding the commission, the subject matter of
the paintings and their ongoing progress was reported regularly in the British
press, ensuring that artist and empress remained at the forefront of the
international art scene.588 For Catherine, the timing of this commission was
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critical; even as British satirists were beginning to denigrate her person and her
reign, her extravagant double commission to Reynolds reaffirmed her
unmatched cultural credentials and ability to command attention in the
European media—especially in publications such as the Correspondance
Littéraire, Le Mercure and the London broadsheets. Reynolds worked on these
pictures, particularly Catherine’s, The Infant Hercules strangling the Snakes (1788,
Hermitage) for more than two years, longer than he worked on any other
commission (his advanced age and deteriorating eyesight may also have
contributed to the delay in completion). After the pictures were delivered to St.
Petersburg in 1789, Reynolds received a thank you letter from Catherine that he
immediately published in English translation in at least four London
newspapers.589 It was no coincidence that Catherine sought acclaim in the
British press for her artistic largesse after the preceding two years of very
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negative publicity surrounding Russian prosecution of the war against the
Ottomans.
Even in her advancing years, Catherine remained able to manipulate
foreign press coverage—and to do so under the guise of fine art—yet she also
seemed truly inspired by Reynolds’ Discourses on Art. The British engraver,
James Walker, noted that the Empress had them translated into Russian for the
students at the Imperial Academy of Art.590 Catherine’s public dialogue with
the artist and her references to the discourses displayed an aesthetic refinement
and interest in the contemporary art scene years before Reynolds personally
sent her copies in 1789.591 Thereafter Reynolds was emboldened to request
permission to dedicate the second volume of his as yet unpublished lectures to
Catherine the Great.592
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Although Reynolds’s history paintings for Catherine and Potemkin were
not his finest work, the Empress nevertheless had her ambassador again
contact Reynolds regarding a new commission. It seems unlikely that Catherine
wanted Reynolds to paint her portrait, especially in light of his age, his
infirmities and the physical challenges of travel between London and St.
Petersburg. Rather the she had become interested in his protégé, the young
Thomas Lawrence, whose 1789-90 portrait of Queen Charlotte (figure 51) had
attracted much public controversy at the Royal Academy exhibition in the
spring of 1790.593 There are several parallels with this portrait and those that
Lampi would produce for Catherine II a few years later, especially his 1794
portrait of Catherine (figure 55). Both Lawrence and Lampi dared to picture
majesty in a new way that broke with the grand manner of state portraiture,
displaying sensitivity in the rendering of their respective royal subjects. Notices
and reviews regarding this new portrait sensation appeared in the British press
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The Queen was pictured seated, by an open window at Windsor Castle with un-powdered
hair, looking visibly aged (the King’s recent bout of madness and events in France were thought
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in April 1790. One month later, on May 23rd, the Russian ambassador, Semen
Vorontsov dined with Reynolds and asked the President of the Royal Academy
if he would invite Thomas Lawrence to go to Russia to paint the Empress.
Despite Reynolds’ attempts to interest his gifted protégé in a well-paid, royal
commission in St. Petersburg, Lawrence declined the invitation.594
The British parliamentary crisis over Catherine’s refusal to relinquish
Ochakov under threat of a British naval attack (and the resulting maelstrom of
negative British caricatures of the Russian empress) was still more than a year
away but Catherine seemed particularly focused on asserting her cultural
credentials to a British audience. Her well-publicized search for another court
artist revealed her desire to project herself onto the European stage. Given
George III’s intermittent madness and Louis XVI’s failure to act decisively, it
seems that Catherine saw an opportunity to promote herself as a model
European monarch through the auspices of an English painter. As with almost
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all of Catherine’s choices of portrait painter, politics predominated over
aesthetics.
While Catherine conducted her own international search for a portrait
painter via London, Potemkin initiated a similar reconnaissance from the
Turkish front. In October 1790, probably upon receipt of the news that Thomas
Lawrence had declined Catherine’s offer to go to St. Petersburg, Potemkin
wrote to Anton von Ritter Kaunitz, Joseph II’s Chancellor, and requested
permission for the Austrian court’s Hofmaler, Johann Baptist Lampi, to come to
Jassy.595 The timing of Potemkin’s request to Kaunitz was hardly accidental.
The coronation of Joseph II’s successor, Leopold II, was taking place that very
month and Potemkin wanted to hire Lampi for competitive aesthetic and
political reasons. Lampi had rapidly attained status and artistic success in
Vienna and Warsaw, and by the time Potemkin petitioned Kaunitz, he was
considered the leading portraitist of Eastern Europe. Indeed, by October 1790,
Catherine was the only crowned head Lampi had not painted in the region.596
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Kaunitz finally responded personally to Potemkin nearly a year later, in
September 1791, informing Potemkin that Lampi would be granted permission
to leave the Viennese Academy for five months.597 The delay between
Potemkin’s initial request and Kaunitz’s final response was probably an
indication of the artist’s own uncertainty about leaving Vienna; he was in the
midst of another Habsburg commission for the new Holy Roman Emperor,
Leopold II.598 The artist may also have been reluctant to leave the Austrian
capital and his thriving career as a society portraitist for Potemkin’s remote
Moldavian settlement at the edge of a war zone. Lampi was convinced finally to
strike out for Jassy only after the promise of large sums of money; Potemkin
offered him 1000 ducats honorarium, plus 400 ducats travel expenses whereas
Lampi’s normal charge for a portrait was only 50 ducats.599 Lampi travelled
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quickly to Jassy but arrived days after Potemkin died in October 1791.600 While
the court recovered from the unexpected news of Potemkin’s death, Lampi
began painting members of Potemkin’s entourage in Jassy. His talent was
immediately evident; many of these portraits are extant and they provide
striking, vibrant images of Potemkin’s inner circle. By December 1791, Lampi
had completed at least ten portraits, including the Princesses Golitsyna and
Volkonskaia and the generals Orlov, Popov, Platov and Bezborodko.601 Popov
wrote to the Empress to encourage her to hire Lampi and bring him to St.
Petersburg. Catherine did not hesitate and wrote back almost instantly: “tell
Lampi that he will be very well paid.”602 Lampi left Jassy for the capital at the
end of the year and was settled in St. Petersburg by January 1792. Catherine
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honored her pledge and granted him the enormous monthly salary of 700
rubles.603
*

*

*

Lampi came from the Trentino region of the Tyrol and a family of
religious painters. Like Catherine’s other Italian portraitists—Rotari and
Torelli—Lampi displayed an early talent for religious painting and was well
versed in Catholic altarpiece iconography.604 He gained recognition for his
portraits of local bishops and nobility in the late 1770s which led in turn to his
first imperial commissions: portraits of two of the sisters of Joseph II: the
Archduchesses Marie Elisabeth and Marie Anne of Hapsburg-Lorraine in 1781.
These sensitive, soulful portraits of the emperor’s sisters earned Lampi an
invitation to Vienna in 1783 where he received three more important imperial
commissions—Emperor Joseph II, Archduke Francis of Tuscany—the Emperor’s
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nephew (the future Francis II)—and Francis’ fiancée, Archduchess Elizabeth
Wilhelmine of Wurttemburg, younger sister of Maria Feodorovna which Joseph
intended to send to Catherine. Lampi spent more than two years on the
commission; the pictures were completed in August 1786 and put on brief
public display before being dispatched to St. Petersburg.605
Joseph II was aware of Catherine’s planned Crimean expedition and he
had been invited to meet the Empress in Kherson in May 1787.606 Already in a
weakened physical state, Joseph was not keen to travel with Catherine again.607
Thus the timing of the delivery of these portraits was crucially important; they
were intended to arrive in St. Petersburg before the Empress departed in order
to visually reinforce the Russo-Austrian alliance, a political and diplomatic
union now even more closely connected with the intended marriage of the
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Hapsburg heir presumptive, Francis, to Maria Feodorovna’s younger sister.
This series of portraits provided tangible, visual reinforcement of Joseph’s
allegiance to the secret diplomatic pact; it would have been far easier, cheaper
and faster to simply dispatch a preexisting portrait of the Emperor to St.
Petersburg but this combined commission was sent instead and it brought the
painter Lampi to the notice of the Russian court for the first time.
Lampi’s Habsburg portraits hung in the neo-Gothic Chesme Palace
where Catherine installed a portrait gallery in the late 1770s. The gallery
consisted of a series of rooms containing at least sixty paintings of members of
the ruling houses of Europe, including portraits of the Prussian, English,
Spanish, Danish, Swedish, Portuguese, Sardinian, French and Austrian
Habsburg royal and princely families.608 The sculptor Shubin was
commissioned to install white marble medallions of Russian rulers from Riurik
to the Empress Elizabeth over life size portraits of Catherine II, Grand Duke
Paul and, unusually, both of his spouses in the final room of the gallery.609 The
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British ambassador, James Harris, visited Chesme in 1779 with the Empress
and noted that Catherine was directly involved in all aspects of the gallery’s
design, including where “she has placed the portraits of all the crowned heads
of Europe: We discussed much on their several merits; and still more on the
great demerits of the modern portrait painters, since in the whole collection,
except one of our two eldest Princes done by West, there is not a single picture
that has either design, color, or composition.”610 Catherine was closely involved
with the acquisition of state portraits for the Chesme gallery, inveigling her
ambassadors in Europe to procure the best available portraits from life rather
than accepting copies of existing works.611
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There were at least two portraits by Lampi in the Chesme collection but
it was his portrait of the Austrian Chancellor Wenzel Anton Kaunitz (figure 52)
that secured his imperial commissions in Vienna and also foreshadowed later
portraits of Catherine II. In Lampi’s portrait of Kaunitz, the Chancellor seems
to have just arisen from his desk, with a scroll of paper and a writing set before
him, suggesting that Kaunitz was, if not the first servant of the state, then
certainly second after the Emperor. The desk is supported by classical
caryatids, an altar to good governance; this specific piece of architectural
furniture reappeared in Lampi’s subsequent portraits of both Joseph II and
Catherine II. Kaunitz wears the regalia and cloak of the Order of the Golden
Fleece and stands before an ornate, gilded chair with legs carved in the shape
of winged griffins, hinting at the Chancellor’s ruling (in regno) personality, an
iconographic detail that would reappear in all of Lampi’s portraits of the
Russian empress. Behind the Chancellor, a massive swag of luxurious fabric
was pulled aside to reveal an illuminated temple containing a single statue of
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Minerva, armed with sword and shield. This unusual division contrasts the
formal, state function represented in the foreground of the portrait (where
Kaunitz stands as a literal embodiment of the Chancellor) with a lavish
allegorical background that highlighted Kaunitz’s role as ‘Protector’ and chief
patron of the Imperial Art Academy.612 Lampi’s portrait of Kaunitz was in great
contrast to the Baroque tradition favored by Marie Theresa and her portrait
painters such as Liotard, Maron and Maurice whose rather static images of the
Habsburg empress always presented an image that emphasized her maternal or
widowed persona within a domestic interior.613
Lampi gained such renown in Vienna that the King of Poland wrote to
Kaunitz to request permission for Lampi to come to Warsaw for three months
to paint the king and high-ranking members of the Polish court.614 Kaunitz
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agreed, partially in his role as Patron of the Imperial Academy but the loan of
Lampi to Warsaw represented a political decision as well. During 1788-1789,
the Habsburg court sought to pacify the extremely restive Poles as Russia
battled the Turks and the Polish sejm declared its independence. Joseph had
witnessed at first hand Catherine’s awkward meeting with Stanislaus
Poniatowski at Kanev, en route to the Crimea in 1787, and there were regular
intimations of her determination to yet again partition what was left of Poland.
Relations between Vienna and St. Petersburg were also growing more strained
as war with the Ottomans dragged on. Lampi’s secondment to the Polish court
was a tool of pacification, a means to curry favor with the Polish king separate
from Austria’s Russian allies; Kaunitz would once again deploy the painter to
Russia on the basis of similar political calculations in late 1791, after the death
of Joseph II.

Cited in Roberto Pancheri, “Giovanni Battista Lampi ritrattista dell’aristocrazia polacca,” in Un
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In Warsaw, the painter worked quickly and successfully, painting the
monarch and many high-ranking members of the Polish nobility. Lampi’s
Polish sojourn was cut short by the death of Joseph II in February 1790. He
returned to Vienna and painted one of the first and only state portraits of the
Emperor Leopold II. By the time that Potemkin wrote to Kaunitz in October of
the same year to request his services, Lampi had become royal painter
nonpareil; in the space of four years, he had painted all of the crowned heads of
Eastern Europe except the Empress of Russia. Potemkin’s focus on Lampi in
this period reflected his desire to usurp the representational stage on behalf of
Catherine. His request to Kaunitz specified that he needed Lampi immediately,
almost as if Potemkin sought to deprive Stanislaus of artistic parity amongst his
fellow crowned heads of state (a fact also reflected in Lampi’s several portraits
of the Polish king which were more aristocratic than imperial and generally
devoid of any monarchial insignia or devices).615 Lampi would become
Catherine’s longest serving Hofmaler; he worked in St. Petersburg for more
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than five years and returned to Vienna only in 1797 after Paul’s coronation.616
Thereafter Lampi remained in such perpetually good favor with the royal family
that in 1815, during the Congress of Vienna, the Emperor Alexander’s wife
Elizabeth, paid him a visit in his studio in Vienna.617 Lampi’s painterly output
was prodigious in Russia and he became the preeminent painter of the imperial
family and the Russian nobility between 1792 and 1797.618 Elisabeth Vigée
LeBrun noted (somewhat spitefully) in 1795 that Lampi had achieved renown
not on the basis of talent but because his court patron was Platon Zubov,
Catherine’s favorite in the last years of her life.619 Yet Lampi was more than just
le peintre de reine; in the words of an early twentieth-century Russian art
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historian, Lampi combined great artistic talent with a commitment to train
younger artists, and he exercised a large degree of influence over the
development of Russian painting in this period.620 He was closely involved in
the restructuring of the Imperial Academy of Art under Prince MoussinPushkin whom he also counted as a close friend.621 Petrov, in his centenary
history of the Academy of Art, reported that such was Lampi’s devotion to the
institution that he volunteered in 1796 to teach without pay (and an indication
also of the great personal fortune the painter amassed while in Russia).622
Lampi was granted immediate and unprecedented access to the Empress
in 1792, conducting at least eight sittings between February and April.623 As
Catherine had permitted Potemkin’s serf Shibanov the unusual honor of sitting
for him, so too with Lampi, perhaps in posthumous homage to her prince but
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this degree of access also suggests that the Empress enjoyed the company of the
artist. Catherine was in this period mourning Potemkin privately and Lampi, a
fluent French and German speaker, had been an eyewitness at Jassy in the
immediate aftermath of Potemkin’s death. Moreover, he had spent the past ten
years painting leading members of the (rival) courts of Vienna and Warsaw and
would have had much first-hand information of the sort that Catherine
normally received second-hand via her correspondents or ambassadors. The
empress obviously trusted Lampi and the three separate state portraits
produced between 1792-1794 testify to a strong working relationship; in the
course of three years there were alterations to the imperial image which suggest
ongoing dialogue between artist and empress, and continued access to paint the
subject from life. Finally, in 1795 Lampi completed an important double
portrait, Grand Dukes Alexander and Constantine and he was still working on
copies of at least one more portrait (or copy) of the Empress six months before
she died. On 22 April 1796, he requested just five more minutes of the
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Empress’s time in order to make last minute adjustments that would assure the
perfection of the composition.624
In this period of tremendous upheaval, uncertainty and the diminution
of her mental and physical stamina, Catherine entered old age (and some of
these physical changes are particularly evident in Lampi’s studies or
preparatory sketches). She began to confront her own mortality in the months
after Potemkin’s death and even more so in the wake of the assassination of her
cousin Gustav III in March 1792. One month later Khrapovitskii found an
undated but detailed list of burial instructions among her papers.625
Khrapovitskii’s diary also reveals that Catherine turned again to her collection
of historical sources, especially medieval Russian manuscripts, and continued
to work on her extensive Notes Concerning Russian History. She complained
somewhat disingenuously to Grimm “Can you imagine what kind of passion
prompts me to write about these historic events, about which no one cares and,
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I am sure, no one else will read…this passion for history inflames my pen!”626
Catherine also conducted an extensive correspondence with the French writer,
Senac de Meilhan, who proposed to write a contemporary history of
Catherine’s Russia about which she was alternately flattered and wary.627 She
wrote to her resident in Venice, Admiral Mordvinov, that the problem with
histories of rulers that were compiled in their own lifetime was that
…like statues that are erected to them before their death: one never
knows if this will this be merely an ornament, a mere decoration in the
city, or will it actually be a merited monument?...a [proper] history of
Russia must have my approbation and consent but it must display in
exterior form and direction not only that which serves the greatest glory
of the empire but that which would also serve posterity as worthy of
emulation and as a mirror.628
Catherine repeatedly reminded de Meilhan that she objected both to statues
and to histories of living monarchs thus revealing her own fear of being
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reduced from monument to ornament even as she searched for the symbolic
means to ensure that her reign would be “worthy of emulation.”
Given these factors, is not surprising that the allegorical figures of
Saturn and Clio appear in Lampi’s first portrait, Catherine II with Saturn and
Clio of 1792 (figure 53). The portrait articulates the monarch’s two major
concerns: the time remaining to her and the manner in which the history of her
reign would be written. Although some scholars contend that this work was
only a preparatory sketch, there are at least two copies and two anonymous
versions extant which suggests that the Empress found the image suitable and
appropriate for distribution.629 Catherine stands under an elaborate red silk
baldachin, having just arisen from her throne; with her left hand she gestures
toward the supine figure of Saturn holding his scythe and Clio with her quill
and tablet. The throne is carved and gilded and supported by a base of lions,
after Lampi’s 1786 state portrait of Kaunitz. The back cushion contains an
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image of a seated female deity holding a staff who is probably Minerva. The
crown of Monomakh is displayed on a small velvet cushion below the Empress’
right hand. She is attired in a golden cloak trimmed in ermine but unusually
the Romanov double-headed eagle symbol is not visible on any of the Empress’
garments or on the furnishings or fabrics that surround her, suggesting a much
more muted majesty. But for the presence of the distinctive ribbons of the
Orders of Saints Andrew and Vladimir, and the Crown of Monomakh nearby, it
would be difficult to determine that this was a portrait of a Russian monarch.
Catherine wears a small diadem and there is a jaunty red feather in her hair, a
jarring and unusual detail given the expression of world weariness on the
Empress’ countenance and the fact that she was in private mourning for
Potemkin during the spring of 1792 (the feather does not reappear in any of
Lampi’s subsequent portraits). Although Saturn raises his left hand and seems
to beseech the Empress, it is towards Clio that she gestures; Clio’s pen is
poised on the page and she gazes up at Catherine with rapt attention, ready to
inscribe the glorious history of Catherine’s reign. Beyond the dais and
baldachin, an enfilade of columns stretches into the distance and there are at
least four statues in Classical garb visible between the columns yet their
features and thus their allegorical identities are indistinct.
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Lampi’s biographer, Casagrande, has suggested that this portrait was
based on an engraving by Domenico Cunego of Anton Mengs’s 1772-73 Allegory
of History for the Vatican which does contain both a seated figure of Saturn
with his scythe and Clio with her tablet. While it is evident that in this period
Catherine was writing history, considering how her own reign would be
historically treated and deeply concerned about the immediate future of the
Russian throne, this portrait does not invite close comparison to Mengs’s
Rococo picture (part of an allegorical series designed for the Vatican library).
Aside from the figure of Clio, the Mengs allegory bears little resemblance to
Lampi’s portrait. Although Saturn is often invoked to suggest a return to a
Golden Age, in concert with Virgil’s Fourth Eclogue (“Now returns the Virgin,
now return the ages of Saturn”), this was not the intended reference in this
portrait. Here Saturn represents Chronos, the keeper of Time rather than the
harbinger of Astraea, a symbolic image that Catherine had rejected early in her
reign.630 Thus Catherine acknowledges the march of Time but it is the Muse of
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History who is granted royal favor. As anarchy in France spread, the Empress
was not inclined to metaphorically invoke a new Golden Age she saw a great
threat emanating from France. Catherine asked Grimm how one could “survive
in the midst of all this murder, mayhem and carnage brought about by the
brigands who are now in power in France and are taking her back to the time of
Caesar’s Gaul?”631
One year later, Lampi produced Catherine II (figure 54), a monumental
portrait that displayed an entirely different Russian empress. Despite her sixtyfour years, Catherine appears quite solid, thereby physically reinforcing notions
of the permanence of her reign. Saturn and Clio have been removed from the
frame and Catherine gestures with her left hand instead to a portrait medallion
of Peter I encircled by laurel leaves—a significant shift in iconography from
allegory to genealogy, and one that refers back to Roslin’s 1776 portrait of the
empress. As Catherine struggled to find a means to promote the glory of her
reign she turned again to the figure of Peter I, not as a means to assert
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legitimacy or parity but to proclaim her literal and symbolic supremacy. Peter is
no longer elevated or even on the same level but is located below the figure of
the Empress. Easily identified allegorical figures of Constancy (represented by a
female figure holding a column) and Prudence (with the symbol of a deer’s
head in shadow immediately behind the Empress) are located in the
background. The statue of Prudence reflects Catherine’s unwavering belief in
her own judgment and in the worthiness of her laws while the figure of Themis
embroidered on the back cushion of the throne represents Catherine’s legal
accomplishments.
The figure of the Empress now stands in central isolation in front of the
throne and certain small details have been highlighted—the ermine trim
around her neck, the jewels on the diadem and scepter are all far more
prominent than they were in the 1792 portrait. The image of Peter I is part of
an ensemble that contains the figure of an eagle (the symbol of Jupiter)
supporting a stack of books (Catherine’s Nakaz and her other major statutes)
and the arrangement highlights the historic and lawgiving aspects of her reign.
Catherine’s French biographer, Charles Masson, described Lampi’s portrait as
an accurate picture of an older, unattractive German woman-ruler and his
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assessment would color many later interpretations of this picture.632 Yet
Catherine herself wrote to Grimm that all who saw this portrait thought it
“without compare” and she instructed her cabinet secretary, Strikalov, to pay
Lampi 12,000 rubles on 26 February 1793, irrefutable evidence of her
satisfaction with the image as were the numerous copies produced both by
Lampi and others.633
The panoply of iconographic detail in this portrait suggests a summing
up, as if the Empress were compiling all of the symbols of her reign in one
portrait, a very different message from the allegory a year earlier with its focus
on Time and History. Masson was entirely wrong in his assessment of the
physical appearance of Catherine II in this picture. This portrait was not an
idealized or allegorical representation of monarchy; instead Catherine’s aged
and careworn appearance revealed the stress and strain that Russia and her
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ruler had lately endured. Catherine always seemed to experience Russian
military setbacks or defeat literally, as physical illness, and 1792 proved to be a
difficult year generally.634 In her first year without Potemkin to advise her, she
ordered Russian troops into Poland, which led eventually to uprisings and,
ultimately, the Second and Third Partitions. Her new favorite, Platon Zubov,
proved himself incapable of providing any substantive guidance, especially as
he was most concerned with amassing a fortune for himself and his family.
Catherine sat for one final state portrait by Lampi in late 1793 (the
painting was signed and dated in 1794). Masson and later critics contend that
Catherine so disapproved of her aged appearance in Lampi’s earlier work that
she re-commissioned a more flattering portrait, Catherine II, 1794 (figure 55).
Yet the 1794 work is an entirely different composition: Catherine stands beside
a simple table and chair, resting her scepter on a cushion. A vase of flowers sits
next to the cushion, and there is a complete absence of imperial iconography
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other than a single large column behind the Empress. All traces of allegorical
reference, whether classical or Petrine, have been removed. Although the
Empress wears a cloak, only the smallest traces of ermine are visible, as are the
sashes and garniture of the Orders of St. Andrew and Vladimir whereas the
Order of St. George and its implicit military rhetoric is absent. Catherine clasps
her scepter with her right hand and a corner of her dress with her left, an
unusual gesture that conveys a kind of intimacy not seen in Catherine’s state
portraits since Groot’s engagement portrait of 1745. Most notably, the image is
devoid of martial or triumphal rhetoric. Critics viewed this work as a private,
unofficial commission but it is signed and dated by Lampi and he was paid
extravagantly for it as well.635 Moreover, according to Rovinskii, it was this
portrait that remained hanging in the St. Petersburg State Bank building for
more than a century which confirms it was not a private commission.636 In the
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space of one year, Empress and Hofmaler had deconstructed Catherine’s image
and replaced it with a subdued, almost denatured representation of Russian
monarchy in a post-revolutionary, post-regicidal era.
In the wake of the executions of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette,
Catherine removed the busts of both Voltaire and Brutus from the Cameron
Gallery and banned Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar because of its explicit
association with regicide. She had a much-publicized argument with Princess
Dashkova over the posthumous publication of Kniazhnin’s Vadim of Novgorod
(another play in which a ruler dies, though by his own hand) and the writer and
publisher Nikolai Novikov was sentenced to fifteen years in Schlüsselberg
fortress for his Masonic activities. Throughout this period of reactionary
repression, Catherine continued to review her succession scenario, hinting at
her displeasure with Paul and beginning to involve Grand Duke Alexander in
her day-to-day affairs, especially after his marriage in 1793.637
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In 1795 Lampi completed his final commission for the Empress, a
massive double portrait, Grand Dukes Alexander and Constantine (figure 56). Her
grandsons stand, gently holding hands, while Alexander exactly mimics the
pose and hand position of his grandmother in her 1793 portrait; whereas she
held a scepter, his outstretched left hand gestures toward a statue of Minerva.
Alexander wears the cloak and Order of St. Andrew whereas Constantine is
attired in the Order of St. Alexander Nevsky, a shift from Brompton’s original
composition of 1780 that portrayed the brothers as Alexander of Macedonia and
Constantine of Byzantium. Here the focus of this portrait was on historical
Russian saints whom Catherine was thinking and writing about, with an
additional Classical gloss: there is an inscription in Greek, from Pindar, picked
out in gold on the wall of the temple behind the young men: “And the greyeyed goddess herself bestowed on them every art, so that they surpassed all
mortal men as the best workers with their hands….”638 This composition bears
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some resemblance to Pompeo Batoni’s 1769 double portrait of Joseph II and
his brother Leopold, then Duke of Tuscany. According to Georgi’s 1794 survey,
Catherine had a copy by an unknown artist of the Batoni next to her bedroom
in the Winter Palace and Lampi would have been quite familiar with this
portrait from his time in Vienna. In Batoni’s rendering, the Habsburg brothers
gently clasp hands in front of a seated statue of Minerva that is very similar to
the statue in Lampi’s composition. But the emphasis in Batoni’s portrait is on
the Grand Tour, and of the civilizing import of Joseph and Leopold’s trip to
Rome. Lampi’s portrait of the Russian Grand Dukes, however, addresses issues
of dynasty and inheritance; the double portrait posits the brothers as heirs to
their grandmother’s enlightened reign. In a note to Grimm in September 1791,
she predicted that if revolutionary activities in France were to spread to the rest
of Europe, they would not affect her reign, or that of Alexander’s—but she
made no mention of Paul.639 In an undated letter to the new tsar, Alexander I,
Potemkin’s former chancellery secretary V.S. Popov wrote, “Empress Catherine
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the Great, having outlined to you, Most Gracious Tsar, her wise laws,
proclaimed: ‘I leave Russia a priceless gift, and Russia will be happy under
Alexander.”640
The double portrait was not a statement of intent but instead a visual
rumination, an evocation of the Empress’s overall ambivalence regarding the
succession. In the same year she also ordered a requiem held in honor of Peter
I and Peter Fedorovich (the numerals “III” were not used but she was referring
to her deceased husband for the first time in public since her accession). The
service occurred on the eve of the anniversary of the Battle of Poltava, on 20
June 1795, and again a year later.641 John Alexander speculates that this “odd
innovation” was the result of “guilty nostalgia toward her long dead spouse and
cousin.”642 Within the context of Catherine’s symbolic scenario, however, it was
less surprising; as she continued to struggle with the issue of Paul’s succession,
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she employed a range of performative devices in order to explore a means to
resolve the succession. Lampi’s portrait of her grandsons was but one historical
artifact that enabled her to look forward and to celebrate her achievements as
the grandmother of a dynasty that now boasted three male heirs (four, when
Nicholas I was born in June, 1796) whereas the requiems for grandfather and
grandson expressed the sorrows of the past, and, importantly, her indebtedness
to both Peter I and Peter III.
*

*

*

On November 6, 1796 Catherine the Great died in her bedroom at the
Winter Palace. In 1792 she had composed a detailed set of instructions for how
her funeral should be conducted. She stipulated that she was to be buried in a
white dress and gold crown with a detail of cavalier guards around her bier.
Since she had died in St. Petersburg, she wished to be buried in the Alexander
Nevsky monastery (which was where her former husband, Peter III, had been
buried thirty four years earlier).643 Catherine’s burial instructions were not
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secret, especially as she had taken the precaution of showing them to her
secretary Khrapovitskii and he duly copied them out.644 Catherine treated her
death as her final state performance and assumed that her instructions would
be followed precisely.
This was not the case. Three days after she died, her son Paul issued a
manifesto that contravened all of his mother’s instructions.645 She was dressed
in silver and uncrowned. Her body was removed from the Alexander Nevsky
monastery and transported to the Cathedral of the Peter and Paul fortress
where it lay in state for almost a month next to the exhumed corpse of her
former husband. Paul placed a crown on the coffin that contained his father’s
decomposed remains and left his mother uncrowned. Paul sought to violate his
mother’s image and destroy her legacy by inverting and perverting the funeral
rite.
*

*

*
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A century later, at the Mining Institute in St. Petersburg, a banquet was
held to celebrate the anniversary of Catherine’s death on November 6, 1896.
Before a glittering crowd of dignitaries including the Curator of the Hermitage,
A. I. Somov, and Princess Eugenia of Oldenburg (Nicholas I’s oldest
granddaughter, also known as Eugenia, Duchess of Leuchtenberg), the Minister
of Agriculture and State Domains, Alexei Sergeevich Ermolov, stood on an
elaborate dais in front of a life-size portrait of Catherine II. It was Lampi’s last
picture of the Empress, painted in 1794, and it revealed her not as a
mythological deity or Russian Minerva but as an older and subdued Russian
ruler. The picture formed the visual centerpiece and was garlanded with
greenery and framed by busts of the new tsar and his wife, Nicholas II and
Alexandra Feodorovna.646 Catherine’s portrait was treated with almost the same
level of reverence and veneration that state portraits had been during her reign.
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After prayers and blessings (which included references to the figure in the
portrait), the minister introduced an array of distinguished speakers who
celebrated Catherine II’s contributions to industrial technology, especially her
founding of the mining institute itself in 1773. Ermolov went on to cite many of
Catherine’s own treatises on politics, law and administration. She was lauded
for her ability to set the example from the throne through her own love of
knowledge and her respect for learning. Other speakers commended her ability
to select men of talent and they cited the many blessings that her wisdom and
legislation had brought to Russia. This was but one of hundreds of similar
events taking place across the country to mark the centenary anniversary of the
end of the reign of Catherine II. There were never any comparable events held
to celebrate either the reign or the demise of her successor, Paul I.
The image and the reputation of the Empress long outlasted that of her
son and far overshadowed his macabre attempts to exact vengeance on behalf of
his long-dead father. In 1790 Catherine had trenchantly asked of Admiral
Mordvinov with regard to the history of her reign, “…will this be merely an
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ornament, a mere decoration…or will it actually be a merited monument?”647
Catherine’s carefully constructed representational scenario was neither
ornament nor decoration. Instead, critical components of the scenario, such as
her state portraits, turned out to be permanent monuments of merit that
continue even in the present day to remind us, in the words of the Chevalier de
Corberon, of “this astounding princess, legislatrix and warrior.”648
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Conclusion
Catherine the Great employed art in the service of politics throughout
her reign. I suggest that her symbolic representation owed much to her
immediate predecessors, the Empresses Anna and Elizabeth. Women ruled
Russia for sixty-seven years, beginning with the regency of Sophia in 1682.
They successfully seized the throne (in collaboration with the military),
contravened hereditary precedent and established a variety of symbolic
templates that normalized the anomaly of female rule. Catherine adopted
aspects of her predecessors’ representational scenarios to transcend the
limitations of gender and display the essential attributes of her unlimited rule.
She constructed state ideologies in pictures and in texts that revolved around
her image as the embodiment of the Russian empire and the “Mother of the
Fatherland.”
Two of the most important iconographic cornerstones of her reign were
Russia’s victory over the Ottomans in the first Russo-Turkish War and the
peaceful annexation of Crimea in 1783. Each of these events engendered
unique and significant imperial discourses, and contributed to Catherine’s
iconographic apotheosis, first as the Russian Minerva and second as the
Empress of Tauride. Catherine and her court painters manipulated the portrait
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medium to express symbolic transcendence, using the language of allegory to
reveal the monarch’s multiple mythological and political functions.
Catherine also used the portrait medium to explore her complex
relationship to Peter I within a variety of media and formats, shifting her
perspective from heir to peer and eventually to an image of rule that claimed
precedence over Peter the Great in Lampi’s 1793 state portrait. The image of
Peter I first appeared in the Roslin portrait of 1776, more than ten years after
Catherine seized the throne, yet more than six years before she unveiled the
Falconet statue. Catherine II’s relation to Peter I was problematic on both the
literal and symbolic level as he was the great grandfather of the son on whose
behalf she refused to rule as regent and the grandfather of her murdered
husband. Peter’s appearance in Catherine’s symbolic script was indicative of
the complicated and contested relationship between these two “Greats” but
Catherine artfully employed state portraiture in part to resolve the
representational conundrum.
James Cracraft suggests that the Petrine “revolution” in Russian imagery
in the early eighteenth century led to visual art in Russia “becoming an
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autonomous sphere with its own set of constitutive or aesthetic values.”649 By
the reign of Catherine II, imperial self-representation had been completely
transformed along European lines. This study highlights the central role
played by the Empress in this process and examines the collaborative and fluid
cultural exchange between court and elite society. In her study of Russian
Enlightenment theater, Elise Wirtschafter argues that a small, Europeanized
service elite in Russia could “join an educated society (obshchestvo) or public
(publika) structured around Enlightenment culture and civic engagement” and I
suggest that this same educated society was similarly transformed by its
experience of the visual arts.650 The Empress and her courtiers experimented
with various modes of self-expression (including the commissioning of
portraits) without benefit of frequent academy exhibitions, art auctions,
journals, or public viewing spaces such as the Salons (and private salons) of
Paris or London. Catherine’s deep commitment to the promotion of the fine
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arts as both cultural progenitor and purveyor encouraged members of her court
to participate in a wide variety of Enlightenment practices.651
This dissertation examined the evolution of Catherine the Great’s
portrait imagery over the course of her thirty-four year reign. It argues that the
Russian empress exploited the aesthetic possibilities of the genre in order to
articulate sovereignty and assert her political supremacy. Catherine created a
powerful iconography of legitimacy, Orthodoxy and Enlightenment and the
resulting figurative state discourse reflected contemporary political culture. Her
prescient manipulation of visual media and fluency in the rhetoric of images
revealed Catherine to be an early modern archetype, an exemplar of absolutism.
In the reign of Catherine the Great, art was an instrument of power.
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